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FOREWORD

The mystery of the Blessed Virgin Mary as “Coredemptrix of the human race” is a common doctrine of
Catholic faith that has been enunciated under this title
by modern popes and explained by erudite theologians
of the highest respectability within the Church.
The Second Vatican Council was unequivocal
about its doctrinal teaching of Marian Coredemption
when in paragraph 58 of Lumen Gentium, the Council
states:“Thus the Blessed Virgin advanced in her pilgrimage
of faith, and faithfully persevered in union with her Son
unto the cross, where she stood in keeping with the divine
command, enduring with her only begotten Son the
intensity of his suffering, associated with his sacrifice in
her mother’s heart, and lovingly consenting to the
immolation of this victim which was born of her” (Lumen
Gentium, 58).
The Holy Father, Pope John Paul II, took this
very paragraph on Marian Coredemption from the
Council and used it as the principal theme of his 1987
Mar ian encyclical, Redemptor is Mater, which is
appropriately named,“Mother of the Redeemer.” During
1
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his papacy, as is well known, the Holy Father has repeatedly
used the title of “Co-redemptrix” and “Co-redemptrix
of the human race” in his papal addresses and homilies to
the People of God.
Dr. Mark Miravalle, Mariologist from the Franciscan
University of Steubenville, has taken great scholarly efforts
in bringing to us an impeccably documented history or
“story” of the Blessed Virgin as Co-redemptrix, but in a
concise format. “With Jesus” is an intellectual work that is
understandable for any contemporary reader who seeks
an honest examination of this Catholic doctrine in
Scripture, Tradition, and the teachings of the Church’s
Magisterium. But “With Jesus” is also a work of love from
the heart, where the author manifests his own love for his
Mother, the Co-redemptrix, and yet without loss of
objectivity in this exceptionally documented theological
and historical study.
In truth, how can any faithful Catholic question the
appropriateness of the Co-redemptrix title as applied to our
Blessed Mother when it has been pronounced by a litany of
popes, saints, blesseds, mystics, doctors of the Church, and conciliar
theologians throughout the history of the Church, including Pope
John Paul II, as documented in this work?
The title of Co-redemptrix does not threaten the
primacy of the Redeemer, any more than St. Paul calling
all Christians to be God’s “co-workers” (1 Cor. 3:9)
threatens the primacy of the Redeemer. We are all called
to share in the work of Redemption, and Our Lady, the
Co-redemptrix, is our supreme Immaculate example.
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As to the eventual papal definition of the doctrine
of Co-redemptrix, it is only a matter of time.The doctrine’s
consistent development throughout Catholic history will
eventually bring forth the fruit of the doctrine’s perfection
on the level of Catholic dogma. This papal proclamation
will lead to a greater understanding of this Mariological
doctrine, both within the Church and beyond its visible
confines. Marian Coredemption is present in the teachings
of the great Fathers and Doctors of the Church; and it is
present in the powerful prayer of the Holy Rosary, especially
in the mysteries of the Annunciation, Presentation, and
Crucifixion, which are meditated upon, and happily
accepted by the sensus fidelium.
That there is controversy over its dogmatic
definition is to be expected by any student of the history
of Marian Dogmas. Such was the case especially for the
dogma of the Mother of God at the Council of Ephesus
in 431 and the Immaculate Conception in 1854. Out of
the storm of theological debate will come the rainbow of
its definition, purified by the storm itself, which will result
in its greater clarity and precision in a carefully crafted
Marian dogma of faith.
I pray that you enjoy the reading of “With Jesus,”
that it move your mind and heart for a greater love of the
Virgin Mother, who indeed had her soul pierced for you
(Lk. 2:35). I also pray that you will pass on this book to
the friends or family members who do not yet “behold
their Mother” (Jn. 19:27). Most of all, I pray that you will
join in prayer, especially the prayer of the Holy Rosary,
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for the expedient papal proclamation of Our Lady as truly
our Co-redemptrix with Jesus.
Edouard Cardinal Gagnon, P.S.S.
President Emeritus, Pontifical Council for the Family
President Emeritus, Pontifical Committee
For International Eucharistic Congresses

AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION
“With Jesus,” from the Annunciation to Calvary:
this is the story of Mary Co-redemptrix.
This little work is not primarily for the theologian,
but for the reader who, while not necessarily having an
extensive theological background, is nonetheless
comfortable with citations and notes for the sake of a deeper
investigation into this Mariological doctrine and mystery.
I wish to confess to you from the outset, dear reader,
my own deep love and gratitude for the Mother whom I
hail, as does the Church, as the “Co-redemptrix.” But I
pray that my personal belief in this Marian mystery will
not hamper an objective examination of the question,
which must not be based on subjective dispositions, but
rather on the objective historic revelation which flows from
the Word of God “written,” the Sacred Scriptures; the Word
of God “oral and handed down,” Sacred Tradition; and the
guardianship of the Word of God by the Church’s
Magisterium, all of which is witnessed to and enfleshed in
the lives and testimonies of the saints, mystics, popes, and
doctors of the Church.
From these sources, I seek to weave a little garland
of the story of Mary Co-redemptrix. But just as the Rosary
is a brief “compendium of the entire Gospel,”1 so too this
work will be only a brief telling of the whole story, the
profundity and sublimity of which not even the world
5
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itself could contain the books that would have to be written
(cf. Jn. 21:25). For her story is so united to His story that it
participates in the very depths and breath of a God’s desire
to “buy back” (redimere) his people, and in doing so, God
willed that this woman be intimately involved in the
salvation of the human race.
May the telling of this story, by God’s infinite grace,
satisfy your mind and bring peace, joy, and gratitude to
your heart, for the gift and the mystery of Mary Coredemptrix.

Notes
1

Paul VI, Apostolic Exhortation Marialis Cultus, 1974, 42.

Chapter I

What Co-redemptrix
Does And Does Not Mean
“When they found you with the Fathers calling her Mother of
God, Second Eve, and Mother of all Living, the Mother of Life,
the Morning Star, the Mystical New Heaven, the Sceptre of
Orthodoxy, the All-undefiled Mother of Holiness, and the like,
they would have deemed it a poor compensation for such language,
that you protested against her being called a Co-redemptrix . . . .
— Ven. John Henry Cardinal Newman to Pusey1
Ironically, we begin this work by explaining what
Mary Co-redemptrix does not mean.This is to avoid initial
misconceptions that can prejudice the term, quite apart
from how the Church, that is, popes, saints, doctors, mystics
and martyrs, has in fact used it. It is one thing to espouse
that “I do not accept the Church calling the Mother of
Jesus the ‘Co-redemptrix,’” to reject the title due to a
misconception of what the Church herself denotes by it.
It is a different and intellectually unjust matter to maintain
that the Church means something other than what she
says she means when she calls the Mother of Jesus the
“Co-redemptrix.”
What does “Co-redemptrix” not mean in the
7
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teachings of the Catholic Church? It does not mean that
Mary is a goddess, that she is the fourth person of the
Trinity, that she in any way possesses a divine nature, that
she is in any fashion not a creature completely dependent
upon her Creator like all other creatures. In quoting one
of the greatest Marian saints of Church history, St. Louis
Marie Grignion de Montfort, I join with him and the
entire Church in asserting the Christian truth of Mary’s
unquestionable creaturehood and total dependence on the
Divine Lord of all, and that God has no absolute need for
the participation of the Mother of Jesus for the
accomplishment of his divine will:
I avow, with all the Church, that Mary, being
a mere creature who has come from the
hands of the Most High, is in comparison
with His Infinite Majesty less than an atom;
or rather, she is nothing at all, because only
He is “He who is” (Exod. 3:14);
consequently that grand Lord, always
independent and sufficient to Himself,
never had, and has not now, any absolute
need of the holy Virg in for the
accomplishment of His will and for the
manifestation of His glory. He has but to
will in order to do everything.2
The truth embodied by the Church’s doctrine
concerning the Virgin Mary applies entirely to the subject
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of Redemption. The Church maintains that Mary’s
participation in the Redemption accomplished by Jesus
Christ, truly God and truly man, was by no means
absolutely necessary. Moreover, Mary herself, as a creature
and a daughter of Adam and Eve within the human family
was in need of being preserved from the effects of original
sin, and thereby was wholly dependent upon her SonRedeemer for her own exalted form of Redemption.
Any concept of Mary Co-redemptrix, therefore, that
suggests the Mother of Jesus is a fourth Trinitarian person or some
type of goddess must be immediately and entirely rejected as grave
heresy against Christian revelation. Such blatant error clouds
the real theological issues surrounding the doctrine of Coredemptrix, such as: the nature and limits of human
participation in a divine work; the mysterious balance
between Divine Providence and human freedom in
salvation; the role of human cooperation in the individual
distribution of the graces of Redemption; the divine desire
to have a woman directly partake in the restoration of
grace and its effects on personal human dignity, and several
other relevant themes.
What then does the Church mean when she calls
the Blessed Virgin Mary the “Co-redemptrix?” Let us first
look at the etymological meaning of the title itself.
The prefix,“co-” derives from the Latin term “cum,”
which means “with” (and not “equal to”). Although some
modern languages, such as English, sometimes use the prefix
“co” with connotations of equality, the true Latin meaning
remains “with.” And in English, for example, the prefix
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“co” is at other times properly used to signify “with” in a
context of subordination or dependence, in cases such as
“pilot and co-pilot”; “star and co-star”; “Creator and cocreator” in the theology of the body and nuptial love, and
so forth.
In the revealed word of God, St. Paul identifies the
early Christians as “co-workers with God” (1 Cor. 3:9) in
a meaning and context of “co” which cannot possibly
denote equality. So, too, are we “co-heirs” with Christ
(Rom. 8:17), without meaning that we are equally heirs
to heaven as the only-begotten Son of God is heir to
Heaven.
The Latin verb,“redimere” (or re[d]-emere), signifies
literally “ to buy back.” The Latin suffix,“-trix” is feminine,
denoting “one who does something.” The etymological
meaning of Co-redemptrix therefore refers to the “woman
with the Redeemer,” or more literally:“the woman who buys
back with.”
In summation, then, the title “Mary Co-redemptrix” as
used by the Church denotes the unique and active participation
by Mary, the Mother of Jesus, in the work of Redemption as
accomplished by Jesus Christ, the divine and human Redeemer.
The title of Co-redemptrix never places Mary on a level
of equality with Jesus Christ, the divine Lord of all, in the
accomplishment of human salvation. It would wound the
Heart of Mary more than any other heart, hers an
immaculate and transparent Heart created to reflect
perfectly the glories of her Son, 3 if she were to be
mistakenly perceived as an equal or parallel redeemer with
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her own divine Son.
The Co-redemptrix title, rather, identifies Mary’s
singular and unparalleled sharing with her Son in the
restoration of grace for the human family. The Mother of
the Redeemer participates in a wholly secondary and
subordinate way in the buying back of humanity with and
under her Divine Son. For Jesus Christ alone in his divinity,
the Sovereign Alpha and Omega, could satisfy the just
compensation for the sins of mankind necessary in
reconciling humanity with God, the Father of all mankind.
Jesus Christ, truly God and truly man, is the
Redeemer of the universe. Mary, the Church teaches, is
the woman completely “with the Redeemer” who like
no other creature, angel or saint, shared in his saving work.
She gave Jesus her own flesh and blood; she suffered with
Jesus in all his earthly suffering; she walked with Jesus the
steps to Calvary; she offered with Jesus at Golgotha in
obedience to the Father; she died with Jesus in her Heart.
What does the Church mean when she calls Mary the
Co-redemptrix? In a phrase: Mary is “With Jesus,” from the
Annunciation to Calvary.
This is why St. Louis de Montfort concludes his
statement regarding theVirgin Mother of God by positively
stating that her role in salvation, though not in the order
of absolute necessity, is in the order of God’s perfect and
manifest will:
Nevertheless, I say that, things being as they
are now — that is, God having willed to
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commence and complete His greatest
works by the most holy Virgin ever since
He created Her — we may well think He
will not change His conduct in the eternal
ages; for He is God, and He changes not,
either in His sentiments or in His conduct.4
The question for the disciple of Christ is not,“what
was absolutely necessary, so that I may accept it?” but rather,
“what was God’s manifest will, that I may believe it?” It
was God’s manifest will that a woman and a mother be
directly and intensely involved “with the Redeemer,” in
the buying back of the human family from Satan and the
effects of sin. Because of this role, which exceeds all other
human and creaturely roles, the Mother of Jesus uniquely
lays claim to the title of Co-redemptrix, “with Jesus” in
the atoning work of human Redemption. It is a title given
to her by the Church, and it is rightfully hers more than
any other creature, beyond all other Christians who are
called to be “co-redeemers.”5 For the Immaculate Mother
alone is spiritually crucified at Calvary in an experience of
mater nal suffer ing that is almost beyond human
imagination.6
It is Mary, not the Church, who first gives birth to
the Redeemer. It is the fruit of Mary’s suffering with and
under the Redeemer that leads to the mystical birth of
the Church at Calvary (Jn. 19:25-27). It is precisely this
mystical birth by the New Eve, the new “Mother of the
Living,”7 which makes it possible for us to become co-
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redeemers within the mysterious and salvific distribution
of graces which flow from Calvary.
The historical person of Mary,Virgin of Nazareth,
through her lifetime cooperation “with Jesus” in the work
of Redemption, becomes, in the words of John Paul II,
the “Co-redemptrix of humanity.”8
Perhaps, too, the words of one contemporary
Anglican Oxford scholar, who here travels in the footprints
of another Oxford scholar, Venerable Cardinal Newman,
will compel us toward a new open-mindedness to the Coredemptrix title and its further explanation within
Christian Revelation:
The matter cannot be settled by pointing to the
dangers of exaggeration and abuse, or by appealing
to isolated texts of scripture such as 1 Timothy
2:5, or by the changing fashions in theology and
spirituality, or by the desire not to say anything
that might offend one’s partners in ecumenical
dialogue. Unthinking enthusiasts may have elevated
Mary to a position of virtual equality with Christ,
but this aberration is not a necessary consequence
of recognizing that there may be a truth striving
for expression in words like Mediatrix and
Coredemptrix. All responsible theologians would
agree that Mary’s co-redemptive role is subordinate
and auxiliary to the central role of Christ. But if
she does have such a role, the more clearly we
understand it, the better. It is a matter for
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theological investigation. And, like other doctrines
concerning Mary, it is not only saying something
about her, but something more general concerning
the Church as a whole or even humanity as a
whole.9
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Catholic Teaching Considered, vol. 2, In a Letter Addressed to the Rev. E.
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Green and Co., 1891, vol. 2, p. 78.
2
St. Louis Marie Grignion de Montfort, True Devotion to Mary, ch. 1,
n. 14.
3
For example, Lk. 1:46: “my soul magnifies the Lord” and Jn. 2:5:
“do whatever he tells you.”
4
De Montfort, True Devotion to Mary, ch. 1, n. 15.
5
Cf. John Paul II, Address to the sick at the Hospital of the Brothers
of St. John of God, April 5, 1981, L’Osservatore Romano, English
edition, April 13, 1981, p. 6; General Audience, Jan. 13, 1982, Inseg.
V/1, 1982, 91; Address to candidates for the Pr iesthood,
Montevideo, May 8, 1988, L’Osservatore Romano, English edition,
May 30, 1988, p. 4; cf. Pius XI, Papal Allocution at Vicenza, Nov.
30, 1933.
6
John Paul II, Apostolic Letter Salvifici Doloris, Feb. 11, 1984, 25;
AAS 76, 1984, p. 214.
7
Cf. Gen. 3:20.
8
Cf. Pius XI, Papal Allocution at Vicenza; John Paul II, General
Audience, Sept. 8, 1982; Inseg. V/3, 1982, 404.
9
J. Macquarr ie, “Mary Co-redemptrix and Disputes Over
Justification and Grace: An Anglican View,” Mary Co-redemptrix:
Doctrinal Issues Today, Queenship, 2002, p. 140.

Chapter II

Co-redemptrix Foretold
It is one thing to define a term; it is quite another
to believe it.That the Church defines the meaning of Coredemptrix as Mary’s entirely unique sharing in the work
of Redemption with Jesus is clear. But on what basis does
she believe it to be true?
God’s perfect providence, dictated not by absolute
necessity, but by divine disposition, the Heart of God
expressed to the heart of man, is revealed in a primary way
through Sacred Scripture.
The Mother of Jesus is rightly understood not as a woman
in Scripture, but as The Woman of Scripture. She is, as we
shall see, the “woman” of Genesis (Gen. 3:15), the “woman”
of Cana (Jn. 2:4), the “woman” of Calvary (Jn. 19:25), the
“woman” of Revelation (Rev. 12:1), and the “woman” of
Galatians (Gal. 4:4).
But here we must ponder the revelation of the
Woman of Scripture specific to her role “with Jesus” in
the work of Redemption.We commence with the ancient
Covenant between God and man and its written Testament.
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The Great Prophecy - Genesis 3:151
“I will put enmity between you and the woman”
We begin at the beginning, in the Book of Genesis
with the protoevangelium (“first gospel”). For the merciful
love of the Father permits fallen humanity to be in despair
without a redeemer for only a few verses.
After the human “sin of sins” takes place, God is
quick to reveal his redemptive plan to reverse or
“recapitulate,” as the early Fathers would say, the sin of
Adam and Eve. The Creator in his omniscience makes
known a plan to bring about the serpent’s complete defeat
by using the same basic means, though in reverse, by which
Satan effected the loss of grace for the human family. In
doing so, God the Father of all mankind further reveals his
omnipotent sovereignty over Satan.
God reveals his redemptive plan of a future woman
and her future “seed” of victory:“I will put enmity between
you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed;
he (she) shall crush your head, and you shall lie in wait for
his (her) heel (Gen. 3:15).”
In this greatest of Old Testament prophecies, we
see a struggle between a woman and her offspring (or
“seed”) against Satan and his seed of evil and sin.With the
revelation of the battle is the revelation of the eventual
victory of the woman and her seed in the crushing of
Satan’s head.
The “seed” who is ultimately victorious over Satan
and his seed can refer only to Jesus Christ. No one else
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may lay claim to the redemptive victory of the crucified
and resurrected Redeemer. The “woman” of the seed of
victory must then also refer to Mary in the most essential
and ultimate sense, who is alone the true and natural mother
of Jesus Christ. Eve does not give physical birth to the
Redeemer, nor does Israel, nor does the Church. Only
Mary the “New Eve” does.
This Genesis passage is quintessentially prophetic,
foretelling a definitive victory over Satan to take place in
the future (“I will put”). So, too, must the two persons of
the victory be in the future, so that through a woman yet
to be born and her victorious seed, the loss of the first
woman would be vindicated.
God places “enmity” between the woman and the
serpent and their respective “seeds.” “Enmity” in scripture
refers to a complete and radical opposition,2 and it is
precisely this enmity which separates the woman and her
seed (Mother and Son) from Satan and his seed. It is within
this divinely-established enmity that the nature and role of Mary
Co-redemptrix is first foretold.
The woman shares with her seed in the struggle
against the serpent and his seed. In the full light of salvation
history, we understand that this passage foreshadows Mary,
Mother of the Redeemer, who intimately shares in the
identical struggle against Satan and evil as does Jesus the
Redeemer. The Woman “with Jesus” participates in the
great battle for buying back humanity, which is revealed
by the Heavenly Father immediately after the first woman
participates in the loss of humanity “with Adam.” Eve

20
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becomes the “co-peccatrix” (“with the sinner”); Mary is
prophesied as the “Co-redemptr ix” (“with the
redeemer”).3
The “enmity” between the woman and the serpent
also foretells the “Immaculate One,” who is both free from
sin and full of grace. Only a person in total and complete
opposition to the Evil One could be entirely immaculate
or “stainless” (macula, “stain”). In its positive meaning, this
Woman will be “full of grace” (Lk. 1:28), for she positively
bears the full fruits of Redemption applied to her in an
exalted way, in a preservative way, through which she will
never be touched by Satan and his sinful seed.4
The Heavenly Father’s “Immaculate One,” His
Virgin Daughter full of grace, will represent humanity in
the battle “with Jesus” for souls. She will be God’s greatest
masterpiece, his greatest creature, fighting against his most
heinous creature in this cosmic struggle. Only one free
from sin could be an appropriate partner with the
Redeemer in the work of Redemption. A sin-stained
partner would be acting as a type of double agent, working
with the Redeemer and with Satan at the same time. Mary
will be the Co-redemptrix entirely and exclusively “with
Jesus,” because she is first the Immaculate Conception.5
Her freedom from sin from the moment of conception
will be God’s gift to mankind, and her “fiat,” freely given,
will represent mankind’s response. The necessity of this
freedom, this total giving of self, is essential, for God respects
absolutely the free cooperation of his creatures in the work
of human salvation.
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“She will crush your head.” The revelation of the
Co-redemptrix in Genesis 3:15 does not depend upon
the debated pronoun translation (“he” or “she”) of this
second line of the prophecy. It is revealed first in the Eternal
Father’s foretelling of the future battle in which Mary,
woman of the “seed,” mother of the redeemer, will
intrinsically participate with her Son against those with
whom they have enmity, Satan and his seed.
It is nonetheless noteworthy that in the revealed
text, it is the woman who must struggle directly against
the serpent, while the seed of the woman is in parallel
struggle against the seed of the serpent. If we are to properly
respect the parallelism in the text, it is appropriate to
conclude from the first “enmity” announced between the
woman and the serpent, that the subsequent pronouns then
logically refer to the first protagonist, the woman, and the
first antagonist, the serpent. The pronoun “she” thereby
refers to the woman-protagonist crushing the “head” of
the serpent-antagonist.6
The traditional Vulgate which conveys the Genesis
passage with the female pronoun, “ipsa” or “she” has been
used by numerous popes in papal documents in referring
to Mary. For example, Bl. Pius IX in the papal bull defining
the Immaculate Conception, Ineffabilis Deus (Dec. 8, 1854),
refers to the woman of Genesis 3:15 as Mary, who will
crush the head of Satan “with her virginal foot” and clearly
identifies the Mother’s sharing in the Son’s redemptive
victory. This is but one of several examples from the papal
magisterium that identify without question the woman of
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Genesis 3:15 as Mary:
The Fathers and ecclesiastical writers,
enlightened by instruction from on high,
taught that the divine prophecy:“I will put
enmity between you and the woman,
between your seed and her seed,” clearly
and plainly foretold how there was to be a
merciful Redeemer for mankind, namely,
the only-begotten Son of God, Jesus Christ.
They also taught how the prophecy pointed
to His Blessed Mother, the Virgin Mary,
and how it clearly expressed at the same
time their common enmity toward the
devil. Just as Christ, the Mediator between
God and men, by taking our nature,
cancelled the decree of condemnation
against us, triumphantly nailing it to the
cross, so too the most holyVirgin, intimately
and indissolubly united to Christ, became
with Him the everlasting enemy of the
venomous serpent, and thus shared with
Her Son His victory over the serpent,
crushing as she did the serpent’s head with
her virginal foot.7
It is telling that Our Lady herself does not appear
to be hindered by a pronoun translation debate when in
the Church-approved Miraculous Medal apparitions of
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Our Lady of Grace at Rue de Bac (Nov. 27, 1830), the
vision and subsequent medal depict the Mediatrix of all
graces as literally stepping on the head of the serpent with
her foot.8
Mary Co-redemptrix is the Woman of Genesis 3:15.
But she is also the Woman and the Virgin Mother of Isaiah,
who in another great Old Testament prophecy is foretold in
bringing forth the great sign of salvation predicted to Ahaz:
“Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call
his name, Immanuel” (Is. 7:14). She is further the Woman of
Micah, who “in travail” brings forth the future ruler who
will save Israel:“But you, O Bethlehem Ephrathah, who are
little to be among the clans of Judah, from you shall come
forth one who is to be ruler in Israel, whose origin is from
old, from ancient days.Therefore he shall give them up until
the time when she who is in travail has brought forth, then
the rest of his brethren shall return to the people of Israel”
(Mic. 5:2-3). The prophecy of the travail of the woman
refers not to birth pains due to sin, inapplicable to the
Immaculata conceived without original sin and its effects,
but rather to the co-suffering that awaits the Mother of the
Redeemer in giving spiritual birth to the many at the greatest
of prices.
Old Testament Types and Symbols of the Co-redemptrix
And what of the many great women of the Old
Testament, who in their very persons foretell of the Coredemptrix to come?
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Sarah, wife of Abraham, through a miraculous birth,
gives birth to Isaac and becomes the “Mother of nations”
(Gen. 17:15-17). Mary, through a miraculous birth, gives
birth to the Redeemer and becomes the Mother of all
peoples (cf. Lk. 1:38, Jn. 19:25-27).
Rebecca dresses Jacob in the clothing of Esau to
obtain the inheritance of the first born from his father,
Isaac (cf. Gen. 25:1-40). Mary dresses Jesus in the clothing
of humanity to obtain for the rest of the human family
the inheritance of the Heavenly Father.
Rachel gives birth to Joseph, the future savior for the tribe
of Jacob, who is sold for twenty pieces of silver by his own
brethren (cf. Gen. 37:28). Mary gives birth to Jesus, the
future savior of all people, who is sold for thirty pieces of
silver (cf. Mt. 26:15).
The prophetess Deborah is Barak’s active partner
in the victory over Sisera (which leads to the crushing of
Sisera’s head by Jael), for which Deborah later proclaims a
hymn of exultation (cf. Judg. 4:5). Mary, Queen of Prophets
is the active partner with Christ in the victory over sin
and the crushing of Satan’s head, for which she proclaims
the greatness of the Lord (cf. Lk. 1:46).
The valiant Judith battles against the enemy
Holofernes, and triumphs over him with the cutting off
of his head (cf. Jud. 8-16).The valiant Mary battles against
Satan, and triumphs over him with the crushing of his
head (cf. Gen. 3:15, Jn. 19:27).
Queen Esther finds favor with King Ahasuerus in
risking her life to save her people from a decree of death.
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Mary Co-redemptrix finds favors with Christ the King in
offering her life for the mission of Redemption in the
saving of all people “with Jesus” from the decree of eternal
death (Lk. 1:38).
A phenomenal Old Testament type of Mary Coredemptrix is found in the noble “Mother of Macabees”
(cf. 2 Mac. 7). Under a persecution from the secular king,
Antiochus, six sons, one after the other, are torturously
murdered in the presence of their mother because of their
fidelity to the fasting practices of the Covenant. Antiochus
himself calls upon the mother to intervene with her seventh
son to save himself by accepting the offers of wealth and
power from the king, if the son will only turn away from
the fasting disciplines of the Covenant.The mother instead
takes the opportunity to appeal to her son with words of
encouragement and exhortation, instructing him to,“accept
death, so that in God’s mercy I may get you back again
with your brothers” (2 Mac. 7:29).
How eloquently the Mother of Maccabees
foreshadows the story of Mary Co-redemptrix! The seven
swords of sorrow that will pierce the Mother’s heart are
predicted in the sufferings of the seven sons of Maccabees.
The courageous glance, amidst the necessary tears, from
the face of the Mother directed to the face of the crucified
Son at Calvary convey in a message beyond words the
imperative to persevere in the redemptive plan of the New
and everlasting Covenant.The temptations of wealth, power,
fame, or even the “futility” of the upcoming crucifixion
whispered to the Son by the Prince of this world, are
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countered by the witness of humility, poverty, and
obedience manifested by the faithful Virgin Mother, who
herself wholly Immaculate, is the greatest and most worthy
fruit of the Redemption wrought by her Son.
The scriptural account of the Mother of Macabees
and her seven sons ends with the words: “Last of all, the
mother died, after her sons” (2 Mac. 7:41). So too, the
popes tell us, does the Mother Co-redemptrix experience
at Calvary a true “dying with Him in her heart, pierced by
the sword of sorrow,”9 where the Mother of the Redeemer
is “crucified spiritually with her crucified son.”10
The Mother Co-redemptrix is moreover foretold
in the greatest of all Marian symbols of the Old Testament,
the “Ark of the Covenant.” The Ark is the place of “God’s
presence,” bearing fragments of the tablet of the Ten
Commandments, the staff of Aaron, and the mysterious
manna from heaven, which together represent the law, the
priesthood, and the sustaining food of the Covenant. As
such the Ark is the concrete sign of the saving covenant
between Yahweh and the people of Israel (cf. Deut 31:25;
Ex. 16:4-36; Num. 17:1-13).
Likewise, the Mother of the Redeemer bears
within herself Christ the New Law, Christ the High Priest,
and Christ the Eucharist, which makes her the supreme
Ark of the New Covenant. She is the divinely created and
crafted bearer of the new and eternal covenant between
divinity and humanity, the free and active Ark made of
incorruptible wood, who both bears and suffers with the
High Priest of the Everlasting Covenant.
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Every groaning of the Old Testament yearns forward to
the Incarnation and to the fulfilled mission of Christ the
Redeemer. And every longing for the redeeming Son is
also, according to the saving plan of the Eternal Father, a
longing for the co-redeeming Mother. For, as Blessed Pope
Pius IX instructs in the dogmatic proclamation of the
Immaculate Conception, both the Redeemer and the Coredemptrix were indissolubly willed by the Father of all
mankind to partake in the mission of human Redemption
in “one and the same decree.”11
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Chapter III

Co-redemptrix Begun
“Incarnatio redemptiva redemptio inchoativa” (“the
redemptive Incarnation is the Redemption begun”). This
patristic concept of the miracle of miracles in which the
Second person of the Most Holy Trinity deigned to become
flesh for us correctly conveys that the Incarnation of Jesus
Christ is truly the “Redemption begun.” And yet, it was
the Father’s perfect plan that such redemptive Incarnation
take place only through the consent of a human, a woman,
a virgin.
“Yes” to the Annunciation: Lk. 1: 26-38
“Let it be done to me according to your word”
Perhaps St. Bernard describes it best when he states
that the whole world waited to hear the response of the
Virgin, upon whom salvation was dependent: “The angel
awaits an answer; . . . We too are waiting O Lady, for your
word of compassion; the sentence of condemnation weighs
heavily upon us . . .We shall be set free at once if you consent
. . . This is what the whole earth waits for . . . .” St. Luke
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records the commencement of Redemption:
In the sixth month the angel Gabriel was
sent from God to a city of Galilee named
Nazareth, to a virgin betrothed to a man
whose name was Joseph, of the house of
David; and the virgin’s name was Mary.And
he came to her and said,“Hail, full of grace,
the Lord is with you!” But she was greatly
troubled at the saying, and considered in
her mind what sort of greeting this might
be. And the angel said to her, “Do not be
afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with
God.And behold, you will conceive in your
womb and bear a son, and you shall call his
name Jesus.
He will be great and will be called
the Son of the Most High;
and the Lord God will give to him
the throne of his father David,
and he will reign over the house of Jacob
for ever;
and of his kingdom there will be no end.”
And Mary said to the angel,“How can this
be since I know not man?”
And the angel said to her,
“The Holy Spirit will come upon you, and
the power of the Most High
will overshadow you;
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therefore the child to be born will be called
holy, the Son of God.
And behold, your kinswoman Elizabeth in
her old age has also conceived a son; and
this is the sixth month with her who was
called barren. For nothing is impossible
with God.” And Mary said, “Behold, I am
the handmaid of the Lord; let it be done to
me according to your word.”And the angel
departed from her.
“Be it done unto me according to your word.”
With these words, words of a free and immaculate virgin,
the Word became flesh and dwelt among us. “The Eternal
Father entrusted himself to the Virgin of Nazareth,” and
the Virgin gave her “yes” to the Father’s plan to redeem
the world through the incarnate Son.
For those tempted to dismiss the “fiat of history” as
bereft of any real active participation on the part of the
Virgin (as if her consent was only a type of passive recognition
or simple submission), Mary’s “fiat” in the Greek is expressed
in the optative mood (ghenòito moi . . . ), a mood which
expresses her active and joyful desire, not merely a passive
acceptance, to participate in the divine plan.
Redemption Begun — Co-redemption Begun
As the Incarnation is the Redemption begun, so too
is Mary’s fiat the Co-redemption begun. In the words of
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Blessed Teresa of Calcutta, “Of course, Mary is the Coredemptrix. She gave Jesus his body, and the body of Jesus
is what saved us.” The Letter to the Hebrews tells us that
we have been “sanctified by the offering of the body of
Jesus Christ, once for all” (Heb. 10:10). But Jesus receives
the precious instrument of Redemption, his sacred body,
through Mary. In virtue of the intimate and sublime salvific
gift, body to Body, heart to Heart, Mother to Son, the
Immaculate Virgin begins her role as Co-redemptrix in
the donation of human nature — from the Co-redemptrix
to the Redeemer.
But within the gift of body from Mary to Jesus, is
the gift of heart bespoken in that gift of body. It is the gift
of free will, of soul and spirit, unconditionally offered back
to the Eternal Father, in the “yes” of the Immaculate One
to His redemptive plan, regardless of the price.
With this “let it be done to me,” the humble Virgin
of Nazareth becomes “cause of salvation for herself and
the whole human race” as St. Irenaeus teaches; the “price
of the redemption of captives” as St. Ephraem proclaims;
she “conceived redemption for all” as St.Ambrose explains;
and is rightly greeted, “Hail, redemption of the tears of
Eve” by the eastern Akathist Hymn. St. Augustine tells us
that the faithful Virgin first bore Christ in her heart and
then in her flesh; and St.Thomas Aquinas explains that the
BlessedVirgin’s free consent to receive the Word represented
in a true sense the consent of the entire human race to
receive the Eternal Son as the Redeemer.
The Immaculate One’s “yes,” soft-spoken to the
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Archangel Gabriel, is amplified and resounds throughout
creation and time. It is humanity’s yes by humanity’s best,
for she speaks not only for herself but in the name of
mankind, when she gives her assent to the Father’s design
for a Redeemer. The Triune God so respects human free
will, typically fragile and fickle, that he awaits human
consent for a mission upon which literally every human
soul’s eternal destiny depends. Yet, above all human
creatures, the sinless Mary is most free to choose, most
able to offer herself to the Father for the accomplishment
of his will. And when her consent is given, he generously
responds.
Theologians have long examined the precise nature
of Mary’s fiat in relation to her role in Redemption, and
have sought to categorize it. Some have argued that her
fiat is only a “remote,”“indirect” or “mediate” participation
in the plan of Redemption, too distant from Calvary to be
considered an intimate sharing in the accomplishment of
Redemption. But in this we must remember the wisdom
of the early Church Fathers, who teach that the Incarnation
is the Redemption anticipated and begun.
If we examine the question from the perspective
of God the Father of all mankind, further light is to be
found: The Father sends an angelic invitation to his
ImmaculateVirgin Daughter, requesting of her a free assent
to become the greatest human cooperator in the plan of
Redemption by becoming the Mother of the Redeemer,
including everything that is mysteriously part of that redemptive
plan and role.
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There are not two invitations.There is not one for
bearing the Redeemer and another for suffering with the
Redeemer — not one invitation sent to Nazareth and
another sent to Calvary. Mary is invited by the Almighty
to a vocation of the greatest conceivable union with the
Redeemer and with His prophesied mission. The
redemptive mission begins with the Immaculate One
giving the Logos flesh, but it certainly does not end there.
The Virgin knows that hers is a historical and lifetime
vocation, that she is to become the Mother of the “Suffering
Servant” of Isaiah — the messianic mission, of which the
Virgin, educated in the Temple, is well knowledgeable. Her
vocation is a celestial call for an extraordinary lifelong
suffering. It is an invitation to a vocation of being “with
Jesus,” beginning at the Annunciation and continuing in
heart wherever the Redeemer goes and whatever the
Redeemer does.Always she will be his constant companion
in suffering. At Calvary, the Virgin Daughter of the Father
understands clearly that her consent to co-suffer in the
great immolation of her Victim-Son was given thirty-three
years earlier at Nazareth.
Is this not the same with the “yes” that one utters
to the various Christian vocations? The priest, the religious,
the married person say “yes” on the day of ordination,
profession, or marriage, accepting a lifetime of service and
love in that vocation, without the knowledge of everything
the vocation will entail in the future. Is the priest on the
day of ordination given divine illumination regarding each
and every specific joy and sorrow that awaits him in the
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life of priesthood? Rather his “yes” on the day of ordination
is a “yes” to the entire plan of the Eternal Father for his
vocation. The Father need not issue a second invitation
before the most climactic aspects of his priestly sacrifice
numerous years later, for the first “yes” of the priest is a
lifetime “yes” to the entire life vocation.
The vocational “yes” of the Virgin of Nazareth is a
lifetime “yes” to suffer ing “with Jesus,” from the
Annunciation to Calvary and beyond. Seen in this light,
Mary’s fiat not only begins her providential vocation as
Co-redemptrix with Jesus, but it also begins an intimately
willed and consented participation in the Father’s
redemptive plan with the Son in its entirety, in whatever
manner the mission of Redemption with Jesus is to unfold
historically in act and circumstance.
Mary, with the fullest consent of her heart and
spirit, cooperates “with Jesus” in the redemptive plan of
the Father from that Annunciation “fiat.” There is never a
time when she is not intimately, morally and directly
cooperating with Jesus in the developing redemptive plan
of the Father, which only reaches full maturity and mystical
birth at Calvary. “Principium huius maternitatis est munus
Corredemptricis” (“the beginning of this maternity is the
office of Co-redemptrix”). For this reason, it is best to
describe the singular role of Mary in the plan of
Redemption initiated at the Annunciation as the “Coredemptrix begun,” and her climactic participation “with
Jesus” at Calvary as the “Co-redemptrix fulfilled.”
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Joseph’s Ordeal and Mary’s Heart
Soon after the fiat, an intensity of suffering begins
for her. The Immaculate One becomes physically
recognizable as pregnant. She is the Tabernacle of the
Redeemer, but this is not yet known or understood by
others.The Virgin’s suffering is multiplied by the suffering
of one so close, so dear, so just, that it increases the sacrificial
offering of her young heart. It is the ordeal of Joseph.
“When his mother Mary had been betrothed to
Joseph, before they came together she was found to be
with child of the Holy Spirit; and her husband Joseph,
being a just man and unwilling to put her to shame, resolved
to send her away quietly” (Mt. 1:18-19). After the Virgin’s
return from Ain-Karim, during which for three months
the Icon of Charity exercised her virtues at the service of
Elizabeth, Joseph witnessed the early external signs of
pregnancy, the sight of which brings him a great darkness
of understanding regarding his betrothed and the Child
she is carrying.
The deep interior anguish of Joseph is seen by Mary
and she suffers with him. Within the illogic of external
appearances, she is the very cause of his suffering. Even in
this first of ordeals, the Mother and the Son are united as
the objects of human confusion and seeming contradiction
because of their united fiat to the plan of the Heavenly
Father’s mission of Redemption. The Mother “with Jesus
in the womb” suffers silently and offers this intensely, while
her just and chaste spouse shares in an early passion of
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heart caused by God’s mysterious designs for human
salvation. It is a test of Joseph’s faith, a measure of his love.
Mary,Woman of Silent Suffering, does not defend herself.
She awaits in the pain of silence and potential misjudgment
for the Heavenly Father to defend his redemptive plan
and his virgin daughter.
The Father does indeed defend her: “But as he
considered this, behold, an angel of the Lord appeared to
him in a dream, saying, ‘Joseph, son of David, do not fear
to take Mary your wife, for that which is conceived in her
is of the Holy Spirit; she will bear a son, and you shall call
his name Jesus, for he will save his people from their sins .
. .’When Joseph woke from sleep, he did as the angel of the
Lord commanded him, he took his wife, but knew her not
until she had borne a son; and he called his name Jesus”
(Mt. 1:20- 21,23-24).
All those who are proximate to the Redeemer will
have their share in suffering, including the Guardian of
the Redeemer. Through his fruitful, exceptional sharing
(albeit external), in the redemptive Incarnation and its
hidden development during the private years of Jesus of
Nazareth, Joseph becomes the spiritual Guardian of all the
redeemed. He becomes Patriarch of Patriarchs, spiritual
father to Jesus, spiritual father to us all.
Lk. 2:22-38 — Simeon’s Prophecy of the Co-redemptrix
The role of the Co-redemptrix is soon after
confirmed in prophecy by the power of the Spirit of Truth.
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The Virgin Mother, though not truly bound under
a law given for an expiation of sin, nevertheless obediently
subjected herself to the Mosaic Law. In the Temple she
fulfills the duties of ritual purification, offering the “poor
offering” of one young pigeon for a holocaust and another
for a sin offering. There, too, she offers her male-child to
the Lord.
In this great paradox, the Mother and Son, who
will offer themselves as the “sin offering” for all humanity
at Calvary, enter the Temple humbly and offer a sacrifice
for the son who is the redemptive Sacrifice itself. In truth
the Mother is offering the “rich offering” of the Lamb,
the Paschal Lamb whom the Eternal Father will accept
when his “hour” has come; the Lamb who is both Victim
and High Priest.
Simeon is most likely not a priest, but rather one
of the “anawim,” a blessed poor one, faithful to Yahweh
and His covenant. Simeon is an old man of prayer and
expectation, a simple member of the faithful, a humble
voice of the vox populi, awaiting the Messiah in order that
he may journey to his eternal home in peace.
The Temple is first and foremost a place of sacrifice.
All that takes place during the event of the Presentation is
a real and mysterious foreshadowing of Calvary, with the
same two public persons, Jesus and Mary. Mary offers the
child in perfect obedience to the redemptive decrees of
God — at the Temple and at Golgotha — effecting a
historical sharing in humanity’s liberation. She performs
the offering of the Child to the Eternal Father, joined by
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the co-offering of herself for the unified goal of
Redemption.
Simeon recognizes the child as the “salvation” (Lk.
2:30) prepared in the presence of all peoples, as “a light for
revelation to the Gentiles, and for the glory to thy people
Israel” (v. 32). But then the holy Simeon turns his gaze to
the Mother of salvation, and prophesies that she too, in
virtue of her motherly relation to the sign of contradiction,
will experience a life and mission of suffering “with Jesus”:
“Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising of many in
Israel, and for a sign that is rejected — and a sword shall
pierce through your own soul, too — that the thoughts of
many hearts may be revealed” (Lk. 2:34-35).
If the Sign is rejected, then the Mother of the Sign
will be rejected. What mother does not share in the
suffering of her son when her son is contradicted? But if
her son is the prophesied sign of contradiction, (in relation
to which all hearts will be “revealed,” either for or against
the true Redeemer), then she experiences not merely a
moment of pain at the Temple, but a lifetime of pain as the
Mother united to the Sign, a mother suffering “with
Salvation.” No greater sacrifice will ever be asked by the
Father of all mankind than the one asked of this Son and
Mother, with its defining moment at the tree of Calvary.
Yet this sacrifice begins long before. Indeed, the sufferings
of the Mother begin before the sufferings of the Son.
From the moment of the Presentation, for a period
of over thirty years, the Immaculate Heart painfully ponders
the prophecy of Simeon, back and forth on different levels
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of consciousness and concurrent sorrow. From this moment
on, her heart is pierced in anticipation due to the knowledge
of the suffering awaiting her innocent Child. She will
ultimately share the piercing of his Heart, to which hers is
indissolubly united. “They shall look on him whom they
have pierced” (Jn. 19:37), and the pierced Heart of Mary
will “suffer with” the Pierced Heart of Jesus, from which
the blood and water of Redemption is destined to flow.
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Chapter IV

Co-redemptrix Fulfilled
Calvary is the summit of human history, where
the drama of God’s salvation of man reaches its climax.
Every human experience and expression, every action,
every thought, every exercise of free will, finds its meaning
and fulfillment only through the Cross.
It is at Calvary that we see enacted the fulfillment
of the Mother Co-redemptrix, but in a category of human
experience that transcends the dignity and efficacy of any
other human vocation. At Calvary, the Mother partakes in
the very act of Redemption, which in turn gives Christian
meaning, purpose, and value to every other human act
throughout the course of history. For it is by the objective
measure of salvation, according to the ultimate meaning
of love and truth, that all acts will be weighed.
Jn. 19:25-27: “Woman, behold, your son! . . .
Behold, your mother”
Here, the prophecy of Simeon is fulfilled by a sword
of sorrow so painful that no other human heart could
bear it and live. Only the Immaculate Heart is granted the
45
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graces by the Eternal Father to endure the immolation of
her Son asVictim for her other spiritual sons and daughters
to-be. “Near the cross of Jesus stood his mother . . . When
Jesus saw his mother, and the disciple whom he loved
standing near, he said to his mother,‘Woman, behold, your
son!’ Then he said to the disciple, ‘Behold, your mother!’
And from that hour the disciple took her into his own
home (Jn. 19:25-27).”
Jesus, Mary, the tree of the Cross. How entirely
supernatural is the Heavenly Father’s reversal of Satan’s
initial victory in the original fall of man (Gen. 3:1-6). At
Eden, the original human sin is committed by the First
Adam through the intercession of the First Eve at the tree
of the forbidden fruit. At Calvary, the original human sin
is reversed and redeemed by Jesus, the New Adam1 through
the intercession of Mary, the New Eve at the tree of the
Cross. The prophecy of Genesis 3:15 is supernaturally
fulfilled at Calvary with the “Woman” and her “seed of
victory” crushing the head of Satan and his seed of sin.
This is why the Church’s Liturgy sings to God the
Father the praises of the New Eve in the mission of the
Redemption:
In your divine wisdom, you planned the
Redemption of the human race and
decreed that the new Eve should stand by
the cross of the new Adam: as she became
his mother by the power of the Holy Spirit,
so, by a new gift of your love, she was to be
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a partner in his passion, and she who had
given him birth without the pains of
childbirth was to endure the greatest of
pains in bringing forth to new life the
family of your Church.2
“Woman, behold, your son!” (Jn. 19:26). Woman
of Genesis,Woman of Cana, and now, near the end of your
maternal crucifixion of heart, you, Woman of Calvary,
behold, your son. And behold as well your universal office
as Spiritual Mother to all those redeemed here at Calvary,
represented by your “new son,” the beloved disciple. For
you, Mary Co-redemptrix, have suffered “with Jesus” for
their ransom, and therefore you shall spiritually nourish
and protect them with Jesus, the Redeemer of all peoples,
as the new Mother of all peoples.
John Paul II eloquently notes of the Mother’s share
in the “redemptive love” of her Son and its universal,
spiritual fecundity for humanity:
The Mother of Christ, who stands at the
very center of this mystery — a mystery
which embraces each individual and all
humanity — is given as mother to every
single individual and all mankind.The man
at the foot of the Cross is John,“the disciple
whom he loved.” But it is not he alone.
Following tradition, the Council does not
hesitate to call Mary “the Mother of Christ
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and mother of mankind”: since she
“belongs to the offspring of Adam she is
one with all human beings . . . Indeed she
is ‘clearly the mother of the members of
Christ . . . since she cooperated out of love
so that there might be born in the Church
the faithful.’”
And so this “new motherhood of
Mary,” generated by faith, is the fruit of
the “new” love which came to definitive
maturity in her at the foot of the Cross,
through her sharing in the redemptive love
of her Son.3
But what was the actual price of suffering for Mary
Co-redemptrix in order to partake “with Jesus” in the
Redemption of the human race and, as a result, to become
the spiritual Mother of all peoples?
No human mind or heart can fully comprehend
the depth and breadth of this suffering. Popes and poets,
musicians and artists have sought to convey the Mother’s
pain in various creative mediums, from the Stabat Mater to
the Pieta. But all human efforts fail, and the humble are
quick to acknowledge the inability to grasp fully the genus
of suffering “with Jesus” experienced by Our Lady of
Sorrows in order to buy back an entire human race.
The Mother stands near the cross of Jesus amidst
the litanies of blasphemies intoned by the onlookers, some
recited by the ecclesiastically trained who have condemned
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him by using a rationalistic exegesis of the Father’s Law.
Other blasphemies are hurled by common people who
ignorantly follow their misguided shepherds. Still more
contempt is heaped on her son by those who habitually
condemn because of their own fallenness. The Mother
hears each and every insult individually. She receives her
own direct insults as the condemned’s mother, as is still the
practice today when someone seeks to inflict pain by
directing their insult at a person’s mother. Such blasphemies
are unintended testimonies to the Co-redemptrix’s unity
of mission with Jesus.
On the cross, Jesus bleeds, but his Mother cannot
stop his bleeding and care for his wounds. On the cross,
Jesus cannot find a place to rest his head due to the crown
of thorns, but his Mother cannot direct his head. On the
cross, Jesus “thirsts” (Jn. 19:28), but the Mother cannot
give him drink. On the cross, Jesus confesses in human
kenosis, “My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?”
(Mt. 27:46; Mk. 15:34), but the Mother cannot console
her Son.
The Mother shares in the Heart of her Son when
he utters from the new tree of the Cross, “Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do” (Lk. 23:34). The
Mother also forgives and joins in the petition for the
Father’s forgiveness, as such is the very purpose of
Redemption and Coredemption. And the Mother finds a
drop of consolation amidst the ocean of desolation (and a
confirmation of their redeeming mission) when she hears
the Son declaring to the good thief: “Truly I say to you,
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today you will be with me in Paradise” (Lk. 23:43).
Finally, with a paradoxical bittersweetness of heart,
the Mother hears the words of the Son that he is now
departing. He is at the moment of death. He will be taken
from her, but their lifelong mission of Redemption has
been eternally successful in buying back humanity: “It is
consummated” (Jn. 19:30). It is not only finished but
fulfilled.
John Paul II describes the intensity of the
Immaculate Mother’s suffering at this moment as
“unimaginable”:
In her, the many and intense sufferings were
amassed in such an interconnected way that
they were not only a proof of her
unshakable faith, but also a contribution
to the Redemption of all . . . .It was on
Calvary that Mary’s suffering, beside the
suffering of Jesus, reached such an intensity
which can hardly be imagined from a
human point of view, but which was
mysteriously and supernaturally fruitful for
the Redemption of the world. Her ascent
of Calvary and her standing at the foot of
the cross together with the beloved disciple
were a special sort of sharing in the
redeeming death of her Son.4
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Rev. 12 :The Woman Clothed “With the Sun”5 and the Dragon
A final scriptural revelation of the Co-redemptrix
is given in the mystical language of the Apocalypse.
The vision of the “woman clothed with the sun”
of Revelation 12:1 is introduced by the vision of the Ark
of the Covenant within the Temple in Revelation 11:19:
“Then God’s temple in heaven was opened, and the ark of
his covenant was seen within his temple . . . And a great
sign appeared in heaven, a woman clothed with the sun,
with the moon under her feet and on her head a crown of
twelve stars” (Rev. 12:1).
Mary is the New Ark who bears within herself
Jesus the Redeemer, who is the New Covenant between
divinity and humanity.6 It is of utmost significance that
the Marian image of the New Ark ushers in the last great
revelation of the Woman of Scripture in all her glory. She
is the Woman of solar and celestial brightness, the Woman
who is clothed “with the Sun” in brilliant light and
surrounded “with Jesus,” the true Son and Light of the
world.
The Fathers of the Church and later ecclesiastical
writers7 taught that the Woman of Revelation 12 depicts
both Mary and the Church in various ways. But in its first
sense, the Woman of Revelation 12 must reveal Mary, for
the Immaculate Virgin of Nazareth “brings forth a male
child, one who is to rule all the nations with an iron rod”
(Rev. 12:5). Jesus is that ruler and Mary alone is his true
and natural mother.
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The Immaculate alone is the Woman placed in
enmity with the serpent in the great parallel texts Genesis
3:15 and Revelation 12, and enmity that leads to and
culminates in the cosmic battle for souls depicted in Rev.
12: 13, 17: “And when the dragon saw that he had been
thrown down to the earth, he pursued the woman who
had born the male child . . . then the dragon was angry
with the woman, and went off to make war on the rest of
her offspring.” The spiritual battle between God’s greatest
creature and his most evil creature comprises the
“bookends” of Sacred Scripture, and depicts a struggle for
souls that not only extends through the breadth of the
Written Word of God but also the entire course of human
history, inclusive of our present hour.
The Co-redemptrix, “with Jesus,” battles against
the Dragon who wars upon the rest of the Woman’s
offspring, which is redeemed humanity. With his seed of
sin in all its for ms, including its contemporary
manifestations of abortion, communism, pornography,
freemasonry, materialism, secularism, cloning, nuclear war
and the like, the Dragon seeks to lure her offspring eternally
away from the Woman and her Seed of victory.
The Woman of Revelation 12 is, in diverse though
complementary ways, both a “Woman of glory” and a
“Woman of suffering.”8 She is a woman of glory in so far
as she is the woman clothed with the sun and crowned by
twelve stars (v. 1), who gives birth to the male-child, ruler
of all nations (v. 5). She is a woman of suffering in so far as
she is the woman with child that “cries out in the pangs of
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birth, in anguish for delivery” (v. 2) and is at war with the
Dragon for “the rest of her offspring” (v. 17).
Both the Woman of glory and the Woman of
suffering are in the first sense a revelation of Mary Coredemptrix.TheVirgin Mary is the Woman of glory, clothed
with the fullness of grace coming from the Son; crowned
with twelve stars as Queen of the Apostles and all creation;
and who alone gives birth to Jesus, the male-child, King of
all nations. She is also the Woman of Suffering, who on
Calvary “cries out in the pangs of birth, in anguish for
delivery” in giving mystical birth to us all as spiritual “sons”
(Jn. 19:25-27). Her glorification in heaven is not merely a
decorative honor in acknowledgment of her human role
as the mother of the Savior. It is the fruit of her lifelong
sharing in his saving mission, her partaking in his suffering,
for glory and suffering are inextricably united in the mission
of Redemption (Jn. 13:3).
Mary Co-redemptrix continues to this day to battle
the Dragon for souls, a mystical battle that sometimes causes
her to weep9 over the loss of so many of her offspring in
our times. She is the Woman of Revelation who “cries out
in the pangs of birth, in anguish of delivery” and the Woman
of Calvary called to “behold, your son.” Both passages are
parallel revelations of the same co-redeeming Mother who
continues to suffer intensely in order to bring forth disciples
in Christ Jesus.10
When we scripturally examine the Mother’s
participation in the accomplishment of Redemption by
Jesus Christ, the Word of God elicits a simple and obvious
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conclusion: the Woman and Mother “with Jesus” from the
Annunciation to Calvary uniquely shares in the work of
Redemption through which the salvation of the human
family is obtained, and at the price of the greatest human
suffering imaginable.
The Immaculate Mother, in a way that is shared
by no other creature, participates in the “Redemption
accomplished” as the Co-redemptrix, and therefore
becomes the Mediatrix of all graces,11 in the order of the
“Redemption received.”12 Her acquisition of grace leads
to her distribution of grace — from the “Mother to us in
the order of grace” (Lumen Gentium, 61).
The Testaments of Scripture, Old and New, reveal
that a man and a woman “sold” humanity to Satan through
sin, and a Man and a Woman “bought back” humanity
through suffering. The price paid by the Woman “with
Jesus” for our eternal ransom is perhaps best poetically
conveyed in the classic verses of the Stabat Mater:

At the Cross her station keeping,
Stood the mournful Mother weeping,
Close to Jesus to the last.
Through her heart, His sorrow sharing,
All His bitter anguish bearing,
Now at length the sword has passed.
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O how sad and sore distressed
Was that Mother highly blessed
Of the sole-begotten One!
Christ above in torment hangs,
She beneath beholds the pangs
Of her dying, glorious Son.
Is there one who would not weep,
’Whelmed in miseries so deep,
Christ’s dear Mother to behold?
Can the human heart refrain
From partaking in her pain,
In that Mother’s pain untold?
Bruised, derided, cursed, defiled,
She beheld her tender Child,
All with bloody scourges rent.
For the sins of His own nation
Saw Him hang in desolation
Till His spirit forth He sent.
O sweet Mother! Font of love,
Touch my spirit from above,
Make my heart with yours accord.
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Make me feel as you have felt;
Make my soul to glow and melt
With the love of Christ, my Lord.
Holy Mother, pierce me through,
In my heart each wound renew
Of my Savior crucified.
Let me share with you His pain,
Who for all our sins was slain,
Who for me in torments died.
Let me mingle tears with you,
Mourning Him who mourned for me,
All the days that I may live.
By the Cross with you to stay,
There with you to weep and pray,
Is all I ask of you to give.
Virgin of all virgins blest!
Listen to my fond request:
Let me share your grief divine.
Let me to my latest breath,
In my body bear the death
Of that dying Son of yours.
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Wounded with His every wound,
Steep my soul till it has swooned
In His very Blood away.
Be to me, O Virgin, nigh,
Lest in flames I burn and die,
In His awful judgment day.
Christ, when you shall call me hence,
Be your Mother my defense,
Be your cross my victory.
While my body here decays,
May my soul your goodness praise,
Safe in heaven eternally.
Amen. (Alleluia.)13
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and Encyclical Ingravescentibus Malis, AAS 29, 1937, p. 380; Pope
Pius XII, Superiore Anno, AAS 32, 1940, p. 145.; Pius XII, cf. AAS
45, 1953 and Mediator Dei, 1947; John Paul II, Redemptoris Mater, ch.
3, “Maternal Mediation” and in a Papal Address, Rome, October 1,
1997, L’Osservatore Romano, English edition, October 8, 1997, p. 11;
cf. also A. Robichaud, S.M., “Mary, Dispensatrix of all Graces,”
Mariology, vol. 2, pp. 426-460 and Michael O’Carroll, C.S.Sp., “Still
Mediatress of All Graces?,” Miles Immaculatæ vol. 24 , 1988, pp. 121122. Usages of the Mediatrix of all graces title during the pontificate
of John Paul II number seven and are here included (courtesy of the
research of Msgr. Arthur B. Calkins):
1. December 1, 1978, Address to the General Council, Provincial
Superiors and Directors of the Italian Institutes of the
Congregation of St. Joseph (Giuseppini of St. Leonard Murialdo).
n. 3:
We cannot conclude without addressing the
BlessedVirgin, so loved and venerated by Murialdo,
who had recourse to her as the Universal Mediatrix
of all grace. The thought of Mary returned
continually in his letters. In them he inculcated
the recitation of the rosary, entrusted his sons with
spreading devotion to the Holy Virgin, and stated:
“If one wishes to do a little good among the young,
one must instill love for Mary in them.” The
beneficial work carried out by your Founder is
the best confirmation of this. So follow his example
in this matter too [Inseg I (1978) 250; Talks 370].
2. August 30, 1980, Address to Young People at Our Lady’s Shrine
on Mount Roio. n. 3:
I conclude by entrusting you to the Virgin Mary, to
whom St. Bernardine was extremely devoted and
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whom, it can be said, he went proclaiming all over
Italy every day. Having lost his own mother, he
chose Our Lady as his mother and always lavished
his affection on her and trusted completely in her.
He became the singer of Mary’s beauty, it can be
affirmed, and preaching her mediation with inspired
love, he was not afraid to state: “Every grace that is
given to men proceeds from a triple ordained cause:
from God it passes to Christ, from Christ it passes
to the Virgin, from the Virgin it is given to us”
Turn to her every day with confidence and
with love, and ask her for the grace of the beauty of
your soul and of your life, of what alone can make
you happy [Inseg III/2 (1980) 495; ORE 648:3].

3. January 17, 1988, Angelus Address, n. 2:
Another center of Marian devotion worthy of
mention is the Church dedicated to Our Lady in
Meadi, on the outskirts of Cairo, on the banks of
the Nile. The Church seems to have been built in
the fifth century, even if, in the course of the
centuries and in modern times, it has been modified
and restored. It is entrusted to the CopticOr thodox Chr istians, and many pilg r ims
continuously come to this sanctuary to entrust their
intentions to the Mediatrix of all graces [Inseg XI/
1 (1988) 119; ORE 1023:5].
4. April 10, 1988, Homily for Octave of Easter in the Roman
parish of Mary, Mother of the Redeemer, n. 7:
In this Marian Year, your parish, which is placed
under the patronage of Mary, Mother of the
Redeemer, Redemptoris Mater, has an extra reason
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for renewing and strengthening its own devotion
towards her, the Mediatrix of all graces, our Advocate
with her Son Jesus and the Help of Christians. Call
upon her, honor her, draw close to her. She will
hear you and will obtain for you whatever good
you desire [Inseg XI/1 (1988) 863; ORE 1036:11].
5. July 2, 1990, Reflection Made at the Shrine of Our Lady of
Graces in Benevento, n. 1:
With loving intuition from ancient times you have
been able to grasp the mystery of Mary, as
Mediatrix of all graces, because she is the Mother
of the very Author of Grace, Jesus Christ. That is
why the people of Benevento throughout the ages
have turned and continue to turn to her, invoking
her not only as “Our Lady of Graces,” but often
also as “Our Lady of Grace” [Inseg XIII/2 (1990)
17; ORE 1148:2].
6. September 18, 1994, Angelus Address in Lecce, nn. 1, 3:
From the city of Lecce, honored by the name of
Civitas mariana, I raise my prayer to you today, Most
Holy Virgin. I do so among this beloved people of
Apulia, who venerate you with deep devotion and
hail you as the Mother of all Graces. You who go
before us on the pilgrimage of faith, accompany
the Successor of Peter on today’s visit, which is a
further step in the “Great Prayer for Italy . . . .”
Watch over each with assiduous care, and
pour an abundance of your gifts on all, O Queen
without the stain of sin, O Mother of all Graces,
O Virgin Mary! [Inseg XVII/2 (1994) 344-345;
ORE 1358:8-9].
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7. June 28, 1996, Address to the General Chapter of the Mercedarian
Sisters of Charity, n. 4:
May the Virgin Mary, Mother of Christ and of the
Church, invoked with the title “de las Mercedes,”
assist you and lead you to frequent encounters with
her divine Son in the Eucharistic mystery. May
she, true Ark of the New Covenant and Mediatrix
of all graces, teach you to love him as she loved
him. May she also support you with her intercession
in the various apostolic works in which you are
involved. [Inseg XIX/1 (1996) 1638; ORE 1451:5]
12

Theologians seek to categorize both the nature of the Redemption
and the precise nature of the Mother’s participation in the
Redemption with terms such as Redemption “in actu primo” or
participation in “objective redemption,” which refer to the
obtaining of the graces of Redemption. This is distinguished from
Redemption “in actu secundo” or “subjective redemption,” which
identifies the distribution of the graces of Redemption to humanity.
And yet both the historical act of Redemption by Jesus and
Mary at Calvary is an “objective” event, and also the reception of
these redemptive graces by members of the human family is likewise
“objective,” in the sense that it is free from a merely relativistic concept
of personal Redemption. Perhaps more true to classical terminology
of in actu primo and in actu secundo and yet more compatible for
contemporary understanding would be the terms of “Redemption
accomplished” to designate the historical acquisition of grace by
Christ and Mary, and “Redemption received” to designate its personal
salvific reception by the human family.
13
Roman Missal, Lectionary for Mass, Catholic Book Publishing, 1970,
p. 801-802.

Chapter V

The Second Eve
The first Christian pastors and theologians, who
were so close to the apex of Christian Revelation when
the Word became flesh and died for us, were certainly
granted special light by the Spirit of Truth in their preaching
and teaching of the Gospel for the early Church.Although
none of these on his own can claim an “office” of authority
or inspiration, nevertheless taken as a whole and confirmed
by the papal office which is led by the Spirit, these early
Christian authors (and martyrs in many cases) are rightfully
revered in the Church with the titles of “Apostolic Fathers”
and “Fathers of the Church.”
When the early Fathers turn their gaze to the
redemptive Incarnation, they naturally recognize and
reverence the role of the Virgin Mother of Jesus in the
design of salvation. For failure to recognize the role of the
Virgin of Nazareth as part of the salvific plan of the
Heavenly Father to bring us our Redeemer would be to
reject the obvious — to insinuate that the Son had no
mother; that the angel sent by the Father did not come to
ask for her free consent; and that she did not morally and
physically co-operate to give to the Savior the instrument
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of salvation, his human nature.
Many of the early Fathers also perceive the saving
act of the Redeemer in terms of the teaching of St. Paul
that “He has let us know the mystery of his purpose, the
hidden plan he so kindly made known in Christ from the
beginning to act upon in the fullness of time, that he would
bring everything together under Christ, as head” (Eph.
1:9-10). This revelation of Christ in becoming the “new
head” of creation, in which all else in creation must now
be newly understood, is the patr istic concept of
Recapitulation.
This patristic model of “recapitulatio” (“going over
again,” “summing up”) based on the Pauline revelation of
Christ as the “new head” (“re-caput”) becomes the principal
model in which the Fathers speak of the Redemption.
The Redeemer brings together or “recapitulates” in himself
all aspects of the first creation and reconciles everything
with the Eternal Father. All creation from the beginning
of time is now “gone over again” and “brought together”
in Christ, now freed from sin and re-created as a type of
“second creation.” Through this second creation, God
returns to the first plan of creation which was halted by
the sin of Adam and restores and unites it in the person of
the Redeemer. Since the whole race was lost because of
the sin of Adam, first father of the human race, it is necessary
that Jesus Christ become man, a second or “New Adam,”
in order to restore or buy back the human race (cf. Rom.
5:12-20). “‘The first man Adam became a living being;’
the last Adam became a life-giving spirit” (1 Cor. 15:45). 1
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But if Jesus is the “second” or “New Adam,” sent
by the Heavenly Father to make right the “wrong” of Adam,
what of a second or new “Eve” in this saving process?
Along with the principle of Recapitulation, there
is also the complementary and integrated theory of
Recirculation as taught by the Fathers. The principle of
Recirculation teaches that the process of salvation
accomplished by Christ, the New Adam, must follow step
by step the process of the fall accomplished by Adam,
although in an essentially opposite way. If the Eternal Father,
therefore, planned a restoration of the human family by
using the very same, though opposite, means which led to
the loss of Adam (as a manifestation of God’s absolute power
and glory) then what of the part of the process of the loss
of grace enacted by Eve? Does not this divine antithetical
parallelism demand a representative in Chr istian
Recirculation for the first Eve, so instrumental in the sin
of Adam?
The early Fathers are quick to recognize a new
“Mother of the Living” who would reverse and replace
the old “Mother of the living” (Gen. 3:20). Within this
salvific theology of Recapitulation and Recirculation, they
see clearly Mary’s crucial role in the plan of salvation, and
their testimonies regarding this are the fruit of
contemplation, sacrifice, and even martyrdom. She is for
them unquestionably the “Second Eve.”2
The early Christian apologist, St. Justin Martyr (†
c. 165) is the first to speak of the central role of the Virgin
Mary in the divine reversal which leads to salvation. Eve
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conceived the word from the serpent, and gave birth to
“disobedience and death”; Mary’s fiat gives birth to the
Holy One, who overthrows the evil seed of the serpent
and opens the gates to life:
We know that He, before all creatures,
proceeded from the Father by His power
and will, . . . and by means of the Virgin
became man, in order that the disobedience
which began from the serpent might have
its undoing in the same way in which it
arose. For Eve, being a virgin and undefiled,
conceiving the word from the serpent, gave
birth to disobedience and to death. The
Virgin Mary, however, . . . replied to the
Angel Gabriel who announced the joyous
news that the Spirit of the Lord would
come upon her and that the power of the
Most High would overshadow her, and that
therefore the Holy One to be born of her
would be the Son of God:“Be it done unto
me according to thy word.” Of her He was
born . . . through Whom God overthrows
the serpent and angels and men like to the
serpent.3
The erudite Bishop of Lyons, St. Irenaeus († c. 202)
is harkened as the first true Mariologist. St. Irenaeus is the
first to teach a complete soteriology of Recirculation
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between the disobedient virgin Eve who is the “cause of
death” for herself and the human race, and the obedient
virgin Mary who becomes the instrumental cause of
salvation for herself and the whole human race:
Just as she . . . having disobeyed, became
the cause of death for herself and for the
entire human race, so Mary . . . being
obedient, became the cause of salvation for
herself and for the entire human race . . .
Thus the knot of Eve’s disobedience
received unloosing through the obedience
of Mary. For what the virgin Eve bound
by unbelief, that the virgin Mary unfastened
by faith.4
The “cause of salvation to herself and the whole
human race,” constitutes a truly extraordinary profession
of Marian Coredemption, written by the “Father of
Christian orthodoxy” within the second century of the
Church. It is nothing short of an astounding testimony to
the Mother’s unparalleled role with Jesus in salvation from
the ancient Church — a proclamation of theVirgin Mother
as a direct instrumental cause in Redemption, which begins,
but does not end, with the redemptive Incarnation. 5
This tribute by St. Irenaeus does not propose Mary
as the essential or “formal” cause of salvation, but as an
instrumental cause, anti-parallel to Eve’s instrumental
causality in Adam’s formal loss of grace for humanity. As
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Eve is completely subordinate to Adam in the “death” of
the human race, so too is Mary’s instrumental role
completely subordinate and dependent upon Jesus Christ,
the New Adam. For Christ alone is the formal and ultimate
cause of salvation and Recapitulation as “head,” the “mighty
Word and true man” who “redeemed us by his own
blood.”6
The purity of the teaching of St. Irenaeus professes
without question that the Virgin Mary, through her
obedient “yes,” causes the salvation of the entire human
race, which in its first effect applies to her own salvation.
Irenaeus further identifies theVirgin Mary as the “advocate”
or intercessor for the disobedient virgin, through whom
the disobedience of Eve is destroyed:
It was because of a virgin who was
disobedient that man fell, and after his
downfall became subject to death. In the
same way it is because of a Virgin who was
obedient to the word of God that man has
been regenerated . . . It was proper and
necessary that Adam be restored in Christ,
in order that what is mortal be absorbed
and swallowed up by immortality; and that
Eve be restored in Mary, in order that a
Virgin become the advocate of a virgin,
and the disobedience of one be obliterated
and destroyed by the obedience of the
other.7
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Another early Christian bishop and apologist, St.
Melito of Sardis (c. 170) alludes in an Easter Homily to
the role of the Virgin Mother in the saving sacrifice of the
Son:
He is the slain lamb,
He is born of Mary, the fair ewe lamb,
He is taken from the flock
And delivered over to immolation . . .
He rose from the dead and raised man from the
depth of the grave. 8
St. Melito uses here the metaphor of the “lamb,” which
represents both sacrifice and virginal purity in the Old
Testament.9 When he applies the same metaphor for the
Mother as for her Son, the Bishop of Sardis clearly refers
to the participation of the Mother in the saving sacrifice
of Jesus, the slain lamb of God.10
Tertullian († c. 240-250) continues the Eve-Mary
Recapitulation model in describing the Virgin’s role
through whom we “recovered the way to salvation”:
It was by a rival operation that God
recovered his image and likeness which had
been snatched away by the devil. For into
Eve, yet a virgin, had crept the word that
was the framer of death. In like manner,
into aVirgin was to be introduced the Word
of God, the builder-up of life; that by the
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same sex whence had come our ruin might
also be recovered the way to salvation. Eve
had believed the serpent; Mary believed
Gabriel. The fault which the former
committed by believing, the latter blotted
out by believing. 11
St. Ephraem († 373), Syrian Deacon and Doctor
of the Church who is appropriately named the “Harp of
the Holy Spirit,” sings of Mary’s “paying of the debt” for
humanity: “Eve wrote a bill of debt and the Virgin paid
the debt.” 12 St. Ephraem teaches that we are “reconciled”
to God through the Mother of God: “My most holy
Mistress, Mother of God and full of grace, . . . Spouse of
God through whom we are reconciled to Him.”13 He
proclaims that God chose the Blessed Virgin to be “the
instrument of our salvation,”14 and calls her the “price of
redemption for captives.”15 He is probably the first to
invoke Mary under the specific title of “New Eve.”16
The prolific Marian author and defender of Nicaea,
St. Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis († 403), succinctly
summarizes the same instrumental salvific role of Mary as
furnishing the “cause of Life” for the world: “Since Eve
brought the cause of death to the human race, through
which death entered the world, Mary furnished the Cause
of life, through Whom life was produced for us.”17
In the West, during the fourth century “Golden
Age” of patristic literature, St. Ambrose, Doctor and spiritual
father of St. Augustine, teaches that the Virgin Mother of
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Christ “brought forth redemption for the human race”18 ;
that she “bore in her womb the remission of sins”;19 and
that she “conceived redemption for all.”20
St. Ambrose further demonstrates that Mary is the
first to be “saved” so as to prepare her to participate in the
salvation of all: “Let us not be astonished that the Lord,
who came to save the world, began his work in Mary, so
that she, by whom the salvation of all was being readied,
would be the first to receive from her own child its fruits.”21
St. Augustine († 430), the monumental Father and
Doctor of the Church, expands upon the teachings of St.
Ambrose by identifying the Virgin Mary as giving from
her flesh “the host” for the sacrifice that regenerates all
humanity in the name of all humanity.22 Augustine also
forms his teachings on Mary around the structure of the
Second Eve, and the fitting representation of the feminine
sex in the redemptive triumph over Satan: “It is a great
sacrament that, as death came to us by a woman, life was
born to us by a woman; so that in both sexes, feminine
and masculine, the devil, being conquered, might be
tormented, as he had glorified in the downfall of both. He
would not have been adequately punished had both sexes
been freed, but we had not been freed by both.”23
St. Augustine further notes that,“A woman handed
the poison to the man who was to be deceived. A woman
hands salvation to the man to be restored. A woman, by
bringing forth Christ, compensates for the sin of the man
deceived by a woman.” 24 John Paul II identifies St.
Augustine as being the first to refer to the Blessed Virgin
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as the “co-operatrix” of Redemption.25
The “golden mouth” of St. John Chrysostom († c.
407) preaches that, “A virgin expelled us from Paradise;
through a Virgin we found eternal life. Through a virgin
we were condemned; and through a Virgin we were
crowned.”26
The notable preacher of Ravenna, St. Peter
Chrysologus († 450) tells us that “all men merited life
through a woman.”27 And Proclus of Constantinople (†
446), refers to the Mother of the redeemer as “you who
alone carry the Redemption of the world.”28
Still other Fathers and ecclesiastical writers
recognize the doctrine of Mary’s unparalleled participation
as the Second or New Eve in the work of salvation, such
as Gregory Thaumaturgus29 and St. Cyril of Jerusalem.30
Theodosus of Ancyra calls her the “Mother of the
economy,”31 and Severien of Gabala refers to her as the
“Mother of Salvation.”32
Ancient Christian liturgies, such as the Coptic,
Ethiopian, and Mozarabic liturgies (several of which are
still in use today), pray the doctrine of Mary in salvation,33
manifesting the classic liturgical maxim, “lex orandi, lex
credendi” (“as we pray, so we believe”).The Armenian liturgy,
which dates back to the fifth century, invokes the Mother
as “salvatrix” (“one who saves”) and “liberatrix” (“one who
frees”).34
These Apostolic and Church Fathers, men of
extraordinary faith and wisdom living within the first five
hundred years of Christianity, attest in a unified consensus
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that Mary, the New Eve, through obedience and faith
uniquely participates in salvation “with Jesus.”With beauty
and diversity of expression, the Fathers proclaim that Mary
is always central, always instrumental, always an essential
part of God’s plan “with Jesus” to reverse the sin of Adam
and Eve, freely partaking in a redemptive Incarnation that
was always ultimately directed to Calvary.
The Fathers cannot be judged upon a modern
understanding of Redemption that would explicitly teach
the redemptive and co-redemptive role of Jesus and Mary
at Calvary under the much later soteriological categories
of suffering, satisfaction, merit, and sacrifice. But if we return
to the heart of the meaning of Mary Co-redemptrix, the woman
“with Jesus” in the work of salvation, there is no question that the
patristic concept of the New Eve teaches the doctrine of Marian
Coredemption in its more simplified form. The New Eve is the
Woman with Jesus who is the “cause of salvation for herself and
the whole human race.”
The faithful testimony of the early patristic age to
the doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix embodied in the
New Eve model is succinctly captured by the “Church
Father of Scripture,” St. Jerome († 420): “Death through
Eve; life through Mary.”35
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Chapter VI

“Holy Redemptrix, Pray For Us”
Just as there is no change in the nature of the
unborn child from conception to birth but only the passage
of time and growth, so too with the doctrine of Mary Coredemptrix from its scriptural conception and apostolic
gestation through its later patristic development.
As the soter iolog ical under standing of
Redemption as the “buying back” of humanity from the
bondage of Satan developed, so too in natural and peaceful
progression did the understanding of the instrumental
role of the stainless Mary in the process of Redemption
grow. From the New Eve model, the Fathers and doctors
of the Church begin to expand their preaching and
teaching of the Mother’s redemptive role “with Jesus”
from conception to birth, and gradually making its way
to Calvary.1
The second half of the first millennium begins with
a witness from the great Eastern Akathist hymn (c. 525)
referring to the Mother of God as the “Redemption”:
“Hail, Redemption of the tears of Eve.”2
The Latin poet and hymnist, St. Fortunatus († 600)
hails the BlessedVirgin’s meritorious causality in the world’s
77
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salvation as “our only remedy,” who by giving birth to
God “will wash the world from sin”:
O remarkable Virgin, our only remedy,
Whom God filled with the wealth of the world,
You merited to hold your Maker in your womb
And give birth to God, conceiving in faith.
By this new birth, you will wash the world from sin.3
The seventh century brings the first direct
references to the Immaculate One who actually “redeems”
with the Redeemer, in partaking in the true “buying back”
or “ransoming” of the race of man from the slavery of
Satan. Although initially at this period, the references to
Mary’s part in Redemption refer to her cooperation in
giving birth to the Redeemer, by the end of the first
millennium, the doctrine develops to include her personal
suffering “with Jesus” at Calvary. With the growing
awareness of the Redeemer’s ransoming of humanity
during this century comes the juxtaposed testimonies to
the Mother’s share in that ransoming.
The Greek word for redemption is “lutrosis,” which
in its ancient meaning denotes a ransom or discharge of a
debt. Its patristic meaning conveys an act of deliverance,
release, or literally of redemption. Both ancient and patristic
Greek meanings are based on the etymological root “luo”
which refers to a dissolving or loosening.The “buying back”
meaning of the Latin,“redimere” and the “dissolving a debt”
meaning of the Greek “lutrosis” are both conveyed in
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complimentary fashion in these patristic references to the
Mother’s share in the Redemption.
St. Modestus of Jerusalem († 634), Patriarch of
Jerusalem (or “Pseudo- Modestus),4 refers to the glorious
Mother of God through whom “we have been redeemed”
(Gk., lelutrometha) from bondage to Satan: “O very
beautiful dormition of the very glorious Mother of God
through whom we have received the remission of our
sins (Eph. I, 7) and have been redeemed from the tyranny
of the devil.”5
At the same time,Theodorus Minimus Monremita
(c. 7th cent.) likewise exhorts: “May all creatures know
the great ransom she offers to God.6
St. Andrew of Crete († 740), Archbishop and
renowned orator, calls Mary the “Mother of the Redeemer”
(tou Lutrotou),7 and says of her: “in you, we have been
redeemed from corruption.”8 St. Andrew adds: “All of us
have obtained salvation through her.”9
St. Andrew’s illustrious contemporary, St. John
Damascene († c. 754-787) Doctor of the Church and one
of the last and greatest Greek Church Fathers, re-affirms
the HolyVirgin’s role in buying back humanity. Damascene
teaches that the Blessed Virgin is she, “through whom we
were redeemed from the curse,”10 and that it is Mary,
“through whom the whole race of mortals is restored.”11
The ninth century scholar, Alcuin († 804), Abbot
of Tours and inspirer of the Carolingian Renaissance,
exclaims of Mary’s redemptive role: “The whole world
rejoices that it has been redeemed through you.”12
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Alcuin’s contemporary in the East, St. Tarasius,
Patriarch of Constantinople († 806) calls the Blessed
Mother the “payment” for Eve’s debt, which reflects the
ever-growing understanding of the soteriological price
of Redemption: “You [Mary], the payment for the debt
of Eve.”13 St. Theodore the Studite († 826), the great
monastic reformer, calls Mary the “ransom of the
world.”14
With the contribution of the Byzantine monk, John
the Geometer, at the end of the tenth century, a new light
of understanding shines upon the inseparability of the Mother
and the Son in the accomplishment of Redemption fulfilled at
Calvary. John Paul II acknowledges this historical
breakthrough in the doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix
found in John the Geometer’s Life of Mary, which the Holy
Father confirms:
This doctrine [of Mary’s collaboration in
Redemption] was systematically worked
out for the first time at the end of the 10th
century in the Life of Mary by the Byzantine
monk, John the Geometer. Here Mary is
united to Christ in the whole work of
Redemption, sharing, according to God’s
plan, in the Cross and suffering for our
salvation. She remained united to the Son
“in every deed, attitude, and wish.”15
John the Geometer identifies Our Lady as the
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“Redemption (lutrosis) of the captivity,”16 and describes
her union with Jesus in the entire work of salvation:
The Virgin, after giving birth to her Son,
was never separated from him in his activity,
his dispositions, his will . . . When he went
away, she went with him, when he worked
miracles, it was as if she worked them with
him, sharing his glory and rejoicing with
him. When he was betrayed, arrested,
judged, when he suffered, not only was she
everywhere present beside him and even
realized especially then his presence, but she
even suffered with him . . . Terribly
sundered, she would have wished a
thousand times to suffer the evils she saw
her Son suffering.17
John expresses gratitude to Jesus for both his
sufferings and for the sufferings of his Mother, which
directly lead to a spiritual fruitfulness for humanity: “We
give thee thanks for having suffered for us such great evils,
and for having willed that your Mother should suffer such
great evils, for you and for us . . . .”18
Christ gives himself as ransom for us and likewise
gives his mother as ransom for humanity at every moment,
according to the Geometer, so that Jesus: “should die for
us once and she should die for us a thousand times in her
will, her heart burning just as for you, so also for those for
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whom she, as the Father, has given her own Son, knowing
him to be delivered from death.”19 John moreover professes
that Mary suffered for the Church “as a universal mother.”20
We must ponder the fact that well over one thousand
years ago, the People of God testified to the spiritual fruitfulness
of the Mother’s suffering “with Jesus” from the Annunciation to
Calvary for our universal ransom. In this recognition of the
countless sufferings of the Mother’s heart in the death of
her crucified Son is also the recognition of her newly
merited role as universal spiritual mother for the Church
and for all mankind.
Here, in the tenth century, after nearly a millennium
of peaceful gestation, the explicit doctrine of Mary Coredemptrix at Calvary is born.
The “Redemptrix” Title
In a French Psalter which dates back to the tenth
century, a litany of saints invokes the petition, “Holy
Redemptrix of the world, pray for us.”21 In the beauty of
relation between “doctrine” and “title,” between the truth
conveyed in a doctrine and that selfsame truth being
captured in a single word, this petition to theVirgin Mother
of Jesus under the title of “Redemptrix” reflects the
development of doctrine as testified to by John the
Geometer.
The New Eve is always understood by the Fathers
as the Virgin Mother who freely and actively participated
with and under Jesus, the New Adam in the restoration of
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grace for the human family. In the early Middle Ages, as
the understanding of Redemption becomes more focused
on its fulfillment in Christ crucified at Calvary, so too is
the Mother’s participation at Calvary more recognized and
revered. But the same principle of subordinate participation
present in the New Eve model is also present in the
“Redemptr ix” title and doctr ine — the Mother
participating in a mode of complete creaturely
subordination and dependency upon her divine Son the
Redeemer, who alone has the power to reconcile earth to
heaven.
This tenth century petition does not end with,
“Holy Redemptrix of the world, have mercy on us,” which
would have inferred an erroneously parallel or competitive
relation to the one divine Redeemer, but rather “Holy
Redemptrix of the world, pray for us.” It asks her
intercession in the sense of all Christian petitions seeking
the powerful intercession of human saints. Was it rash for
our medieval brothers and sisters to call Mary the
“Redemptrix?”22 Properly understood, it was no more
rash to call Mary the “Redemptrix” than for the Church
to call Mary the “Mediatrix.”
The title of Redemptrix conveys the general
doctrine of Marian Coredemption, the understanding of
which grows as her role at Calvary is better understood.
“Redemptrix” (like the later “Co-redemptrix”), is used in
the context of complete and total subordination to Christ
Jesus, divine Redeemer and Lord of all. No more than the
title “New Eve” threatens the primacy of the “New Adam”
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in the teachings of the Fathers, does “Redemptrix” threaten
the primacy of Christ the “Redemptor” among the
Medievals. Just as we invoke the Mother of Jesus as
“Mediatrix” (Lumen Gentium, 62), and not “co-Mediatrix,”
with the proper understanding of her complete
subordination as creature to Jesus the “one Mediator” (1
Tim.2:5),23 so in the same way it is perfectly legitimate
and theologically orthodox to call Mary the “Redemptrix”
within the same ecclesial understanding of total
subordination to the Redeemer.
Both in doctrine and in title, Marian Coredemption
greatly advances during the tenth through fourteenth
centuries, a period which prepares the way for the further
Mariological development of Mary “Co-redemptrix.”
References to the Mother as “Redemptrix” which honor
Our Lady’s giving birth to the Redeemer continue
alongside a more explicit testimony to her suffering “with
Jesus” at Calvary.
The “Virgin Mother of God gives birth as our
Redemptrix” writes an anonymous eleventh century
author.24 The great St. Peter Damien († 1072), Cardinal
and Doctor of the Church, calls the Church to give thanks
to the Mother of God, after God himself, for our
Redemption: “ . . . we are debtors to the most blessed
Mother of God, and . . . after God we should thank her for
our redemption.”25
St. Anselm († 1109), perhaps the greatest early
scholastic theologian and philosopher, speaks of the
Redemption as a unified victory of Mother with Son:
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“What I say worthily I will refer to the Mother of God
and of my Lord through whose fecundity I, a slave, have
been redeemed, through whose birth I am exempt from
eternal death.”26 St. Anselm further declares: “Thou art
the salvation of sinners, O Son, and thou, O Mother,”27
and also: “Through thee we have access to the Son Who
redeemed the world through thee.”28
Eadmer of Canterbury († 1124), companion to St.
Anselm, is one of the first to speak of Our Lady’s “merit” in
connection with the Redemption, and invokes Blessed
Mary as the “Reparatrix.”The Reparatrix term is basically
an equivalent term to Redemptrix, but with an emphasis
upon the restoring or repairing of the relationship between
God and man. Reparatrix will be used in reference to the
Mother by Pope St. Pius X some nine hundred years later.29
Eadmer teaches that Mary “merited to become in a most
worthy manner the Reparatrix of the lost world”30 ; and
that, “Just as God in making everything by His power is
the Father and Lord of all things, so the Blessed Mary in
repairing everything by her merits is the Mother and Lady
of all things.”31
St. Bernard and Arnold of Chartres: Co-suffering
and “Co-crucified”
A monumental contribution to the story of Mary
Co-redemptrix comes with the insights of the great St.
Bernard of Clairvaux († 1153), arguably the most significant
figure of the twelfth century, and his disciple, Arnold of
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Chartres († 1160).
St. Bernard, who has sometimes been called “the
last of the Church Fathers,” is the first to teach of Mary’s
“offering” of Jesus as the divine victim to the Heavenly
Father for the reconciliation of the world. St. Bernard’s
teachings are in the context of Mary’s offering of Jesus at
the Presentation of the Temple (and not yet at Calvary):
“O hallowed Virgin, offer thy Son; and present anew to
the Lord this Fruit of thy womb. Offer for our
reconciliation this Victim, holy and pleasing to God. With
joy, God the Father will receive this oblation, this Victim
of infinite value.”32
The Abbot of Clairvaux is also the first to refer to
the “compassion” 33 of Our Lady, a term which
etymologically comes from the Latin “cum” (with) and
“passio” (suffering or receiving), and therefore refers to
her “co-suffering” or “suffering with” Jesus. According to
Bernard, the Virgin Mother welcomes the “price of
Redemption”34 ; stands at “Redemption’s starting point”35 ;
and “liberates prisoners of war from their captivity.”36
In addition, St. Bernard is the first theologian and
Doctor of the Church to preach that Mary provided
“satisfaction” for the disgrace and ruin brought about by
Eve: “Run, Eve, to Mary; run, mother to daughter. The
daughter answers for the mother; she takes away the
opprobrium of the mother; she makes satisfaction to Thee,
Father, for the mother . . . O woman singularly to be
venerated . . . Reparatrix of parents.”37
The pivotal Mariologist, Arnold of Chartres, St.
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Bernard’s renowned disciple, can rightly be considered the
first author who formally expounds the explicit doctrine
of Mary Co-redemptrix at Calvary. While two centuries
earlier, John the Geometer had referred to the suffering of
Mary with the crucified Jesus, Arnold specifies that it is
Jesus and Mary who together accomplish the Redemption through
their mutual offering of the one and the same sacrifice to the
Father. The French abbot tells us: “Together they [Christ
and Mary] accomplished the task of man’s redemption . . .
both offered up one and the same sacrifice to God: she in
the blood of her heart, He in the blood of the flesh . . . so
that, together with Christ, she obtained a common effect
in the salvation of the world.”38
In a theological and terminological breakthrough,
Arnold states that Mary is “co-crucified” with her Son39
at Calvary, and that the Mother “co-dies” with him.40 In
response to objections first raised by Ambrose that Mary
did not suffer the passion, was not crucified like Christ,
and did not die as Christ died at Calvary, Arnold responds
that Mary experienced “com-passion” or “co-suffering”
(using the term of his master, Bernard) with the passion of
Christ: “what they did in the flesh of Christ with nail and
lance, this is a co-suffering in her soul.”41 Further, Arnold
explains that Mary is in fact “co-crucified” in her heart
with Jesus crucified,42 and that the Mother “co-dies” with
the death of her son. Mary “co-died with the pain of a
parent.”43
Ar nold concludes that the Mother of the
Redeemer does not “operate” redemption at Calvary, but
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rather “co-operates” in Redemption, and to the highest
degree.44 It is the love of the Mother that co-operates in a
unique way at Calvary, in a way most favorable to God:
“[On Calvary] the Mother’s love co-operated exceedingly,
in its own way, to render God propitious to us.”45
How truly extraordinary was the contribution of
Bernard and Arnold. The Mother’s role in Redemption is
affirmed by Bernard in the terms, offering, satisfying, and
compassion. Her role at Calvary is proclaimed by Arnold in
the terms co-crucified, co-dying, co-operating.These testimonies
can be likened, in their theological insight and maturity, to
contemporary testimonies to Mary Co-redemptrix by
popes of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The
doctrine and title development of the Co-redemptrix story,
exemplified in an extraordinary way during this late
patristic and early medieval period, will soon bear even
greater fruit in bringing forth the singular title which most
clearly expresses the Mother’s unique collaboration with
and under Jesus in the Redemption.
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Chapter VII

“My Son and I Redeemed the World”
During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, a
providential blend of theologians, saints, and mystics
continue the fruitful development of the doctrine of Mary
Co-redemptrix.
The mystical dimension begins to play an important
role in this and in later periods of Coredemption’s doctrinal
development, with great spiritual figures such as St.
Catherine of Siena and St. Bridget of Sweden contributing
to the harmony between theology and spirituality within
the Church.The Holy Spirit can and does use his prophetic
gifts through chosen souls as lights to guide the great bark
of Tradition and theology upon a particular path of
doctrinal development.
What the revelations received by St. Margaret Mary
Alacoque are to the development of the doctrine of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, and the revelations of St. Faustina
Kowalska to Divine Mercy in our own times, 1 the
Revelations of St. Bridget, are to the medieval progress of
the doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix. For the Revelations
convey to us in the words of the Blessed Mother herself
that, “My son and I redeemed the world.”2
93
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The Immaculate One’s compassion and its
fruitfulness at Calvary is championed by the prominent
theologian, Richard of St. Lawrence († 1230), who speaks
of the Mother’s reconciling of the guilty in her
“communion with” the passion of Christ: “What the Son
bestowed upon the world by His passion, the Mother
bestowed upon the world by her communion with it,
reconciling the guilty and the sinners by her co-passion,
after having obtained the Redemption of the whole world
through her giving birth to the Redeemer.”3 He goes on
to speak of Our Lady’s suffering with Jesus at Calvary:
“Her tears were mingled with [His] perspiration and tears,
with the water and the blood that trickled from the wounds
of her Son, in order to blot out the stains of souls.”4
The greatest of all Franciscan theologians, St.
Bonaventure († 1274), promulgates in his own expressions
the breakthroughs of St. Bernard and Arnold regarding
the Mother’s Coredemption. The Seraphic Doctor shows
that the New Eve doctrine of Coredemption taught by
the Church Fathers is fulfilled in Jesus and Mary as the
“repairers” of the human race: “Just as they [Adam and
Eve] were the destroyers of the human race, so these [Jesus
and Mary] were its repairers.”5
St. Bonaventure explicitly relates the patristic
principles of Recapitulation and Recirculation6 to the
suffering of Mary at Calvary for our Redemption. Mary
“bought us,” and she “paid the price”7 with Jesus on the
cross:“That woman (namely Eve), drove us out of Paradise
and sold us; but this one (Mary) brought us back again and
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bought us.”8 The Mystical Father of Franciscan theology
declares that Mary “also merited reconciliation for the
entire human race”9 ; that she “co-offered” the divine victim
on Calvary;10 and she offered “satisfaction” for our sins.11
Contemporaneous with the Franciscan
contribution to Marian Coredemption comes a most
significant Dominican contribution from St. Albert the
Great († 1280), mentor to St.Thomas Aquinas and Church
Doctor in his own right. St. Albert teaches that the Virgin
Mar y exercised the “pr inciple of association or
participation”12 with Christ in the Redemption of the
human race, and that she “participated in all of his same
acts.”13
“Pseudo-Albert” soon follows the Great Albert and
elaborates and systematizes the same “principium consortii”
of Mary in Redemption in the renowned work, Mariale.14
In this work, the author calls Mary the “co-helper of the
redemption” (co-adjutrix redemptionis)15 ; affirms that at
Calvary, Mary the New Eve helped Christ “to regenerate
the human race to the life of grace”16 ; and speaks eloquently
of her compassion as the adjutrix or “helpmate” of
Redemption at Golgotha:
To her [Mary] alone was given this
privilege, namely, a communication in the
Passion; to her the Son willed to
communicate the merit of the Passion, in
order that He could give the reward; and
in order to make her a sharer in the benefit
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of Redemption, He willed that she be a
sharer in the penalty of the Passion, in so
far as she might become the Mother of all
through re-creation even as she was the
adjutrix of the Redemption by her copassion. And just as the whole world is
bound to God by His supreme Passion, so
also it is bound to the Lady of all by her
co-passion.17
Mary uniquely participates in the Passion. Mary
uniquely merits in its accomplishment. The world is
uniquely bound to her, in virtue of her co-passion, Mother
of us all through our re-creation.
At the beginning of the fourteenth century, the
great Franciscan champion of the Immaculate Conception,
Bl. John Duns Scotus (†1308) uses the title,“Redemptrix”
in recording a typical scholastic objection to the Immaculate
Conception and Mary’s role in Redemption, which Duns
Scotus then refutes.18
At this historical point enters the mystical
contribution of St. Bridget of Sweden († 1373). The
Revelations, the written record of a series of visions and
prophecies granted to St. Bridget by Jesus and Mary, are
highly regarded and reverenced by the Church during the
Middle Ages, including a large number of popes, bishops,
and theologians.19 The revealed words spoken by both Jesus
and His Mother regarding Our Lady’s coredemptive role
are truly significant in the development of the Co-
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redemptrix doctrine, as they will influence numerous
theologians during the seventeenth century “Golden Age”
of Coredemption, some three hundred years later.
The Mother of Sorrows reveals in these prophetic
visions through St. Bridget that “My son and I redeemed the
world as with one heart.”20 Jesus confirms the same truth in
his own words: “My Mother and I saved man as with one
Heart only, I by suffering in My Heart and My Flesh, she by the
sorrow and love of her Heart.”21 It is difficult to argue with
the supernatural testimony from such a Church-sanctioned
and revered prophecy regarding the role of Mary Coredemptrix — a testimony from the lips of the Redeemer
and the Co-redemptrix themselves. The medievals, as a
whole, did not.
The Rhineland Mystic, John Tauler († 1361) offers
his own theological and mystical contribution to Mary
Co-redemptrix. Like no other author before him, this
Dominican theologian articulates with precision the
sacrificial offering of the Mother at Calvary.
In the teachings of Tauler, the Mother of Jesus offers
herself with Jesus as a living victim for the salvation of
all,22 and the Eternal Father accepted this oblation of Mary
for the salvation of the entire human race: “God accepted
her oblation as a pleasing sacrifice, for the utility and
salvation of the whole human race . . . so that, through the
merits of her sorrows, she might change God’s anger into
mercy.” 23 In the natural progression of the New Eve
patristic Recapitulation brought to its fullness at Calvary,
Blessed John speaks of the sorrow the Mother plucked
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from the tree of the cross in order to redeem humanity
with her Son: “Just as Eve, boldly plucking from the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil, destroyed men in Adam,
so thou hast taken sorrow upon thyself from the tree of
the cross, and with thy suffering sated, thou has redeemed
men together with thy Son.”24
Addressing Our Lady, Tauler tells us of Mary’s
foreknowledge of her co-suffering with Jesus, in which
she would share in all his redemptive merits and afflictions:
“He foretold to thee [Mary] all thy passion whereby He
would make thee a sharer of all His merits and afflictions,
and thou would co-operate with Him in the restoration
of men to salvation . . . .”25
We close this fertile thirteen and fourteenth century
period of Marian Coredemption, so richly fed by a
providential blend of theologian and mystic, with the
witness of the “mystic of mystics,” St. Catherine of Siena
(† 1380). The great Church Doctor and Co-patroness of
Europe calls the Blessed Mother the “Redemptrix of the
human race” both in virtue of giving birth to the Word
and for the sorrow of “body and mind” that Our Mother
suffers with Jesus: “O Mary . . . bearer of the light . . . Mary,
Germinatrix of the fruit, Mary, Redemptrix of the human
race because, by providing your flesh in the Word, you
redeemed the world. Christ redeemed with His passion
and you with your sorrow of body and mind.”26
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Chapter VIII

“You Would Become Co-redemptrix”
While the more complete story of Mary Coredemptrix is being told by medieval theologians and saints,
so too the liturgical hymns of the time begin to sing its
truth. Between the fourteen and fifteen centuries the title
of “Co-redemptrix” makes its first appearance in a liturgical
hymn.
Her titles are her functions, and thus, as the medieval
mind achieves greater clarity regarding the Mother’s salvific
function with Jesus, it is appropriate that the title, “Coredemptrix” which best captures the function of Mary’s
share in Redemption, would be sung in the public prayer
of the Church.
Two stanzas of a fourteenth-fifteenth century
Salzburg liturgical hymn, entitled Plainchant to the Blessed
Virgin holding in her lap her Son, taken down from the Cross,
record perhaps the earliest known use of the term, “Coredemptrix”:
Good, sweet and kind,
Absolutely worthy of no grief;
If you would root out mourning from here
101
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As one suffering with the redeemer,
For the captured transgressor
You would become co-redemptrix
Then I see that one ought not so much to grieve with
My sad mother as
I see that I ought to pay thanks
To you, my redemptrix,
Who deigns to free
Me from the hand of the enemy.1
We see in this hymn the use of both “Coredemptrix” and “Redemptrix” titles.The Redemptrix title,
used at least four centuries earlier than Co-redemptrix,
certainly conveys the same subordinate role and function
of the Immaculate Virgin. But with the terminological
breakthroughs of St. Bernard,2 Arnold of Chartres,3 and
Pseudo-Albert,4 we see how the prefix, “co,” can assist in
emphasizing the distinction between the entirely necessary
and foundational accomplishment of the Redemption by
Jesus Christ, from the exalted participation of the
Immaculate Mother in the Redemption.
The Redemptrix title will continue to be used in
a doctrinally orthodox way within the Church for several
centuries more,5 juxtaposed with a gradual increase in the
use of Co-redemptrix. But “Redemptrix” will gradually
give way to the title which accents the Mother’s
subordination and dependency, etymologically conveyed
in “Co-redemptrix.”
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In the middle of the fifteenth century, the renowned
Dominican reformer and Archbishop of Florence, St.
Antoninus († 1459) elaborates the insights of St. Albert
and Pseudo-Albert. He explains Mary’s unique
participation in the merit of Christ’s Passion, which leads
her to become the “Mother of all through re-creation”:
It was Mary alone to whom was given the
privilege of communication in the Passion.
That He might be able to bestow upon
her a reward, the Son willed to
communicate to her the merit of the
Passion; and also that He might make her a
sharer of the benefit of Redemption, to
the extent that, as she was adjutrix of the
Redemption by her co-passion, so also she
might become the Mother of all through
re-creation.”6
St. Antoninus calls Mary the “Redemptrix of lost
man” who “led him to the heavenly kingdom.”7 In addition,
he testifies to the Blessed Virgin’s spiritual motherhood of
humanity: As a result of her coredemptive suffering in the
Passion, she consequently begets us in the spiritual order:
“. . . the Blessed Virgin begot us and gave birth to us, in her
co-suffering the bitterest sorrows with her Son”8 ; and
further:“. . . the Mother of mercy helped (adjuit) the Father
of mercies in the work of the highest mercy, and she bore
with [Christ] the suffering of the Passion.”9
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The Co-redemptrix first suffered with the Savior
to obtain the spiritual milk of sanctifying grace with which,
in turn, to nurse her spiritual children. The popes of the
nineteenth and twentieth century will later teach with
magisterial authority the truth of Our Lady’s mediation
of all graces as a fruit of her Coredemption.10
Although the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
experience a general reduction in Marian theology,
nonetheless three notable authors of this period make
significant contributions.
The French author, Alain de Varènes (c. 1521), calls
the Blessed Virgin the “Co-redemptrix” for perhaps the
first time in the context of a theological treatise. He uses
the title as part of a profound theological articulation of
the Mother’s unique cooperation in reconciling man to
God:
Therefore most Holy Mary, cooperated
with her Son, and met a similar fate of
action, bringing it about with her love, has
made both one, having broken down the
barrier of hostility . . . in imitation of her
Only Begotten Son, breaking down the
barrier of the garden, which is hostility, by
abolishing in the flesh of her Only-begotten
Son the law of commandments and
ordinances that he might create in himself
one new man in place of the two, and in so
doing making peace, and that he might
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reconcile all in one body to God through
the cross of her Son, thereby bringing
hostility to an end in the Lord Jesus and, in
a certain way, in herself as co-redemptrix
(as they wish), preaching “peace in the One
Word, her Only-begotten Son, to those
who are far off and peace to those who are
near, since through herself, in the second
place we all have access in the one Spirit
to the Father (Eph. 2, 14-17).” For she
crushed the head of the serpent.11
The Italian Archbishop, Ambrose Catarino († 1553)
continues the Dominican reflection on Coredemption by
teaching that both Christ and his Mother merited our
Redemption through their joint suffer ings: “This
generation is from both — that is, from a Man and a
woman, from Christ and Mary; because both, although
they were completely innocent (Mary was such through
Christ), nevertheless . . . merited salvation for us by their
sufferings — first indeed and principally Christ as Man,
and then the Virgin herself as woman.”12
Catarino also cites the New Eve model in defense
of the key distinction between the sufficiency of Christ’s
Redemption and the fittingness of Mary’s association with
Jesus as his helpmate:
The glorious work of the Redemption for
which she was chosen proves clearly that it
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was fitting that in some way she be an
associate of Christ — not that Christ
Himself did not suffice, but because it was
good and fitting that He have a helpmate
Himself. For just as from a woman came
the beginning of death . . . so also from a
woman had to come the beginning of life.
For this is the most common opinion of
the ancients.13
When one of the foremost theologians of the
Council of Trent becomes the champion of Mary Coredemptrix, the theological and doctrinal credibility of the
Co-redemption title becomes promulgated throughout
Catholic theological circles. Jesuit Father Alphonsus
Salmerón († 1585), renowned theologian, exegete, and one
of the original followers of St. Ignatius, repeatedly explains
and defends the title of Co-redemptr ix in an
unprecedented systematic treatment of the doctrine.
In a remarkable passage, Salmerón defends the
Marian titles of Co-redemptrix, Mediatrix, Advocate, and
others as legitimate titles which rightly bespeak of the
goodness and glory of Mary, full of grace:
Truly Mary, very near and uniquely joined
to Him, is called full of grace . . . how much
He prepared that she as mother would pour
out the fullest graces among us all as her
sons as one who had been assumed by
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Christ, not out of any necessity, or out of
weakness, but on account of the necessity
to share and make clear, certainly, the
goodness and glory in the mother that she
would be (if it is permitted thus to speak)
co-redemptrix, mediatrix, cooperatrix of
the salvation of mankind and to whom, as
to an individual advocate, all the faithful
ought to approach and fly for help.14
It is appropriate that the doctrinal maturity of Coredemptrix generally takes place side by side with the
development of the doctr ine of the Immaculate
Conception (which led to the latter’s solemn papal
definition in 1854).
Once again we must affirm that Mary is Coredemptrix only because she was first the Immaculate
Conception. God the Father prepares her for this great
battle for souls through her total enmity against the Evil
One.The pure, perfect Virgin partakes in the greatest of all
sacrifices, so that grace can flow to humanity through the
same immaculate channel from which Christ the First
Grace passes into humanity. Grace is thereupon distributed
to the human family free from the limitations of a channel
tainted by sin, so as to allow its greatest possible efficacy in
the human heart who receives it. Later popes will confirm
that the mystery of her Coredemption cannot be
understood outside of an understanding of her fullness of
grace.15
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Salmerón goes on to note that the participation of
Mary Co-redemptrix does not distract, but rather adds
glory to Christ himself, for all her excellence and her
capacity to share in redeeming is derived from the
redeeming capacity of Jesus:
The Mother stood near the Cross for this:
that the restoration of mankind would
correspond with the collapse of the world.
As the fall of the world was accomplished
by two, but especially by a man, so the
salvation and redemption came about from
two, but especially from Chr ist; for
whatever excellence Mary has, she received
from Christ, not only on account of a
certain proper harmony, but also on
account of the eminent capacity of Christ
in redeeming, a capacity which with his
mother (whose works He needed least of
all) He wished to share as co-redemptrix,
not only without her dishonor, but with
the great glory of Christ Himself.16
According to Salmerón, the simple motive of the
Co-redemptrix in the exercise of her many functions on
behalf of humanity, which are identified in her titles, is
Christian maternal love: “For love of us . . . she is all ours
who is called Mother of Mercy, Queen of heaven, Mistress
of the world, Star of the sea, advocate, co-redemptrix,
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preserver, mother of God.”17
Throughout Salmerón’s extraordinary treatment
on Marian Coredemption we find the repeated use of the
prefix, “co,” in emphasizing the Mother’s rightful
subordination and dependency on the Lord of
Redemption. He refers to the Mother’s “co-suffering,”18
“co-misery,” 19 “co-sorrowing” 20 ; that she was “cocrucified,” 21 that she “co-died,”22 “co-suffered,” “cooperated,” 23 and was “co-united”24 with Jesus in the
Redemption. This clear and generous theology of Mary
Co-redemptrix provides solid dogmatic foundation for the
following century’s explosion of theological literature on
Coredemption.
We conclude the sixteenth century with the
Marian teachings of another Jesuit and Doctor of the
Church, St. Peter Canisius († 1597). The Dutch-born
theologian and “Second Apostle of Germany” speaks of
the Mother’s redemptive offering of her Son-Victim at
Calvary:“Standing under the cross of her Son, she remained
intrepid in her faith, and offered Christ, a true and living
Victim, for the expiation of the sins of the world.”25
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Chapter IX

The Golden Age of Mary Co-redemptrix
The extraordinary testimonies to Mary Coredemptrix previously offered by the likes of St. Bernard,
Arnold of Chartres, Pseudo-Albert, John Tauler, and
Alphonsus Salmerón became the ordinary and “common
opinion of theologians”1 in the seventeenth century, which
can legitimately be referred to as the “Golden Age of
Marian Coredemption.”
In the 1600’s alone, references to the Immaculate
Mother’s unique and active participation “with Jesus” in
the Redemption number well over three hundred.Within
these references are numerous explanations and defenses
of the titles of Redemptrix and Co-redemptrix, coupled
with learned theological defenses of the sound doctrine
which the titles convey.2
So generous and penetrating is the theological
treatment of the Mother Co-redemptrix throughout this
Golden Age that its contribution lays the theological
foundation for the systematic treatment of the doctrine in
later centuries. Under the classic categories of Christian
soteriology (theology of salvation) in which Our Lord’s
Redemption is considered, that is, merit, satisfaction,
113
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sacr ifice, and redemptive ransom, the Mother’s
Coredemption is fundamentally treated under these
categories by the theological minds and hearts of this age.3
So many in number were they, we can offer only a sampling
of the theological laud and love to Mary Co-redemptrix
that this era provides.4
Of utmost importance to the story of Mary Coredemptrix is its organic progression through this critical
phrase of the Church’s theological history, for the doctrine
of Coredemption and its “theological foundations” are
firmly embedded in Tradition, and will, in future centuries,
receive their magisterial sanctions directly from the popes.
St. Lawrence of Brindisi († 1619), Franciscan
Doctor of the Church, uses the concept of Mary’s “spiritual
priesthood” (in a mode analogous to the priesthood of
the laity as discussed at the Second Vatican Council)5 to
illustrate Mary’s participation in the Redemption in the
category of sacrifice. Sacrifice soteriologically refers to
Christ’s free immolation and offering of himself to the
Eternal Father in a truly priestly action for humanity’s
sins. Mary in her “spiritual priesthood,” as St. Lawrence
explains, shares in the offering of the one redemptive
sacrifice at Calvary with Jesus, the “Principal Priest”:
Did not Mary put her life in danger for us,
when she stood by the cross of Christ truly
sacrificing Him to God in spirit, as full,
abundantly full of the spirit of Abraham,
and offering Him in true charity for the
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salvation of the world? . . . The spirit of
Mary was a spiritual priest, as the cross was
the altar and Christ the sacrifice; although
the spirit of Christ was the principal priest,
the spirit of Mary was there together with
the spirit of Christ; indeed it was one spirit
with Him as one soul in two bodies. Hence
the spirit of Mary together with the spirit
of Christ performed the priestly office at
the altar of the cross and offered the sacrifice
of the cross for the salvation of the world
to the Eternal God . . . . For of her, as of
God to Whom she was most similar in
spirit, we can truly say that she so loved
the world as to give her only-begotten Son
so that everyone who believes in Him will
not perish, but will have life eternal.6
Mary is not a “priest” in the formal sense, since she
is not ordained, and therefore cannot offer a formal sacrifice.
Rather, she possesses a spiritual priesthood true of all the
baptized, but in the highest possible degree due to her
singular dignity. In view of her fullness of grace and her
coredemptive mission with the Redeemer, it is clear that
her spiritual sacrifice in subordinate participation “with
Jesus” the High Priest, exceeds in spiritual fruitfulness the
sacrifice of any ministerial priest, excepting only her own
Son.7
Another Doctor of the Church and revered
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counter-reformational cardinal and theologian, St. Robert
Bellarmine († 1621), teaches the uniqueness of the Mother’s
co-operation in his metaphor of spiritual creation:
Even if Mary was not present at the creation
of the material heavens, nevertheless she
was present at the creation of the spiritual
heavens — the Apostles; and although she
was not present at the founding of the
material earth, nevertheless she was present
at the founding of the spiritual earth —
the Church. For she alone co-operated in
the mystery of the Incarnation; she alone
co-operated in the mystery of the Passion,
standing before the cross, and offering her
Son for the salvation of the world.8
The Jesuit theologian, de Salazar († 1646) puts
forward a theological defense of the Immaculate Virgin’s
direct, immediate, and for mal cooperation in
Redemption.9 De Salazar justifies the titles of Redemptrix,
Reparatrix, and Mediatrix among others, and in a later
work refers to the Mother as the “Co-redemptrix.”10
The theological concept of “ransom” refers to the
“payment of a price,” and the price of Redemption is
precisely the merits and satisfactions of the Redeemer
offered to the Eternal Father for our salvation, freeing us
from Satan’s bondage. To what degree, then, does the
Mother participate in the ransom of “buying back” the
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human race together with Christ?
The testimony of this Golden Age gives witness to
two ways in which the Immaculate One participates in
the ransom obtained by her Son: firstly, that Mary paid the
same price (although subordinately) which her Son paid
in offering the merits and satisfaction of her Son to the
Eternal Father; secondly, that Mary offered her own merits
and satisfactions in union with her Son’s for man’s
Redemption.
The French author, Fr. Raphael of the Discalced
Augustinians († 1639), illustrates the Mother’s subordinate
“servant” role in the buying back of humanity as Coredemptrix:
Her Son shares with her and conveys to
her in some way the glory of our ransom,
an act which she truly did not perform,
nor was able to carry out in order to satisfy
the Father by the rigor of justice . . . But
we can say that she cooperated in our
ransom in that she gave the Redeemer flesh
and blood, substance and price of our
ransom. She did so just as a servant
cooperated in the buying back of a slave if
she lent the money to her master for the
deliverance. Also, she cooperated because
she willingly consented to see Him die and
she generously condemned herself to the
same torture . . . which rightly gives her
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the quality of coredemptr ix of man
although her Son is the principal and
formal cause of our salvation.11
The Franciscan Mariologist,AngeloVulpes († 1647),
explains the capacity of the Co-redemptrix to pay the
“death-debt” of sinners: “Mary died in imitation of her
Son in order that she, in her capacity as Co-redemptrix,
might with full merit pay the death-debt of others.”12 In
addition, Vulpes points out that it was God’s decree that
man would be redeemed by the “united merits” of Jesus
and Mary: “God decreed to redeem all men from the
servitude of sin . . . through their merits [i.e., the merits of
Christ and Mary] . . . He decreed the passibility of the
future Christ, and likewise that of His Mother, so that she
too might become the Co-redemptrix of the entire human
race.”13
The Merits of Christ and Mary
How do we understand the Catholic concept of
supernatural merit, and in what dimension of this can
humanity participate? Jesus Christ, through his passion and
death, merited “reward” for humanity, namely our
justification.14 But human creatures may also “merit” in
the sense that God has placed a supernatural value on
certain human acts, and if freely performed by man, God
rewards his sons and daughters with an increase of his grace
and divine goodness for themselves and for others.15 How,
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then, does the Immaculate Mother uniquely share in the
merits of Christ for the Redemption of the world?
During this period, the specific nature of Our Lady’s
merits is theologically discussed16 for the first time since
its introduction by Eadmer of Canterbury. The Spaniard,
P. M. Frangipane († 1638), identifies the object of merit
for the Immaculate Co-redemptrix as the same as that
merited by Christ, but on the substantially different level
of “de congruo” or “fittingness” compared to the “de condigno”
level of “justice” merited by the divine Redeemer alone:
“. . . Everything which Christ merited for us de condigno
was merited for us de congruo by Mary . . . .This title, Coredemptrix requires innocence on her part; for how could
she cleanse the world from sin, if she herself were subject
to sin?”17
The thesis that Mary merited for us de congruo that
which Jesus merited for us de condigno became a common
teaching of the period and was later given papal approval
by St. Pius X.18 In essence, Mary merited in the order of
fittingness that which Jesus merited in the order of justice
and equality between himself and the Father.19
The same notion of Our Lady’s merit is repeated
by numerous authors during the century, for example by
the Jesuit, George de Rhodes († 1661):
We must state first of all that Mary can be
called Redemptrix of mankind in a certain
true and proper sense, although not as
primary and proper as Christ . . . . Mary
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merited de congruo through her co-passion
and prayers everything which Christ
merited for us de condigno through His death
. . . She merited, first of all, that we should
be liberated from all sin, both original and
personal, that is, all graces which precede
and cause our justification . . . .20
The Franciscan Roderick de Portillo, O.F.M. (c.
1630), also confirms that Jesus and Mary obtained the same
object of merit for humanity, albeit in their respective
degrees: “There is no doubt that the Blessed Virgin [at
Calvary] merited the same thing which her Son merited.”21
The contemplative author, Novati († 1648), affirms the
unified meritorious offering of Jesus and Mary for human
Redemption:“Just as Christ de condigno merited sufficiently
for all men the remission of sins, sanctifying grace and all
the other goods that follow from it . . . so it must be said
that the Blessed Virgin de congruo merited the same things
for all men.”22 In addition, Novati re-affirms: “I say first
that theVirgin, by co-suffering with Christ, did co-operate
in human Redemption. I say secondly that she most greatly
co-operated in the Redemption of the human race by
offering the life and blood of her Son to the Eternal Father
for men’s salvation . . . . The will of Christ and Mary was
one, and there was one holocaust.” 23
The saving action of the Redeemer results in a
suprabundant compensation for the sins of humanity.This
compensation constitutes the theological concept of
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“satisfaction,” the appeasing of the guilt of humanity’s sin
whereby the justice of God is satisfied, which results in the
restoration of the saving communion between man and
God. In this, too, the Mother shares, and thus the
seventeenth century theologians voice their assent to the
satisfactory participation of the Co-redemptrix. Numerous
authors speak of Mary’s satisfaction in a de congruo degree
at Calvary, in a manner similar though distinct from her
meritorious participation.24
With the prophetic revelations of Venerable Mary
of Agreda († 1665) contained in the Mystical City of God,
Christian mysticism once again assists the development of
the Co-redemptrix story. In this prophetic work, the
Spanish mystic calls Our Lady the “Redemptrix” and speaks
of her consequential role of distributing the fruits of
Redemption in light of her primary role as a participant
in the Redemption:
Just as she cooperated with the passion and
gave her Son to take part in the human
lineage, so the same Lord made her
participant of the dignity of Redemptrix,
having given her the merits and the fruits
of Redemption so that she can distribute
them and with one hand communicate all
this to those redeemed.25
In the later part of the century, a tract against the
Co-redemptrix title and doctrine was penned by the
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German author, Adam Widenfeld, and received significant
distribution.26 But within two years, approximately forty
theological defenses were written to counter Widenfeld’s
objection to calling Mary the “Co-redemptrix.”27 One
excellent example is the response of the Prague professor,
Maximillian Reichenberger (c. 1677), who vindicates the
role and the merits of Mary Co-redemptrix in context of
the New Eve model:
We most freely admit that Christ did not
need the help of His Mother in redeeming
the human race; but we deny that the merits
and prayers of His Mother were not joined,
per modum meriti de congruo, with the merits
de condigno of her Son. It is evident that the
Fathers could term the Blessed Virgin
Coredemptrix of the human race with
much more reason than they could term
Eve . . . the cause of our ruin . . . . For Eve
co-operated in our ruin only remotely and
accidentally . . . . while Mary co-operated
in the Redemption of the human race
proximately and immediately, not only
communicating to Christ the price of our
Redemption from her own blood, but also
aiding Him and assisting Him, and suffering
with Him up to the consummation of the
redemptive work on the cross.28
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The tract of Widenfeld attacking Co-redemptrix
was later placed on the Index of Forbidden Books by the
Holy See.29
Unambiguous in its theological praises and defenses
of the Immaculate Co-redemptrix, the seventeenth century
Golden Age provides dogmatic foundations for future
centuries to penetrate more deeply the mystery of the
Woman at Calvary with theological precision and with
heartfelt piety. The providential combination of theology
and devotion, of “head and heart,” dedicated to the
coredemptive Mother during this century, is perhaps best
represented in a theological meditation by the Doctor of
the Church and great apostle of the Hearts of Jesus and
Mary,30 St. John Eudes († 1680), who quotes the Fathers
and the mystics in his theological laud of the “Coredemptrix with Christ”:
The salvation of immortal souls is also the
great work of the Mother of God. Why
did Almighty God choose the Blessed
Virgin Mary to be the Mother of God?
Why did He preserve her from original
sin and make her holy from the very first
moment of her life? Why did He shower
upon her so many privileges, ornamenting
her with grace and virtue? Why did He
confer upon her so much wisdom,
goodness, meekness and such great power
in heaven, hell, and on earth? It was simply
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that she might be worthy to cooperate with
her Divine Son in man’s redemption. All
the Fathers of the Church say clearly that
she is Co-redemptrix with Christ in the
work of our salvation. I hear Our Lord and
His Blessed Mother saying to St. Bridget,
whose revelations are approved by the
Church, that Adam and Eve lost the world
by eating an apple, but that they saved it by
a heart: quasi uno Corde mundum salvavimus
(Revel. Extravag. Cap. 3), that is Our Lord
and His Mother had but one heart, one
love, one sentiment, one mind and one will
with each other. As the Sacred Heart of
Jesus was a furnace of love for men, so the
heart of His loving Mother was inflamed
with charity and zeal for souls. Christ
immolated Himself upon the cross for the
redemption of mankind and Mary made a
similar sacrifice in undergoing untold
sufferings and sorrows.31
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Chapter X

“There Is No Other Single Word”
The Mariological fruits of the Golden Age sustain
Marian thought on Coredemption for two successive
centuries.The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries do not
bring forth any substantially new harvest of insight into
the Mother Co-redemptrix, but did witness a much more
generous use of the title of Co-redemptrix in the fields of
both theology and spirituality. By the end of the nineteenth
century, “Co-redemptrix” clearly becomes the dominant
title to convey the Mother of God’s saving collaboration
in Redemption, and is used in hundreds of testimonies by
a plethora of theologians, saints, and mystics. 1 The
Redemptrix title, on the other hand, essentially falls out
of common usage during this period.
The Marian master, St. Louis Grignion de Montfort
(† 1716) from whom John Paul II derives his Marian motto
of consecration, “Totus Tuus” (“entirely yours”), preaches
that the coredemptive sacrifice of the Mother throughout
her life is a glorification of our Lord’s own independence
precisely through “depending” on the Virgin Mother:
. . . [Our Blessed Lord] glorified His
131
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independence and His majesty in
depending on that sweet Virgin, in His
conception, in His birth, in His presentation
in the temple, in His hidden life of thirty
years, and even in His death where she was
to be present in order that He might make
with her but one same sacrifice, and be
immolated to the Eternal Father by her
consent, just as Isaac of old was offered by
Abraham’s consent to the will of God. It is
she who nourished Him, supported Him,
brought Him up, and then sacrificed Him
for us.2
The Franciscan author, Charles del Moral († 1731)
may be the first theologian to teach that the merits of the
Immaculate Co-redemptrix, while being totally dependent
upon the merits of Jesus, were also in themselves “condign”
merits in a secondary sense. Our Lady’s merits, according
to del Moral, were more than just “fitting” or congruous
(de congruo) but also worthy, not in strict justice, but in
relation to and dependency upon the superabundant merits
of the Redeemer:
The Mother of God at the foot of the cross,
co-suffering and offering her Son to the
Eternal Father, with her Son and by her
merits satisfied in a sense (secundum quid),
but de condigno and only secondarily, as the
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Co-redemptrix, for the sins of the whole
human race. 3
And further:
. . . the Mother of God co-operated with
her Son in the salvation of men, the grace
and glory of the angels, by acts meritorious
de condigno, but dependent on the merits of
her Son.Therefore, in that sense we say that
it now seems consistent with theological
principles that whatever Christ the Lord
merited for us falls also under the condign
— and not merely the congruous — merits
of the Mother of God, dependent . . . on
the superabundant merits of her Son.4
Marian Doctor of the Church and Redemptorist
founder, St. Alphonsus de Liguori († 1787), invokes the
Madonna of Calvary under the “Redemptrix” title, in
acknowledgement of the merits of her sacrifice at Calvary:
“By the great merit that she acquired in this great sacrifice,
she is called redemptrix.”5 The Doctor of Mary’s Universal
Mediation also calls her the “Co-redemptrix,”6 and explains
how her Coredemption at Calvary is the means by which
she becomes the spiritual “Mother of our souls”:
“She offered to the Eternal Father with so
much grief in her own heart, the life of
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her beloved Son for our salvation. Hence
St. Augustine testifies that, having cooperated by her love in order that the
faithful be born to the life of grace, by that
she became spiritual Mother of all who are
members of our head Jesus Christ.”7
And:
Christ provided that the Blessed Virgin,
through the sacrifice and oblation of His
life, co-operate in our salvation and thus
become the Mother of our souls. And our
Savior wished to signify this when, before
He died, looking down from the cross at
His Mother and disciple standing there, He
first said to Mary: “Behold thy Son” — as
if to say: “Behold, now man is born to the
life of grace on account of the oblation of
My life made by you for his salvation.”8
As to the unity of will and singularity of sacrifice
offered by Jesus and Mary, St. Alphonsus expounds:
In the death of Jesus, Mary united her will
to that of her Son, in such a way that both
offered one and the same Sacrifice; and
therefore the holy Abbot [Arnold of
Chartres] says that thus the Son and the
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Mother accomplished the Redemption of
the human race, obtaining salvation for men
— Jesus by satisfying for our sins, and Mary
by obtaining for us that this satisfaction be
applied to us.9
Venerable John Henry Newman and Fr. Fredrick William Faber
By the middle of the nineteenth century, we have
the corroboration of Venerable Cardinal John Henry
Newman († 1890), one of the most quoted theological
sources at the Second Vatican Council. Newman defends
Mary Co-redemptrix in his dialogue with the Anglican
clergyman Pusey by reason of the title’s relation to the
other glorious patristic titles granted to Christ’s Mother:
“When they found you with the Fathers calling her Mother
of God, Second Eve, and Mother of all Living, the Mother
of Life, the Morning Star, the Mystical New Heaven, the
Sceptre of Orthodoxy, the All-undefiled Mother of
Holiness, and the like, they would have deemed it a poor
compensation for such language, that you protested against
her being called a Co-redemptrix . . . .”10
A valuable apologetic contribution to the legitimate
usage of Co-redemptrix comes from the pen of Newman’s
colleague in the Oxford movement, the founder of the
London Oratory, Fr. Fredrick William Faber († 1863).
Though more disposed to the popular heart than to the
speculative mind, Faber’s commentary on the title provides
several important distinctions which benefit a precise
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concept and pastoral use of Mary Co-redemptrix for the
common faithful.11
Faber begins with an honest overview of the Coredemptrix title in light of the testimonies of saints and
doctors, yet bears in mind the need to protect the
uniqueness of Christ as sole divine Redeemer:
Saints and doctors have united in calling
our Blessed Lady co-redemptrix (coredemptress) of the world. There is no
question of the lawfulness of using such
language, because there is such
overwhelming author ity for it. The
question is as to its meaning. Is it merely
the hyperbole of panegyr ic, the
affectionate exaggeration of devotion, the
inevitable language of a tr ue
understanding of Mary, which finds
common language inadequate to convey
the whole truth? Or is it literally true, with
an acknowledged and recognized
theological accuracy attached to it? This
is a question which has presented itself to
most minds in connection with devotion
to our Blessed Mother, and there are few
questions to which more vague and
unsatisfactory answers have been made,
than to this. On the one hand, it seems
rash to assert of language used both by
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saints and doctors, that it is only
exaggeration and hyperbole, flowery
phraseology intended to startle, but
without any real meaning hidden beneath
it. On the other hand, who can doubt that
our most Blessed Lord is the sole
Redeemer of the world, His Precious
Blood the sole ransom from sin, and that
Mary herself, though in a different way,
needed redemption as much as we do, and
received it in a more copious manner and
after a more magnificent kind in the
mystery of the Immaculate Conception?12
Faber condemns a false concept of “redemptrix”
which would erroneously designate Mary as a female
redeemer parallel to Christ. But he also applauds the
accurate sense of the doctrine particularly conveyed in the
compound term, Co-redemptrix: “We certainly shrink
from asserting that the language of the saints has no
meaning, or is inadvisable; and, at the same time, we have
no doubt that our Blessed Lady is not the co-redemptrix
of the world in the strict sense of being redemptrix, in the
unshared sense in which our Lord is Redeemer of the
world, but she is co-redemptrix in the accurate sense of
that compound word.”13
Faber describes how all the Christian baptized are
called to participate in an analogous way in the work of
Redemption in the application of redemptive graces to
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souls, commenting upon St. Paul’s co-suffering call of
Colossians 1:24 (the same call which will later be exhorted
by twentieth century popes to become “co-redeemers”14 ):
The elect co-operate with [Christ] in this
work as His members. They have become
His members by redeeming grace, that is,
by the application to their souls of His sole
redemption. By His merits they have
acquired the ability of meriting.Their works
can satisfy for sin, the sins of others as well
as their own, by their union with Him.Thus,
to use St. Paul’s language, by their sanctified
sufferings or by their voluntary penances
they “fill up in the bodies that which is
lacking of the sufferings of Christ, for His
Body’s sake, which is the Church.” Thus by
the communion of the saints in their Head,
Jesus Christ, the work of redemption is
perpetually going on by the accomplishment
and application of the redemption effected
on the Cross by our Blessed Lord. It is not a
figurative and symbolical, but a real and
substantial, co-operation of the elect with
our Blessed Redeemer. There is a true
secondary sense in which the elect merit
the salvation of the souls of others, and in
which they expiate sin and avert its
judgments. But it is by permission, by divine
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adoption, by participation, and in
subordination to the one sole and complete
redemption of Jesus Christ.15
The Pauline imperative of Colossians 1:24 calls all
Christians to co-suffer with Jesus in the distribution of
the graces of Redemption, or “Redemption received.” But
Faber correctly points out the unique role of Mary Coredemptrix with Jesus in “Redemption accomplished,” or the
historic obtaining of redemptive graces:
She [Mary] co-operated with our Lord in
the Redemption of the world in quite a
different sense, a sense which can never be
more than figuratively true of the saints.
Her free consent was necessary to the
Incarnation, as necessary as free will is to
merit according to the counsels of God . . .
. She consented to His Passion; and if she
could not in reality have withheld her
consent, because it was already involved in
her original consent to the Incarnation,
nevertheless, she did not in fact withhold
it, and so He went to Calvary as her freewill offering to the Father . . . . Lastly, it was
a co-operation of a totally different kind
from that of the saints. Theirs was but the
continuation and application of a sufficient
redemption already accomplished, while
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hers was a condition requisite to the
accomplishment of that redemption. One
was a mere consequence of an event which
the other actually secured, and which only
became an event by means of it. Hence it
was more real, more present, more intimate,
more personal, and with somewhat of the
nature of a cause in it, which cannot in any
way be predicated of the co-operation of
the saints.16
Faber goes on to enumerate three distinct rights
of Mary to the title of Co-redemptrix:
She has a right to it, first of all, because of
her co-operation with our Lord in the same
sense as the saints, but in a singular and
superlative degree. She has a second right
to it, which is peculiar to herself, because
of the indispensable co-operation of her
Maternity. She has a third right to it,
because of her dolors . . . These last two
rights are unshared by any other creature,
or by all creatures collectively.They belong
to the incomparable magnificence of the
Mother of God.17
He concludes that “there is no other single word”
which captures the full doctrine of Coredemption, in which
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the Mother of the Redeemer stands singularly above all
the elect:
In fact, there is no other single word in
which the truth could be expressed; and,
far off from His sole and sufficient
redemption as Mary’s co-operation lies, her
co-operation stands alone and aloof from
all the co-operation of the elect of God.
This, like some other prerogatives of our
Blessed Lady, cannot have justice done it
by the mere mention of it. We must make
it our own by meditation before we can
understand all that it involves.18
Perhaps it is Faber’s desire to translate the glory
and sublimity of the truth of Co-redemptrix to the heart
of the “common man,” the “ordinary” London Catholic,
that aids him in simplifying its truth in such palatable
expressions. His staunch defense of the title is exceptional19
as was his devotion to the Woman it represents.
For, in fact, “no other single word” captures the
mystery of a creature playing such an unfathomable role in
the buying back of all her fellow creatures, through a life of
immaculate suffering with such infinite effects beyond the
finiteness of the creature herself, all upon the condition that
she gives back to the Divine the only part of her creaturehood
that she truly possesses — her free will.
There is no other single word than Co-redemptrix
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(try as we may through other Latinized neologisms or
through longer theological phrases lacking the impact of
that single word) to convey the co-operation of Mary “with
Jesus” in the Redemption of the mankind.
During the firstVatican Council, the French Bishop,
Jean Laurent, presents to the Council Fathers the following
votum for the dogmatic definition of Mary Co-redemptrix.
Although not accepted as mature for a dogmatic definition
at the time, the votum nonetheless manifests the orthodoxy
and significant ecclesial acceptance of the doctrine:
The most Blessed Virgin Mary co-suffered
and afterwards co-died with Chr ist
suffering and dying for the salvation of
mankind, made to divine justice most
acceptable satisfaction . . . and became our
Co-redemptrix with Christ — not because
it was necessary (for the infinite merit of
Chr ist abundantly sufficed), but by
spontaneous and truly mer itor ious
association.20
In the perennial struggle between the head and
heart, between the intellect and love, it is Christian love
which must predominate. The power of the saints and of
the sensus fidelium is the power of Christian love in weakness
(cf. 2 Cor 12:10).The theological mind must always guard
itself against its greatest threat, that of intellectual pride
(cf. 1 Cor 8:1), with the humble governors of the
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testimonies of saints and the Holy Spirit speaking through
the universal Catholic faithful.
In a forward to a French work defending the Coredemptrix title and doctrine by Jesuit father, P. Jeanjacquot
(† 1891), the prominent English Churchman, Cardinal
Manning († 1892) writes strong words of admonition to
those in theological and intellectual circles who seek to
cast aspersion on the voices of the saints and the universal
Christian faithful who profess love for their Mother as
Co-redemptrix:
There is nothing easier than to have a
profound and a superficial mind at one and
the same time; to be saturated with an
undigested erudition and incapable of
understanding the first principles of faith.
Such is, to a very large extent, the state of
some individuals who, while professing
belief in the Incarnation and the Divine
Word, refuse to style Mary Mother of God,
and who raise their voices against the titles
of co-redemptrix, co-operatrix, reparatrix,
and mediatrix, after having misconstrued
their meaning.The presumptuous audacity
with which the language and the devotions,
not only of ordinary Catholics, but also of
the saints, have been censured by such
authors, may have caused momentary alarm
in some humble and timid souls. It is,
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therefore, very opportune to place in their
hands this excellent translation of a work
which proves in a truly solid, clear and
irrefutable manner, that, owing to the
Word’s Incarnation, Our Blessed Mother
has received from her Divine Son a true
right to all these titles. Hence, these titles
which we give her are not metaphors but
truths; they are not the expression of purely
orator ical or poetical ideas, but the
expression of true and living relations
existing between her and her Divine Son,
between her and us.21
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priesthood in which Mary cannot share (cf. Scheeben, Dogmatik,
English trans. by Geukers, B. Herder Book, 1947, pp. 217-227).
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Symposium on Marian Coredemption, note 34; Scheeben, Dogmatik,
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development that, once again, cannot be substantiated in the sources.
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Chapter XI

Popes of the Marian Age and
Mary Co-redemptrix
Building upon the Scriptural and Traditional
bedrock of over eighteen centuries of the story of the Coredemptrix, theVicars of Christ become the main impetuses
for the complete development of this doctrine. The
nineteenth and twentieth century papal pronouncements
bring the doctrine, and eventually the title, to the ranks of
the ordinary teaching of the Church’s Magisterium —
guided by the Holy Spirit and exercising the Petrine
authority they alone possess.
So great is the Church’s love of the Mother of
God, so forthright is its articulation of the truth about her
during this period, that it has been universally designated
as the “Age of Mary.” Generally dated from the 1830
“Miraculous Medal” apparitions of Our Lady of Grace to
St. Catherine Labouré and extending to our own present
day, this remarkable period of Church history has seen the
declaration of two Marian dogmas, an explosion of Marian
life, literature, art, and devotion, and has experienced
exponentially more ecclesiastically approved Marian
apparitions than at any other period in the Church’s history.
149
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It should not be surprising, therefore, to observe the
remarkable Mariological development of doctrine and
devotion to their Co-redemptive Mother taught by the
Holy Fathers of the Marian Age.
This brings us to the question of what, precisely,
constitutes the papal teaching of the ordinary Magisterium,
the Church’s authoritative teaching office?
The Second Vatican Council instructs us that a
“loyal submission of will and intellect must be given, in a
special way, to the authentic teaching authority of the
Roman Pontiff, even when he does not speak ex cathedra.”1
This supreme teaching authority is “made known
principally either by the character of the documents in
question, or by the frequency with which a certain
document is proposed, or by the manner in which a certain
document is formulated” (Lumen Gentium, 25).
As we shall see, the “character” of the papal
documents which articulate the doctrine of Mary Coredemptrix include encyclical letters, the official channel
of communication for the ordinary Magisterium, as well
as other forms of papal teachings such as Apostolic letters,
exhortations and general addresses (as well as the later
ecumenical conciliar teachings of the Second Vatican
Council).The truth of Mary Co-redemptrix has also been
confirmed by the “frequency” of papal teaching of the
Coredemption doctrine2 and a repeated papal use of the
Co-redemptrix title.3 In fact, all the conciliar criteria
for the ordinary teachings of the papal Magisterium are
fulfilled by the nineteenth and twentieth century
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successors of Peter regarding Marian Coredemption and
its title.4
It is of little wonder, therefore, that during this
Marian Age, the Holy Fathers would bring greater
precision and authoritative status to the story of Mary
Co-redemptrix through their unprecedented papal
testimony. 5 Building upon the scriptural, apostolic,
patristic, and medieval theological foundations, they have
validated its most prominent elements with a
pneumatological guidance and protection possessed by
no other teaching office on earth.
Remembering the principle that before the title,
there must first be the role, we see this rule of priority
pedagogically respected by the pontiffs, who begin by
examining the role of Marian Coredemption, and then
the role’s expression in the actual Co-redemptrix title.
In his Apostolic Letter, Ineffabilis Deus, which
defined the Immaculate Conception (1854), Blessed Pius
IX makes reference to the Mother’s Coredemption by
recalling the early medieval declaration of her as the
“Reparatrix of her first parents” and its scriptural origins
in the Genesis 3:15 prophecy of her coredemptive battle
with the Serpent: “Also did they declare that the most
glorious Virgin was the Reparatrix of her first parents, the
giver of life to posterity, that she was chosen before the
ages, prepared for Himself by the Most High, foretold by
God when he said to the Serpent, ‘I will put enmities
between you and the woman’ — an unmistakable evidence
that she has crushed the poisonous head of the Serpent”
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(Bl. Pius IX, Ineffabilis Deus, Dec. 8, 1854).
In his encyclical, Jucunda Semper, Pope Leo XIII
(1878-1903) teaches that Mary shared with Jesus the painful
atonement on behalf of the human race in the depths of
her soul: “When Mary offered herself completely to God
together with her Son in the temple, she was already sharing
with Him the painful atonement on behalf of the human
race . . . [at the foot of the cross] she willingly offered Him
up to divine justice, dying with Him in her heart, pierced
by the sword of sorrow.”6
The “Rosary Pope” of the nineteenth century also
began a series of successive papal teachings which identify
the Mother of the Lord as a “cooperatrix” (co-operare, “to
work with”) in the distribution of the graces of
Redemption as a direct result of her cooperation in the
obtaining of the graces of Redemption: “She who had
been the cooperatr ix in the sacrament of man’s
Redemption, would be likewise the cooperatrix in the
dispensation of graces deriving from it.”7 Again, Our Lady
is Mediatrix of all graces because she is first the Coredemptrix; there is acquisition of grace before its
distribution.The “Mother suffering” becomes the “Mother
nourishing.”
St. Pius X (1903-1914) carries on the papal
tribute to Marian Coredemption in his first Marian
encyclical, Ad Diem Illum (1904). In this famous text,
the Pope of the Eucharist gives papal authority to the
many previous theological testimonies to Mary’s share
in the merits of Redemption in light of her joint
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suffering with the Redeemer:
Owing to the union of suffering and
purpose existing between Christ and
Mary, she mer ited to become most
worthily the reparatrix of the lost world,
and for this reason, the dispenser of all
the favors which Jesus acquired for us by
His death and His blood . . . . Nevertheless,
because she surpasses all in holiness and
in union with Christ, and because she was
chosen by Christ to be His partner in the
work of human salvation, she merits for
us de congruo, as they say, that which Christ
merited for us de condigno, and she is the
principal dispenser of the graces to be
distributed.8
In its traditional understanding, condign merit in
its strict sense (meritum de condigno ex toto rigore justitiae)
refers to a merit or “right to a reward” with an equality
between the meritorious work and the reward, and also
an equality between the person giving the reward and the
person receiving the reward. Congruous merit (meritum de
congruo) refers to a reward based both on the fittingness of
a recompense for the act, and on the generosity of the one
giving the reward.
The Catholic Catechism teaches that supernatural
merit is both a gift of grace and a reward for man’s co-
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working with God, which is founded upon God’s free
choice to associate man with his salvific work:
With regard to God, there is no strict right
to any merit on the part of man. Between
God and us there is an immeasurable
inequality, for we have received everything
from him, our Creator.
The merit of man before God in
the Christian life arises from the fact that
God has freely chosen to associate man with the
work of his grace.The fatherly action of God
is first on his own initiative, and then follows
man’s free acting through his collaboration,
so that the merit of good works is to be
attributed in the first place to the grace of
God, then to the faithful. Man’s merit,
moreover, itself is due to God, for his good
actions proceed in Chr ist, from the
predispositions and assistance given by the
Holy Spirit.9
Who, then, is more deserving of God’s merit for
collaborating in the work of salvation with Christ than
the Mother Co-redemptrix? No other creature, human
or angelic, chose to co-work with God in the redemptive
plan more than the Immaculata, created full of grace and
without sin by the Father of all mankind precisely for this
very purpose.
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St. Pius X validates on the authoritative level of
the ordinary Magisterium that Mary merits for humanity
in the order of “fittingness” or congruous merit, that which
Jesus merits for us in the order of “justice” or strict condign
merit.The Mother at Calvary obtains merit for humanity
at least de congruo, 10 based on the appropriateness of
recompense for her joint suffering with Jesus, coupled with
the generosity of the Eternal Father for the Virgin
Daughter’s sacrifice of love and obedience offered to Him
for the world’s salvation.
The Magisterium’s Use of the Co-redemptrix Title
The first usages of the Co-redemptrix title in the
official pronouncements of the Roman Congregations also
take place under the Magisterium of St. Pius X. Coredemptrix is used three times by the Holy See in the
initiatives of three Congregations of the Curia, and is thus
contained in the publication of their official acts, Acta Sanctae
Sedis (later to become Acta Apostolicae Sedis).
The first official use of Co-redemptrix comes on
May 13, 1908, in a document by the Congregation of
Rites. In positive response to a petition to raise the rank of
the feast of the Seven Sorrows of Mary to a double rite of
second class for the universal Church, the Congregation
of Rites expresses its hope that “the devotion of the
Sorrowful Mother may increase and the piety of the faithful
and their gratitude toward the merciful Co-redemptrix of
the human race may intensify.”11
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The Congregation of the Holy Office (currently,
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith) is the
next congregation to use the term. On June 26, 1913,
expressing the Congregation’s satisfaction in adding the
name of Mary to the name of Jesus in the indulgenced
greeting, “Praised be Jesus and Mary” which is then
responded to, “Now and forever,” the official document
signed by Cardinal Rampolla states: “There are those
Christians whose devotion to the most favored among
virgins is so tender as to be unable to recall the name of
Jesus without the accompanying name of the Mother, our
Co-redemptrix, the Blessed Virgin Mary.”12
Six months later, the same Holy Office grants a
partial indulgence for the recitation of a prayer of reparation
to the Blessed Virgin (Vergine benedetta). The prayers ends
with the words: “I bless thy holy Name, I praise thine
exalted privilege of being truly Mother of God, everVirgin,
conceived without stain of sin, Co-redemptrix of the
human race.”13
In these instances, the Holy Office which is
commissioned by the Church as the guardian of doctrinal
orthodoxy, freely uses the Co-redemptrix term in a
complementary reference to the Feast of Our Lady of
Sorrows, which manifests its sense of familiarity with and
confidence in the term itself. The same Dicastery then
grants indulgenced graces to a prayer that identifies the
role of Mary, Co-redemptrix of the human race, as a
privilege worthy of blessing. The use of the title by the
Congregation of Rites (currently the Congregation for
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Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments) also
speaks to the appropriateness of the title as part of authentic
Catholic devotion.
It is, moreover, under the pontificate of St. Pius X
that the First International Mariological Congress takes
place in Rome in 1904 (in celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the Dogma of the Immaculate Conception),
where the theme of Mary Co-redemptrix dominates the
Congress. The French theologian (later Cardinal) Alexis
Lépicier († 1936) presents a paper which is soon published
as a book entitled, The Immaculate Mother of God, Coredemptrix of the human race.14 In the text, Lépicier states
that after the Mother of God, the title of Co-redemptrix
is the most glorious that can be granted to the Virgin.
Lépicier’s contribution is favorably received by numerous
theologians and Mariologists at the Rome congress.15
The following pontiff, Benedict XV (1914-1922)
provides an invaluable contribution to the exactness of
the doctrine of Coredemption as the unequivocal teaching
of the papal Magisterium. In his classic text from the
Apostolic Letter, Inter Sodalicia (1918) Pope Benedict
articulates the Mother’s co-suffering participation in the
Passion, her immolation of her Son in appeasement of the
Father’s justice, and concludes with the explicit papal
teaching that Mary “redeemed the human race together
with Christ”:“To such extent did [Mary] suffer and almost
die with her suffering and dying Son; to such extent did
she surrender her maternal rights over her Son for man’s
salvation, and immolated Him — insofar as she could —
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in order to appease the justice of God, that we rightly say
she redeemed the human race together with Christ.”16
Upon the shoulders of these pontiffs and their
official teachings on Coredemption, Pope Pius XI (19221939) becomes the first pontiff to use the title of Co-redemptrix
in papal addresses.
The first occasion is on November 30, 1933, in a
papal allocution to the pilgrims of Vicenza, Italy. Pastorally
sensitive as well as doctrinally sound, Pius XI explains in
this first papal usage of “Co-redemptrix” precisely why it
is a legitimate term under which to invoke the Mother of
the Redeemer: “By necessity, the Redeemer could not
but associate [Italian, “non poteva, per necessità di cose, non
associare”] his Mother in his work. For this reason we invoke
her under the title of Coredemptrix. She gave us the Savior,
she accompanied Him in the work of Redemption as far
as the Cross itself, sharing with Him the sorrows of the
agony and of the death in which Jesus consummated the
Redemption of mankind.”17
In this simple passage, Pope Pius XI gives the
rationale for the Co-redemptrix title, in light of how the
Redeemer could not “not” have associated his Mother
within God’s perfect providence in Redemption.18
During the 1934 Holy Year of Redemption, Pius
XI repeats the Co-redemptrix title during the Lenten
commemoration of Our Lady of Sorrows. L’Osservatore
Romano reports the pontiff ’s remarks to Spanish pilgrims
on that occasion: The Pope notes with joy that they have
come to Rome to celebrate with him “not only the
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nineteenth centenary of the divine Redemption, but also
the nineteenth centenary of Mary, the centenary of her
Coredemption, of her universal maternity.”19 The Holy
Father then exhorts the youth to: “follow the way of
thinking and the desire of Mary most holy, who is our
Mother and our Coredemptrix: they, too, must make a
great effort to be coredeemers and apostles, according to
the spirit of Catholic Action, which is precisely the
cooperation of the laity in the hierarchical apostolate of
the Church.”20
In the following year, Pius XI for a third time
invokes the Mother of Jesus as the Co-redemptrix in a
radio broadcast, which the pontiff knew would reach far
beyond the limits of a smaller papal audience in Rome,
which would “carry weight and of universal outreach.”21
In his April 28, 1935 Radio Message for the closing of the
Holy Year at Lourdes, Pius XI directly invokes the Mother
as the “Co-redemptrix” who assisted the Lord in the
offering of the “sacrifice of our Redemption”:“O Mother
of love and mercy who, when thy sweetest Son was
consummating the Redemption of the human race on
the altar of the cross, didst stand next to Him, suffering
with Him as Coredemptrix . . . preserve in us, we beseech
thee, and increase day by day the precious fruit of His
redemption and thy compassion.”22
Pope Pius XII (1939-1958) does not explicitly use
the title, but repeatedly elucidates Coredemption’s doctrinal
teaching on the level of the ordinary Magisterium. In his
encyclical, Mystici Corporis (1943), he states that the ancient
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New Eve doctrine is properly fulfilled by Mary’s
Coredemption at Calvary, and that Mary as the “New Eve”
offers Jesus to the Eternal Father, sacrificing with him on
behalf of “all the children of Adam”:“It was she who, always
most intimately united with her Son, like a New Eve,
offered Him up on Golgotha to the Eternal Father, together
with the sacrifice of her maternal rights and love, on behalf
of all the children of Adam, stained by the latter’s shameful
fall.”23
During a May 13, 1946, radio message for pilgrims
on the anniversary of the Fatima apparitions, Pius XII
speaks of the Immaculate Virgin as the “co-operatrix” in
association with the “King of Martyrs” in the “ineffable
work of human Redemption”:
He, the Son of God, reflects on His heavenly
Mother the glory, the majesty and the
dominion of His kingship; for, having been
associated with the King of Martyrs in the
ineffable work of human Redemption as
Mother and cooperatrix, she remains forever
associated with Him, with an almost
unlimited power, in the distribution of graces
which flow from the Redemption. Jesus is
King throughout all eternity by nature and
by right of conquest; through Him, with
Him and subordinate to Him, Mary is
Queen by grace, by divine relationship, by
right of conquest and by singular election.24
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Note how eloquently this pontiff relates Mary’s
Coredemption with her Queenship, obtained by right of
her victorious conquest with Christ the King in the
restoration of grace. Pius XII is also reiterating the successive
papal teaching that the Mother distributes the graces of
Redemption as a direct result of her association with Christ
in the work of Redemption through which the graces
were acquired.
In his 1954 encyclical on Our Lady’s Queenship
(Ad Caeli Reginam), Pius XII uses his favored expression of
“Associate” of the Redeemer25 in referring to the Mother’s
share in Redemption. He cites the seventeenth century
Jesuit mariologist, Suarez in attesting to her unique
cooperation in Redemption: “Just as Christ, because He
redeemed us, is by a special title our King and our Lord, so
too is Blessed Mary [our Queen and our Mistress] because
of the unique way in which she cooperated in our
redemption.”26 In another allocution, the pontiff (now
Venerable Pius XII) affirms the unity of the New Adam
and the New Eve in making “satisfaction” for the guilt of
the first Adam and Eve: “Are not Jesus and Mary the two
sublime loves of the Christian people? Are they not the
new Adam and the new Eve, whom the tree of the cross
unites in sorrow and in love in order to make satisfaction
for the guilt of our first parents in Eden?”27
What, then, can we conclude from the authoritative
witness of the pontiffs of the Marian Age leading up to
the Second Vatican Council? This brotherhood of
remarkable Holy Fathers grants official papal approval to
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the doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix and, by example and
explanation, to the title of Mary Co-redemptrix. They
confirm the Mother’s merit28 and satisfaction29 at Calvary,
her participation in the sacrifice,30 and her sharing in the
payment of the price for humanity’s debt.31 The popes of
the Marian Age repeatedly use the new terminology applied
to Mary, such as “co-operatrix”32 and “co-redemptrix,”33
and confirm her co-suffering and co-dying with Jesus at
Calvary.34
In short, these Marian Age pontiffs bring to the
official teachings of the papal Magisterium the best ideas
and formulations on Coredemption, drawing from the deep
reservoir of insights of the Church Fathers and Doctors,
of John the Geometer, St. Bernard and Arnold, St. Albert
and Tauler, the best of the seventeenth century Golden
Age, and the mysticism of St. Catherine and St. Bridget of
Sweden. Indeed, the mystical revelation from the lips of
Our Lady herself through St. Bridget, which testifies that,
“My son and I redeemed the world as with one heart,”35
is affirmed with papal authority from the lips of Benedict
XV, who testifies that Our Lady “redeemed the human
race together with Christ.”
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Chapter XII

The Council and Co-redemptrix
On January 25, 1959, “Good Pope” John XXIII,
now Blessed, announces his desire to call an ecumenical
council. The working preparations for the Second Vatican
Council soon commence. On June 18 of that year, a circular
letter is sent from Rome to all cardinals, archbishops,
bishops, and general superiors of Religious families,
followed on July 18 by a letter to Catholic universities and
faculties of Theology.The purpose of the letters is to request
from the future Council Fathers suggestions for the themes
that should be eventually treated at the Council itself.1
These suggested topics are obtained during the
antepreparatory period completed by spring of 1960.2 The
Secretary of the antepreparatory council then compiles a
summary of the petitions and proposals from the bishops
and prelates. Among these petitions, there are approximately
four hundred requests by bishops for a dogmatic definition of Our
Lady’s mediation, which included her cooperation in the
Redemption, and particularly her role as Mediatrix of all graces.3
Approximately fifty bishops request a dogmatic definition
of Mary specifically as the “Co-redemptrix.”4
It is reported that the highest number of petitions
167
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on any single issue that the future Council Fathers agree
merit a conciliar statement is on Our Lady’s mediation;
the second largest number of petitions seeks a
condemnation of communism; and the third issue of
greatest agreement is the need for a solemn dogmatic
definition on the Mother’s role of universal mediation “with
Jesus.”5
The later direction for Vatican II, which is
announced by Blessed John XXIII on the Council’s
opening day of October 11, 1962 (at that time, the feast of
the Divine Maternity of Mary) will be “predominantly
pastoral in character” and not dogmatic. Even so, the great
quantity of “vota” or petitions for a dogmatic definition of
the Mother’s Coredemption and mediation is historically
significant, for it is evidence of how greatly the Council
Fathers love the universal Mother and seek to profess the
whole truth about her role in salvation history.6
The first draft or “schema” on the Blessed Virgin
Mary is presented to the Council Fathers on November
23, 1962. The schema is prepared by a subcommission of
theologians and titled,“On the BlessedVirgin Mary, Mother
of God and Mother of Men.”7 Little known is the fact
that the documentation contained in this first schema from the
Second Vatican Council provides a beautiful synthesis of the history
of the doctrine of Mary as “Co-redemptrix,” from the New Eve
doctrine of the Early Fathers to the rich teachings of the nineteenth
and twentieth century papal Magisterium leading up to the
Council.
In the section which refers to the various titles in
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which the cooperation of the Mother of God with Christ
in the work of human Redemption is expressed,8 the
documentation offers the following substantiation of the
legitimacy of the title of Co-redemptrix and its doctrine
(which follows an extended notation in support of the
New Eve tradition):
All these things developed from the Pontiffs
and the theologians, and a terminology was
created in which Mary is soon called the
“spiritual Mother of men, Queen of heaven
and earth”; in other ways, “New Eve,
Mediatrix, Dispensatrix of all graces,” and
indeed,“Co-redemptrix” . . .To that which
pertains to the title, “Co-redemptrix,” and
“Associate of Christ the Redeemer,” some
things must be added.
Already in the tenth century, the title
of “Redemptr ix” was used: “Holy
Redemptrix of the world, pray for us.”When
in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, this
familiar title was used, already an immediate
cooperation of the Blessed Virgin in the
work of our Redemption was recognized,
and to the name, “Redemptrix” is added
“co,” and therefore the Mother of God was
called, “Co-redemptrix,” while Christ
continued to be called, “Redeemer.” From
that time to the seventeenth century, the
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title Co-redemptrix was brought into use
not only in devotional works of piety and
holiness, but also in a great number of
theological tracts.9 This also pertains to the
Roman pontiffs, as it has occurred in certain
texts of St. Pius X and Pius XI . . . .10
The schema notation goes on to mention how
Pope Pius XII used formulas such as “Associate of the
Redeemer,” “Noble Associate of the Redeemer,” “Loving
Associate of the Redeemer” and “Associate in the divine
work of Redemption” without the specific term,11 but
also how the help of Mary “cum Iesu” in the economy of
salvation is frequently praised by the supreme pontiffs. It
subsequently quotes Pope Pius XI using the Co-redemptrix
title on December 1, 1933, and proceeds to cite further
references in support of the Co-redemptrix doctrine by
Popes Leo XIII, Pius XI, and Pius XII. Its documentation
even refers back to Pius VI in the eighteenth century, who
condemns the thesis that unless a title of Mary is not
explicitly contained in Scripture then it cannot be believed,
even though approved by the Church and incorporated
into its public prayer (Auctorem fidei, 1794).12
With such extensive documentation for Coredemptrix and its doctrine in the Church history and
papal teachings, why then was the title not used in the
final version of the Marian schema which later appeared
as Chapter Eight of Lumen Gentium?
One certain reason for the absence of the Co-
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redemptrix title in the final version of the conciliar
treatment on the Blessed Virgin is the inclusion of a
“prohibition” for the title written by a theological
subcommittee in the form of an “Explanatory Note”
(Praenotanda), which immediately follows the text of the
original Marian schema as it was distributed to the Council
Fathers. The subcommission’s prohibition reads: “Certain
expressions and words used by Supreme Pontiffs have been
omitted, which, in themselves are absolutely true, but which
may be understood with difficulty by separated brethren
(in this case, Protestants). Among such words may be
numbered the following: ‘Co-redemptrix of the human
race’ [Pius X, Pius XI] . . . .”13
The theological commission’s prohibition is not
based in any way on concerns over the doctrinal legitimacy
of Co-redemptrix, for the note unequivocally states that
titles like “Co-redemptrix of the human race” which have
been used by the popes are “in themselves absolutely true.”
But the term is prohibited, rather, due to the opinions of
certain members of the subcommission that Coredemptrix is a term that “may be understood” by
Protestant Christians “with difficulty.”
Is it not fair to examine the prohibition of the
Co-redemptrix term in the light of the entire genus of
Catholic terminology? One is compelled to consider what
would happen to the entire Catholic theological tradition
if all our theological titles of faith were to be measured by
the same standard. Certainly, Catholic terms such as
“transubstantiation,” “papal infallibility” or even “Mother
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of God” would suffer, since these terms certainly run the
danger of being “understood with difficulty” by our brother
and sister Christians who are not in the full Catholic
communion.
Nonetheless, the subcommission’s prohibition is
followed. Sadly, the issue of including the Co-redemptrix
title in Vatican II’s treatment on Mary, in spite of its
documented Catholic Tradition and authority, and the
numerous petitions for its inclusion dur ing the
antepreparatory phase, is not permitted to reach the Council
floor for discussion by the Council Fathers themselves, among
whom the wind of the Holy Spirit is blowing.
Even so, the Spirit does safeguard a true and
bountiful testimony to his coredemptive Bride. The
doctrine of Mary’s suffering “with Jesus” receives its greatest
and most explicit witness of authority by any ecumenical
council in Church history.
Marian Coredemption in Lumen Gentium
Early in Chapter Eight of Lumen Gentium, the Fathers
ofVatican II introduce the humble clarification and disclaimer
that this chapter on the BlessedVirgin in no way constitutes
a “complete doctrine on Mary.” On the contrary, the Fathers
encourage the “work of theologians” to further clarify those
opinions which can be “lawfully retained” as propounded
in Catholic schools regarding her:
It [this sacred synod] does not, however,
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intend to give a complete doctrine on Mary,
nor does it wish to decide those questions
which the work of theologians has not yet
fully clarified.Those opinions therefore may
be lawfully retained which are propounded
in Catholic schools concerning her who
occupies a place in the Church which is
highest after Christ and also closest to us
(Lumen Gentium, 54).
It is evident to anyone willing to examine most
any international mariological journal of the nineteen
forties, fifties, and early sixties14 that a dominant, probably
the most dominant, Mariological topic being studied by
theologians and being “propounded in Catholic schools”
at the time is the doctrine of the Mother’s Coredemption
and mediation. This is why any idea that the Second Vatican
Council sought to put an end to the doctrinal development of
Mary Co-redemptrix is simply an erroneous contradiction of the
Council’s own words and teachings.
Four years prior to the commencement of the
Council, the 1958 International Mariological-Marian
Congress held at Lourdes is dedicated to the subject of the
“Cooperation of the Blessed Virgin Mary and Church in
the Redemption of Christ.”15 At this congress, a moral
unanimity is reached by the theologians present in support
of the doctrine of the Mother’s unique cooperation in
Christ’s Redemption.16 Mary Co-redemptrix is indeed
being propounded in Catholic schools, mariological
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congresses, and seminar ies, and with a vivacious
appreciation of its doctrinal integrity.
The Council begins its theological treatment of
Mary’s Coredemption in section II of Lumen Gentium, titled
“The Function of the Blessed Virgin in the Plan of
Salvation” (LG, 55-59). Here they refer to the Old
Testament prophecies of the Mother of the Redeemer,
which is fulfilled in the new plan of salvation, when the
Daughter Zion gives flesh to the Son of God to free man
from sin:
. . .The earliest documents, as they are read
in the Church and are understood in the
light of a further and full revelation, bring
the figure of a woman, Mother of the
Redeemer, into a gradually clearer light.
Considered in this light, she is already
prophetically foreshadowed in the promise
of victory over the serpent which was given
to our first parents after their fall into sin
(cf. Gen. 3:15). Likewise she is the virgin
who shall conceive and bear a son, whose
name shall be called Emmanuel (cf. Is. 7:14;
Mic. 5:2-3; Mt. 1:22-23). She stands out
among the poor and humble of the Lord,
who confidently hope for and receive
salvation from him. After a long period of
waiting the times are fulfilled in her, the
exalted Daughter of Sion and the new plan
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of salvation is established, when the Son of
God has taken human nature from her, that
he might in the mysteries of his flesh free
man from sin.17
The document then quotes the ancient Fathers in
articulating the Mother’s active cooperation in the plan of
salvation by citing the New Eve model and the principle
of Recapitulation:
The Father of mercies willed that the
Incarnation should be preceded by assent
on the part of the predestined mother, so
that just as a woman had a share in bringing
about death, so also a woman should
contribute to life . . . Thus the daughter of
Adam, Mary, consenting to the word of
God, became the Mother of Jesus.
Committing herself whole-heartedly and
impeded by no sin to God’s saving will, she
devoted herself totally, as a handmaid of
the Lord, to the person and work of her
Son, under and with him, serving the
mystery of redemption, by the grace of
Almighty God. Rightly, therefore, the
Fathers see Mary not merely as passively
engaged by God, but as freely cooperating
in the work of man’s salvation through faith
and obedience. For, as St Irenaeus says, she
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“being obedient, became the cause of
salvation for herself and for the whole
human race.” Hence not a few of the early
Fathers gladly assert with him in their
preaching: “the knot of Eve’s disobedience
was untied by Mary’s obedience: what the
virgin Eve bound through her disbelief,
Mary loosened by her faith.” Comparing
Mary with Eve, they call her “Mother of
the living,” and frequently claim: “death
through Eve, life through Mary.”18
We see here how the Council teaches that the Mother
“devoted herself totally, as a handmaid of the Lord, to the
person and the work of her Son, under him and with him,
serving the mystery of Redemption.” This is the Mother
“with Jesus” in the work of Redemption — unequivocal
and straightforward. We have here Vatican II’s certain
teaching of the legitimacy of Marian Coredemption. But
this is only the beginning.
The Council Fathers refer to the Mother’s singular
co-operation which lasts throughout her earthly life:“The
work of the Mother with the Son in the work of salvation
is made manifest from the time of Christ’s virginal
conception up to his death” (LG, 57).They then summarize
the first years of this cooperation, from the Visitation, to
the miraculous birth, to the coredemptive prophecy at the
Presentation, to the Virgin’s sorrow at being separated from
her son at the Temple (cf. LG, 57).
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The Council’s most profound testimony to
Coredemption comes in number 58 of Lumen Gentium.
Substantiated by the papal teaching which led up to the
Council, the Fathers synthesize the previous ordinary
teachings of the Magisterium regarding Mary’s co-suffering
with Jesus at Calvary:
In the public life of Jesus Mary appears
prominently; at the very beginning when
at the marriage feast of Cana, moved with
pity, she brought about by her intercession
the beginning of miracles of Jesus the
Messiah (cf. Jn. 2:1-11). In the course of
her Son’s preaching she received the words
whereby, in extolling a kingdom beyond
the concerns and ties of flesh and blood,
he declared blessed those who heard and
kept the word of God (cf. Mk. 3:35; par.
Lk. 11:27-28) as she was faithfully doing
(cf. Lk. 2:19; 51). Thus the Blessed Virgin
advanced in her pilgrimage of faith, and
faithfully persevered in her union with her
Son unto the cross, where she stood, in
keeping with the divine plan, enduring
with her only begotten Son the intensity
of his suffering, associated herself with his
sacrifice in her mother’s heart, and lovingly
consenting to the immolation of this victim
which was born of her. Finally, she was
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given by the same Christ Jesus dying on
the cross as a mother to his disciple, with
these words:“Woman, behold thy son” (Jn.
19:26-27).
Enduring with Jesus his suffering; associating herself
with his sacrifice; consenting to his immolation as Victim.
Co-suffering; co-sacrificing; co-satisfying; co-redeeming.
Does the Council not rally behind the best of the Tradition
of Coredemption?
To further elaborate their teaching on Marian
Coredemption, the Council summarizes again Mary’s
lifelong work of sharing the sufferings of the Redeemer
and teaches that her sharing in the restoration of the
supernatural life with Christ is the foundation for her role
as the spiritual mother of all peoples. Taken up to heaven,
Mary becomes the maternal Mediatrix of the “gifts of
eternal salvation,” but without any loss to the dignity of
efficacy of Jesus, the one Mediator:
The predestination of the Blessed Virgin as
Mother of God was associated with the
incarnation of the divine word: in the
designs of divine Providence she was the
gracious mother of the divine Redeemer
here on earth, and above all others and in a
singular way the generous associate and
humble handmaid of the Lord. She
conceived, brought forth, and nourished
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Christ, she presented him to the Father in
the temple, shared her Son’s sufferings as
he died on the cross. Thus, in a wholly
singular way she cooperated by her
obedience, faith, hope and burning charity
in the work of the Savior in restoring
supernatural life to souls. For this reason
she is a mother to us in the order of grace.
This motherhood of Mary in the
order of grace continues uninterruptedly
from the consent which she loyally gave at
the Annunciation and which she sustained
without wavering beneath the cross, until
the eternal fulfilment of all the elect.Taken
up to heaven she did not lay aside this saving
office but by her manifold intercession
continues to bring us the gifts of eternal
salvation. By her maternal charity, she cares
for the brethren of her Son, who still
journey on earth surrounded by dangers
and difficulties, until they are led into their
blessed home.Therefore the Blessed Virgin
is invoked in the Church under the titles
of Advocate, Helper, Benefactress, and
Mediatrix. This, however, is so understood
that it neither takes away anything from
nor adds anything to the dignity and
efficacy of Christ the one Mediator.19
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Without question, the Second Vatican Council’s
testimony to the story of the Co-redemptrix is both
doctrinally generous and theologically profound.Without
using the title, it extensively teaches the doctrine — the
truth without the name.
And yet the doctrine of Marian Coredemption
and the title of Mary Co-redemptrix have an essential,
ontological, revelational connection. They cannot be
artificially separated. If one accepts the doctrine, as does
the SecondVatican Council, then one must accept the truth
of the title, which finds its source, its being, its history in
the doctrine. To state, therefore, that Vatican II did not teach the
doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix is an error of history and a
violation of truth.
The Second Vatican Council does not use the Coredemptrix title “absolutely true in itself,”20 but nevertheless
professes the doctrine, which is the true mother of the
title. The Catholic doctrine of Mary “with Jesus, from the
Annunciation to Calvary” is the authoritative teaching of
the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council. Its title, for the
historical moment, is left out. But this moment of silence
will soon pass with the Marian pontificate of John Paul II.
On June 4, 2002, Theologian of the Papal
Household, Fr. Georges Cottier, O.P., publishes an article
in the Vatican paper, L’Osservatore Romano, titled, “The
Coredemption.”21 In this article, the papal theologian
defends the legitimate use of the title of Co-redemptrix
in light of the teachings of the Second Vatican Council.
He also voices an authentic interpretation of the Council’s
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doctrinal teachings on Mary’s Coredemption:
The Council’s text, which we have quoted,
strongly emphasizes this: Beneath the cross,
Mary suffers deeply with her only born
Son, she joins in his sacrifice with maternal
love; lovingly consenting to the immolation
of the victim generated by her: what could
these words mean if not that Mary plays
an active role in the mystery of the Passion
and the work of redemption? The Council
itself clarifies this . . . .
Can we add to the title Mediatrix
that of co-redemptrix? In the light of the
above, the answer is affirmative.22
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caeli et terrae, alia vice Nova Heva, Mediatrix,
Dispensatr ix omnium gratiarum, immo et
Corredemptrix. Quod attinet ad titulum “Regina”
cf. notam (14); quoad titulum “Mater spiritualis,”
“Mater hominum” cf. notam (12); quoad titulum
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“Corredemptrix,” Socia Christi Redemptoris” hic
quaedam adiungenda sunt:
Iam saeculo x occurrit titulis Redemptrix:
“Sancta redemptrix mundi, ora pro nobis.” Quando
saeculo xv et xvi hic titulus usitatus evadit, et iam
percipitur immediata cooperatio B. Virginis in
opere nostrae redemptionis, vocabolo
“Redemptrix” additur “con,” et ita Mater Dei
nuncupatur “corredemptr ix,” dum Christus
“Redemptor” appellari pergit. Inde a saeculo xvii,
titulus “Corredemptrix” communissime usurpatur
non solum in operibus pietati ac devotioni
inservientibus, verum etiam in quamplurimis
tractatibus theologicis [cf. Carol, J., De corredemptione
Beatae Virginis Mariae, Romae, 1950, p. 482].
Quod vero attinet ad Romanos Pontifices,
occurrit in quibusdam textibus S. Pii X et Pii XI,
in contextibus minoris ponderis: cf. ASS 41(1908)
p. 409; AAS 6 (1914) pp. 108 s.; L’Osserv. Rom.,
29-30 apr. 1935.
Pius XII consulto vitare voluit hanc
expressionem adhibendo frequenter formulas
“Socia Redemptoris,” “Generosa Redemptoris
Socia,”“Alma Redemptoris Socia,”“Socia in Divini
Redemptoris opere.”
Consortium Mariae cum Iesu in oeconomia
nostrae salutis saepe saepius a Summis Pontificibus
extollitur: “ad magnam Dei Matrem eamdemque
reparandi humani generis consortem” [Leo XIII,
Const. Apost. Ubi primum, 2 febr. 1898: Acta Leonis
XIII, XVIII, p. 161];
Pius XI, Alloc. peregrinantibus e diocesi
Vicent.: L’Osser. Rom. 1 dec. 1933: “Il Redentore
non poteva, per necessità di cose, non associare la
Madre Sua alla Sua opera, e per questo noi la
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invochiamo col titolo Corredentrice . . . ”;
Pius XII, Litt. Encycl. Ad caeli Reginam,
11 oct. 1954: AAS 46 (1954) p. 634: “Si Maria, in
spirituali procuranda salute cum Iesu Christo, ipsius
salutis principio, ex Dei placito sociata fuit . . . . ”
Praeter titulos allatos adsunt quamplurimi alii,
quibus a christifidelibus Maria salutatur.
Leo XIII, Litt. Encycl. Supremi Apostolatus,
1 sept. 1883: Acta Leonis XIII, III, p. 282: “Veteris
et recentioris aevi historiae, ac sanctiores Ecclesiae
f asti publicas pr ivatasque ad Deiparam
obsecrationes vota commemorant, ac vicissum
praebita per Ipsam auxilia partamque divinitus
tranquillitatem et pacem. Hinc insignes illi tituli,
quibus Eam catholicae gentes christianorum
Auxiliatricem, Opiferam, Solatricem, bellorum
potentem Victricem, Paciferam consalutarunt.”
Cf. Pius VI, Const. Auctorem fidei, 28 aug.
1794 [Documentos Marianos, n. 230]: “Item
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time per iod as contained in Editiones Academie Marianae
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Schema Mariano, p. 41.
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Ibid. Note: During the Congregation for the Clergy’s International
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Vatican congregation:
“Mary’s cooperation in the work of salvation was already
apparent in her consent to the Incarnation, but would only achieve
its fullness when the doctrine of the redeeming sacrifice was
clarified. For a long time Mary’s actual intervention in this sacrifice
was not taken into consideration: Mary could be called Redeemer,
in the sense that as the mother of the Redeemer she had given the
world a Saviour.
During the Middle Ages a doctrinal meditation concerning
the sacrifice and meaning of Mary’s participation in the Calvary
drama also developed. So as to explain this participation that
emphasized the suffering experienced by a mother in unity with
the Son, Mary was no longer described as a Redeemer, but as the
Co-redemptrix [original Italian, Corredentrice], because in suffering
with the Saviour she had become associated with His redeeming
work. Co-redemption means cooperating in redemption. It does
not represent a likeness between Mary and Christ, because Christ
is not the co-Saviour but the one and only Saviour. Mary is not
the Redeemer but a Co-redemptrix [Corredentrice] , because she
joined Christ in the offering of His Passion. In this manner the
principle of the uniqueness of the Mediator is safeguarded: ‘There
is only one mediator between God and men, Jesus Christ, who is
a man like them, and gave Himself as a ransom for them all’ (1 Tim
2,5).
The Council denies that this uniqueness is endangered by
Mary’s mediating presence. Attributing to the Blessed Virgin the
titles of Protectress, Helper, Rescuer, Mediatress, affirms that ‘the
unique mediation of the Redeemer does not exclude but rather
gives rise to a manifold cooperation which is but a sharing in this
one source’ (62). The title of Co-redemptrix [Corredentrice] cannot
therefore appear as a threat to Christ’s sovereign power, because it
is from this power that it emanates and finds its energy.The Council’s
words are clear: ‘The maternal duty of Mary toward men in no
way obscures or diminishes this unique mediation of Christ, but
rather shows His power. For all the salvific influence of the Blessed
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Virgin on men originates, not from some inner necessity, but from
the divine pleasure. It flows forth from the superabundance of the
merits of Christ, rests on His mediation, depends entirely on it
and draws all its power from it. In no way does it impede, but
rather does it foster the immediate union of the faithful with Christ’
(60) . . .
The Council especially emphasizes Mary’s participation in
the sacrifice of the crucifixion:‘After this manner the Blessed Virgin
advanced in her pilgrimage of faith, and faithfully persevered in
her union with her Son unto the cross, where she stood, in keeping
with the divine plan (see Jn 19:25) grieving exceedingly with her
only begotten Son, uniting herself with a maternal heart with His
sacrifice, and lovingly consenting to the immolation of this Victim
which she herself had brought forth . . . .’ In this tragedy Mary
recognized a divine plan: that of Redemption.
The Vatican Council observed that the origins of Mary’s
destiny as the mother of God were predestined ever since eternity
and that as the alma mater of the divine Saviour she was ‘a totally
exceptional generous companion’ and ‘humble handmaid of the
Lord.’ Her entire life was ‘Co-redemption’:‘She conceived, brought
forth and nourished Christ. She presented Him to the Father in
the temple, and was united with Him by compassion as He died
on the Cross. In this singular way she cooperated by her obedience,
faith, hope and burning charity in the work of the Saviour in
giving back supernatural life to souls’ (61). It is to this cooperation
that Mary’s supernatural gifts were all committed, qualities that
were to be communicated to mankind.”

Chapter XIII

The Pope of Mary Co-redemptrix
In witnessing to most every aspect of the story of
Mary Co-redemptrix, John Paul II, the “Totus Tuus” Pope,
has exceeded all papal predecessors. The quantity of such
testimonies is vast; their depth profound; their love inspired.
As if before a wine cellar full of extraordinary wines,
we do not have the opportunity to taste and appreciate
every teaching of Pope John Paul concerning his Mother
Co-redemptrix.1 Rather, let us offer some of his most
exceptional.
John Paul II and Usages of Co-redemptrix
John Paul II’s official and repeated use of the title,
Co-redemptrix quickly remedies the silence at the Council.
Within his first years as Christ’s Vicar, the Pope invokes
the Immaculate Mother as “Co-redemptrix” on repeated
occasions and makes whole again the relationship between
the doctrine and the title. The title is legitimate, and the
Holy Father expresses his conviction about this.
On September 8, 1982, Feast of the Birth of Mary,
within the context of a papal address to the sick (who so
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much need to know the power of co-redemptive suffering),
John Paul calls Mary the “Co-redemptrix of humanity”
for the first time: “Mary, though conceived and born
without the taint of sin, participated in a marvelous way in
the suffer ings of her divine Son, in order to be
Coredemptrix of humanity.”2
As is well known, John Paul does not celebrate his
own birthday of May 18, but rather his “name day” on
November 4, the feast of St. Charles Borromeo, after whom
he is named “Karol.” On this day in 1984 the Pope once
again calls his Mother the “Co-redemptrix” in a general
audience:
To Our Lady — the Coredemptrix — St.
Charles turned with singularly revealing
accents. Commenting on the loss of the
twelve-year-old Jesus in the Temple, he
reconstructed the interior dialogue that
could have run between the Mother and
the Son, and he added, “You will endure
much greater sorrows, O blessed Mother,
and you will continue to live; but life will
be for you a thousand times more bitter
than death.You will see your innocent Son
handed over into the hands of sinners . . .
You will see him brutally crucified between
thieves; you will see his holy side pierced
by the cruel thrust of a lance; finally, you
will see the blood that you gave him spilling.
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And nevertheless you will not be able to
die!” (From the homily delivered in the
Cathedral of Milan the Sunday after the
Epiphany, 1584).3
The next usage of the Co-redemptrix title by the
Holy Father is his most important to date. At a Marian
sanctuary in Guayaquil, Ecuador, on January 31, 1985, Pope
John Paul II delivers a homily in which he professes the
Co-redemptrix title within a penetrating theological
commentary of scriptural and conciliar teaching on
Coredemption:
Mary goes before us and accompanies us.
The silent journey that begins with her
Immaculate Conception and passes through
the “yes” of Nazareth, which makes her the
Mother of God, finds on Calvary a
particularly important moment.There also,
accepting and assisting at the sacrifice of
her son, Mary is the dawn of Redemption;
. . . Crucified spiritually with her crucified
son (cf. Gal. 2:20), she contemplated with
heroic love the death of her God, she
“lovingly consented to the immolation of
this Victim which she herself had brought
forth” (Lumen Gentium, 58) . . . .
In fact, at Calvary she united herself
with the sacrifice of her Son that led to
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the foundation of the Church; her maternal
heart shared to the very depths the will of
Christ “to gather into one all the dispersed
children of God” (Jn. 11:52). Having
suffered for the Church, Mary deserved to
become the Mother of all the disciples of
her Son, the Mother of their unity . . . .
The Gospels do not tell us of an
appearance of the risen Christ to Mary.
Nevertheless, as she was in a special way
close to the Cross of her Son, she also had
to have a privileged experience of his
Resurrection. In fact, Mary’s role as
Coredemptrix did not cease with the
glorification of her Son.4
The Guayaquil homily by theVicar of Christ cannot
be dismissed as either marginal or devoid of doctrinal
weight.5 “Spiritually crucified with her crucified son . . .”;
“she united herself with the sacrifice of her Son that led
to the foundation of the Church . . .”; “her role as Coredemptrix did not cease with the glorification of her Son
. . .” — all of these declarations constitute sublime
confessions to the doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix.They
are packed with doctrinal depth and conviction by the
Holy Father, to whom the believing Catholic heart should
assent with obedience, thanksgiving, and awe.
Only a few months later, John Paul confirms once
again the legitimacy of Co-redemptrix. On Palm Sunday,
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during World Youth Day, the Holy Father addresses his
“favorites,” his beloved youth, and invokes the aid of Mary
under the title of “the Co-redemptrix”:
At the Angelus hour on this Palm Sunday,
which the Liturgy calls also the Sunday of
the Lord’s Passion, our thoughts run to
Mary, immersed in the mystery of an
immeasurable sorrow.
Mary accompanied her divine Son
in the most discreet concealment,
pondering everything in the depths of her
heart. On Calvary, at the foot of the Cross,
in the vastness and in the depth of her
maternal sacrifice, she had John, the
youngest Apostle, beside her . . . .
May Mary our Protectress, the Coredemptrix, to whom we offer our prayer
with great outpouring, make our desire
generously correspond to the desire of the
Redeemer.6
Again in context of the sick, (this time to volunteers
of Lourdes) on March 24, 1990, the Pope calls upon the
aid of Mary under the title “Co-redemptrix”: “May Mary
most holy, Co-redemptrix of the human race beside her
Son, always give you courage and confidence!”7
In commemorating the sixth centenary of the
canonization of St. Bridget of Sweden (October 6, 1991),
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the Holy Father uses “Co-redemptrix” as a title and role
understood by this fourteenth century mystic whose
revelations did so much to stimulate the medieval
development of the doctrine:
Birgitta looked to Mary as her model and
support in the various moments of her life.
She spoke energetically about the divine
pr ivilege of Mar y’s Immaculate
Conception. She contemplated her
astonishing mission as Mother of the
Saviour. She invoked her as the Immaculate
Conception, Our Lady of Sorrows, and
Coredemptrix, exalting Mary’s singular role
in the history of salvation and the life of
the Christian people.8
Clearly, the Totus Tuus Pope affirms the authenticity of
the Co-redemptrix title within the Church, both in the context of
doctrinal treatments and in the order of prayerful invocation by the
Church.
John Paul II’s contribution to the doctrinal
advancement of Marian Coredemption is no less stellar.
During the Marian month of May in 1983, the Successor
of Peter highlights the ImmaculateVirgin’s association with
Christ as the “highest model of cooperation,” which is
begun with her “yes” to the work of Redemption at the
Annunciation:
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Dearest brothers and sisters, in the month
of May we raise our eyes to Mary, the
woman who was associated in a unique way
in the work of mankind’s reconciliation
with God. According to the Father’s plan,
Christ was to accomplish this work through
his sacrifice. However, a woman would be
associated with him, the ImmaculateVirgin
who is thus placed before our eyes as the
highest model of cooperation in the work
of salvation. . . .
The “Yes” of the Annunciation
constituted not only the acceptance of the
offered motherhood, but signified above all
Mary’s commitment to service of the
mystery of the Redemption. Redemption
was the work of her Son; Mary was
associated with it on a subordinate level.
Nevertheless, her participation was real and
demanding. Giving her consent to the
angel’s message, Mary agreed to collaborate
in the whole work of mankind’s
reconciliation with God, just as her Son
would accomplish it.9
On the Feast of Corpus Christi, June 5, 1983, the
Holy Father again underlines Our Lady’s active part in the
one Redemptive Sacrifice, which is continued in every
Mass. In this sacrifice, Mary “offered him and she offered
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herself to the Father,” and as a result, every Mass puts us in
intimate communion “with her, the Mother”:
Born of the Virgin to be a pure, holy and
immaculate oblation, Christ offered on the
Cross the one perfect Sacrifice which every
Mass, in an unbloody manner, renews and
makes present. In that one Sacrifice, Mary,
the first redeemed, the Mother of the
Church, had an active part. She stood near
the Crucified, suffering deeply with her
Firstborn; with a motherly heart she
associated herself with his Sacrifice; with
love she consented to his immolation (cf.
Lumen Gentium, 58; Marialis Cultus, 20): she
offered him and she offered herself to the
Father. Every Eucharist is a memorial of
that Sacrifice and that Passover that restored
life to the world; every Mass puts us in
intimate communion with her, the Mother,
whose sacrifice “becomes present” just as
the Sacrifice of her Son “becomes present”
at the words of consecration of the bread
and wine pronounced by the priest.10
In the same year (December 7, 1983), John Paul II
elucidates the crucial pre-requisite for the Mother’s
coredemptive mission as her Immaculate Conception (a
truth of doctrinal interconnectedness which merits greater
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contemporary appreciation): “We must above all note that
Mary was created immaculate in order to be better able to
act on our behalf. The fullness of grace allowed her to
fulfill perfectly her mission of collaboration with the work
of salvation; it gave the maximum value to her cooperation
in the sacrifice. When Mary presented to the Father her
Son nailed to the cross, her painful offering was entirely
pure.”11
In the 1984 Apostolic Letter, Salvifici Doloris (“On
the Christian Meaning of Human Suffering”), the Holy
Father delivers an extraordinary teaching on the sufferings
of Mary at Calvary:
It is especially consoling to note — and
also accurate in accordance with the Gospel
and history — that at the side of Christ, in
the first and most exalted place, there is
always His Mother through the exemplary
testimony that she bears by her whole life
to this particular Gospel of suffering. In her,
the many and intense sufferings were
amassed in such an interconnected way that
they were not only a proof of her
unshakable faith but also a contribution to
the Redemption of all . . . . It was on Calvary
that Mary’s suffering, beside the suffering
of Jesus, reached an intensity which can
hardly be imagined from a human point of
view but which was mysteriously and
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supernaturally fruitful for the Redemption
of the world. Her ascent of Calvary and
her standing at the foot of the cross together
with the beloved disciple were a special sort
of sharing in the redeeming death of her
Son.12
The Pope confirms the participation of the Coredemptrix not only in the distribution of the graces of
Calvary, but also in the obtaining of universal redemptive graces,
when he declares that the many and intense sufferings
were amassed in such a way that they were a “contribution
to the Redemption of all.”13 Moreover his description
that the Mother’s sufferings at Calvary “reached an intensity
which can hardly be imagined from a human point of
view,” attests to the extreme human limits of suffering for
the Immaculate Heart of Mary, who watches and consents
to the violent immolation of her innocent son, who is also
God, so that humanity may be bought back. Because this
unique sharing in the redeeming death of Christ is
“supernaturally fruitful for the Redemption of the world,”
the Immaculate One willingly suffers in love for all
mankind.
To the young pilgrims from Vicenza (reminiscent
of Pius XI’s first use of Co-redemptrix to the Vicenza
pilgrims in 193314 ), John Paul elaborates extemporaneously
that with the death of Jesus on the cross, Mary’s “very self,
her heart, her motherhood, were likewise “crucified” in
the greatest “dark night” of human history:“. . . when Jesus
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died on the cross, her very self, her heart, her motherhood,
all was crucified.When I wrote the Encyclical Redemptoris
Mater I compared this moment in Mary’s life to a dark
night, darker than all the nights which the souls of mystics
have experienced throughout the Church’s history.”15
The teaching of John Paul’s ordinary Magisterium
in the 1995 encyclical, Evangelium Vitae, acknowledges the
lifelong “yes” of the Co-redemptrix given at the
Annunciation which reaches its fulfillment at Calvary,
where Mary “offers Jesus” so as to “receive and beget” his
disciples as her spiritual children:
“Standing by the cross of Jesus” (Jn. 19:25),
Mary shares in the gift which the Son
makes of himself: she offers Jesus, gives him
over, and begets him to the end for our
sake. The “yes” spoken on the day of the
Annunciation reaches full maturity on the
day of the Cross, when the time comes for
Mary to receive and beget as her children
all those who become disciples, pouring
out upon them the saving love of her Son:
“When Jesus saw his mother, and the
disciple whom he loved standing near, he
said to his mother, ‘Woman, behold, your
son!’” (Jn. 19:26).16
Remarkable in its synthesis of the story of Marian
Coredemption is John Paul II’s General Audience of October
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25, 1995, where the essential historical panorama of the
development of Marian Coredemption is papally ratified:
Saying that “the Virgin Mary . . . is
acknowledged and honoured as being truly
the Mother of God and of the Redeemer”
(Lumen Gentium, n. 53), the Council draws
attention to the link between Mary’s
motherhood and Redemption.
After becoming aware of the
maternal role of Mary, who was venerated
in the teaching and worship of the first
centuries as the virginal Mother of Jesus
Christ and therefore as the Mother of God,
in the Middle Ages the Church’s piety and
theological reflection brought to light her
cooperation in the Saviour’s work.
This delay is explained by the fact
that the efforts of the Church Fathers and
of the early Ecumenical Councils, focused
as they were on Christ’s identity, necessarily
left other aspects of dogma aside. Only
gradually could the revealed truth be
unfolded in all its richness. Down the
centuries, Mariology would always take its
direction from Christology. The divine
motherhood of Mary was itself proclaimed
at the Council of Ephesus primarily to
affirm the oneness of Christ’s person.
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Similarly, there was a deeper understanding
of Mary’s presence in salvation history.
At the end of the second century,
St. Irenaeus, a disciple of Polycarp, already
pointed out Mary’s contribution to the work
of salvation. He understood the value of
Mary’s consent at the time of the
Annunciation, recognizing in the Virgin of
Nazareth’s obedience to and faith in the
angel’s message the perfect antithesis of Eve’s
disobedience and disbelief, with a beneficial
effect on humanity’s destiny. In fact, just as
Eve caused death, so Mary, with her “yes,”
became “a cause of salvation” for herself and
for all mankind (cf. Adv. Haer., III, 22, 4; SC
211, 441). But this affirmation was not
developed in a consistent and systematic way
by the other Fathers of the Church.
Instead, this doctr ine was
systematically worked out for the first time
at the end of the 10th century in the Life
of Mary by a Byzantine monk, John the
Geometer. Here Mary is united to Christ
in the whole work of Redemption,
sharing, according to God’s plan, in the
Cross and suffering for our salvation. She
remained united to the Son “in every deed,
attitude and wish” (cf. Life of Mary, Bol.
196, f. 123 v.).
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In the West St. Bernard, who died
in 1153, turns to Mary and comments on
the presentation of Jesus in the temple:
“Offer your Son, sacrosanct Virgin, and
present the fruit of your womb to the Lord.
For our reconciliation with all, offer the
heavenly victim pleasing to God” (Serm. 3
in Purif., 2: PL 183, 370).
A disciple and fr iend of St.
Bernard, Arnold of Chartres, shed light
particularly on Mary’s offering in the
sacrifice of Calvary. He distinguished in
the Cross “two altars: one in Mary’s heart,
the other in Christ’s body. Christ sacrificed
his flesh, Mary her soul.” Mary sacrificed
herself spiritually in deep communion
with Christ, and implored the world’s
salvation: “What the mother asks, the Son
approves and the Father grants” (cf. De
septem verbis Domini in cruce, 3: PL 189,
1694).
From this age on other authors
explain the doctrine of Mary’s special
cooperation in the redemptive sacrifice.17
The Woman of Calvary is also the Woman of
Revelation. In the papal audience of May 29, 1996, the
Pope identifies the suffering woman of the Apocalypse as
the Mother at the Cross, who suffers to give mystical birth
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to the community of disciples:
Identified by her motherhood, the woman
“was with child and she cried out in her
pangs of birth, in anguish for her delivery”
(12:2). This note refers to the Mother of
Jesus at the Cross (cf. Jn. 19:25), where she
shares in anguish for the delivery of the
community of disciples with a soul pierced
by the sword (cf. Lk. 2:35). Despite her
sufferings, she is “clothed with the sun” —
that is, she reflects the divine splendour —
and appears as a “great sign” of God’s
spousal relationship with his people.18
In the same address, John Paul reiterates the role of the
Immaculate New Eve as the Redeemer’s “faithful
Collaborator” in her co-operation in the Redemption:
It was fitting that like Christ, the new Adam,
Mary too, the new Eve, did not know sin
and was thus capable of co-operating in
the Redemption.
Sin, which washes over humanity
like a torrent, halts before the Redeemer
and his faithful Collaborator. With a
substantial difference: Christ is all holy by
virtue of the grace that in his humanity
derives from the divine person: Mary is all
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holy by virtue of the grace received by the
merits of the Saviour.19
A landmark catechesis, part of the Pontiff ’s seventy
catechetical teachings on the BlessedVirgin,20 was delivered
on April 2, 1997. During this General Audience, John Paul
II puts forth a moving commentary on the Council’s
teaching on Coredemption and the Mother’s compassion
at Calvary:
With our gaze illumined by the radiance
of the resurrection, we pause to reflect on
the Mother’s involvement in her Son’s
redeeming passion, which was completed
by her sharing in his suffering. Let us return
again, but now in the perspective of the
Resurrection, to the foot of the Cross
where the Mother endured “with her onlybegotten Son the intensity of his suffering,
associated herself with his sacrifice in her
mother’s heart, and lovingly consented to
the immolation of this victim which was
born of her.”
With these words, the Council
reminds us of “Mary’s compassion”; in her
heart reverberates all that Jesus suffers in
body and soul, emphasizing her willingness
to share in her Son’s redeeming sacrifice
and to join her own maternal suffering to
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his priestly offering.
The Council text also stresses that
her consent to Jesus’ immolation is not
passive acceptance but a genuine act of love,
by which she offers her Son as a “victim”
of expiation for the sins of all humanity.
Lastly, Lumen Gentium relates the
Blessed Virgin to Christ, who has the lead
role in Redemption, making it clear that
in associating herself “with his sacrifice” she
remains subordinate to her divine Son.21
The Holy Father has here penetrated deeply into
the compassion of the Mother’s Heart at Calvary. “In her
heart reverberates all that Jesus suffers in body and soul,”
and thus she “shares in the redeeming sacrifice.” She does
not share in the sacrifice formally as “priest,” but
subordinately as “mother” in a united offering of the one
Sacrifice. She offers her Son as “a victim of expiation” for
all of humanity’s sins.
This catechesis is immediately followed by another
inspired instruction on the Mother of God’s role as unique
“Co-operator” in Redemption on April 9, 1997, which
includes the imperative for Christians to participate as “coredeemers”22 in the work of distributing the spiritual fruits
of Redemption. Only Mary as the Immaculate Coredemptrix co-operated in the obtaining of graces of
Redemption as the New Eve with and under the New
Adam on behalf of humanity. The doctrine of Mary Co-
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redemptrix becomes a crucial “type of the Church” (cf.
Lumen Gentium, 63), for the People of God are likewise
summoned to partake in the mysterious application of
Redemption:
The collaboration of Christians in salvation
takes place after the Calvary event, whose
fruits they endeavour to spread by prayer
and sacrifice. Mary, instead, cooperated
during the event itself and in the role of
mother; thus her cooperation embraces the
whole of Christ’s saving work. She alone
was associated in this way with the
redemptive sacrifice that merited the
salvation of all mankind. In union with
Christ and in submission to him, she
collaborated in obtaining the grace of
salvation for all humanity.
The Blessed Virgin’s role as
cooperator has its source in her divine
motherhood. By giving birth to the One
who was destined to achieve man’s
redemption, by nourishing him, presenting
him in the temple and suffering with him
as he died on the Cross, “in a wholly
singular way she cooperated . . . in the work
of the Saviour” (Lumen Gentium, 61).
Although God’s call to cooperate in the
work of salvation concerns every human
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being, the participation of the Saviour’s
Mother in humanity’s Redemption is a
unique and unrepeatable fact.23
The Mother’s meritorious cooperation in man’s
Redemption originates in her role as “Theotokos” (or
“God-bearer”), for she gave birth to the Redeemer and
remains “with Jesus” in salvation’s work unto the Cross.
This is why the Mother of the Redeemer’s participation
in Redemption is no optional theological speculation, but
rather, as the Pontiff declares, a “unique and unrepeatable
fact.”
Finally, in the GreatYear of Jubilee, the Holy Father
compares the sacrifice of Mary with the monumental Old
Testament sacrifice of Abraham, Father of Faith. But unlike
the sacrifice of Abraham, the full execution of the Mother’s
sacrifice of her Son was demanded of her:
Daughter of Abraham in faith as well as in
the flesh, Mary personally shared in this
experience. Like Abraham, she too accepted
the sacrifice of her Son, but while the actual
sacrifice of Isaac was not demanded of
Abraham, Christ drank the cup of suffering
to the last drop. Mary personally took part
in her Son’s trial, believing and hoping at
the foot of the Cross (cf. Jn. 19:25).
This was the epilogue of a long
wait. Having been taught to meditate on
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the prophetic texts, Mary foresaw what
awaited her and in praising the mercy of
God, faithful to his people from generation
to generation, she gave her own consent
to his plan of salvation; in particular, she
said her “yes” to the central event of this
plan, the sacrifice of that Child whom she
bore in her womb. Like Abraham, she
accepted the sacrifice of her Son.24
John Paul’s courageous testimony to Mary Coredemptrix perseveres indefinitely, meriting for him the
singular title of “Pope of the Co-redemptrix.”As the length
of days of his pontificate continue to surprise and to feed
the world, so too does his ongoing homage to the Mother
of the Redeemer. His papal and filial tribute to Mary Coredemptrix will continue until his papacy and life come
to its providential closure.
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Chapter XIV

Contemporary Saints and
Mary Co-redemptrix
The mind of a saint is supernaturally disposed to
the truth. The more sanctified the human heart, the more
docile is the human mind to revealed mysteries of faith.
The saints have sacrificed all worldly desires for sake of
the heavenly paradise, and therefore have much less
propensity for their intellects being skewed or confused
due to attachments of the world — human agenda,
ecclesiastical or otherwise, which can obscure divine truths
and impede their assent.
The testimony of the saints and blesseds represents
the highest, most trustworthy level of sensus fidelium —
that common consensus of Christian faith found within
the People of God, which is in its own way inspired and
protected by the Spirit of Truth.1
The “voice of the people” (vox populi), according
to the ancient Church maxim, is an echo of the “voice of
God” (vox Dei). Among this vox populi chorus, the witness
of the saints offers the most pure and genuine refrain in
recognizing, living, and sometimes dying for Christian truth.
It is therefore particularly valuable to listen to their songs
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in praise of Mary Co-redemptrix.
We are keenly aware of the limitations of our
treatment of the illustrious and expansive testimony by
God’s saints to their Mater Dolorosa. We restrict ourselves
here to the most recent testimonies, in fact, only those
saints and blesseds who have died within the last hundred
years. This genus is itself radically limited to those who
have been canonized or beatified within one hundred years
of death.
St. Gemma Galgani († 1903) was an Italian saint
who in her short twenty-five years of life experienced
many supernatural manifestations, including visions of Jesus,
diabolical attacks, and the stigmata. During some of her
recorded ecstasies, St. Gemma speaks powerfully of the
Mother’s coredemptive sufferings at Calvary:
Oh wicked sinners, stop crucifying Jesus,
because at the same time you are also
transfixing the Mother . . . . Oh my Mother,
where do I find you? Always at the foot of
the Cross of Jesus . . . Oh what pain was
yours! . . . I no longer see one sacrifice only,
I see two of them: one for Jesus, one for
Mary! . . . Oh my Mother, if one were to
see you with Jesus he would not be able to
say who is the first to expire: is it you or
Jesus? 2
What compassion you show me, oh
my Mother, to see you so every Saturday
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at the foot of the Cross! . . . Oh! I no longer
see one Victim only, but there are two.3
St. Gemma writes to her spiritual director of the
sufferings of the Blessed Virgin from the time of Jesus’
birth onward as she painfully pondered his Crucifixion:
Oh what great sorrow it must have been
for the Mother, after Jesus was born, to
think that they had then to crucify Him!
What pangs she must have always had in
her Heart! How many sighs she must have
made, and how many times she must have
wept! Yet she never complained. Poor
Mother!4
. . . truly, then, when she sees Him
being crucified . . . that poor Mother was
transfixed by many arrows . . . Therefore
my Mother was crucified together with
Jesus.5
We have previously discussed the ecclesiastical
approval of Mary Co-redemptrix which took place under
the pontificate of Pope St. Pius X († 1914).6 During his
pontificate, three documents of the Roman Curia refer to
the “merciful Co-redemptrix of the human race,” “our
Co-redemptrix” and “Co-redemptrix of the human race.”7
In his own words, the canonized Pope instructs in his 1904
Marian encyclical, Ad Diem Illum of the “communion of
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life and sorrows between Mother and Son” in her offering
of the redemptive victim: “[Mary would have] the task of
guarding and nourishing the Victim, and of placing Him
on the altar. From this is derived that communion of life
and of sorrows between Mother and Son, sorrows to which,
for both of them in equal manner, can be applied the words
of the Prophet: ‘My life is consumed in sorrow, my years
are passed in groaning’ (Ps. 30: 1).”8
St. Pius X moreover invokes our Immaculate
Mother as the “Reparatrix of the lost world” and therefore
the “Dispensatrix of all the treasures which Jesus merited
for us with his bloody death.” 9 He also quotes St.
Bonaventure in speaking of the depth of the Mother’s
redemptive participation at Calvary, stating that Mary “so
participated in the [Son’s] suffering that, if it were possible,
she would have been most happy to suffer herself all the
torments which were supported by the Son.”10
St. Francis Xavier Cabrini († 1917), the first
American citizen to be canonized, gives repeated laud to
the Co-redemptrix in her teachings and sayings.11 She calls
the BlessedVirgin the “New Eve, true Mother of the Living”
who was “chosen by God to become the Co-redemptrix of
the human race.”12 Mother Cabrini also elaborates upon
the coredemptive papal teachings of her contemporary, St.
Pius X, in this commentary on the Co-redemptrix:
If the glory of giving life to our Redeemer
pertained to her, then also, as our Holy
Father said so well, the office of guarding
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and preparing the Sacred Victim of the
human race for sacrifice pertained to her as
well. Mary was not only the Mother of Jesus
in the joys of Bethlehem, but even more so
on Calvary, . . . and there she merited to
become our most worthy Co-redemptrix.13
St. Maximilian Maria Kolbe († 1941) is the
“Immaculata’s theologian” and therefore he is also theologian
of the Co-redemptrix.The Polish martyr-saint who himself
heroically lived the mystery of Coredemption by offering
his life in exchange for another prisoner at Auschwitz, offers
exceptional tribute to the Co-redemptrix as the predestined
partner with the predestined Redeemer in restoring grace
to mankind:“From that moment [of the Fall] God promised
a Redeemer and a Co-redemptrix saying: ‘I will place
enmities between thee and the Woman, and thy seed and
her Seed; She shall crush thy head.’”14 St. Maximilian goes
on to encourage the more complete understanding of Mary
Co-redemptrix for our contemporary times: “Clearly, our
relationship with Mary Co-redemptrix and Dispensatrix of
graces in the economy of Redemption was not understood
from the beginning in all its perfection. But in these, our
times, faith in the BlessedVirgin Mary’s mediation continues
to grow more and more each day.”15
This wisdom concerning the maturity of doctrinal
development of Co-redemptrix as an essential part of her
universal mediation led St. Maximilian to be one of the
first, along with the renowned Belgian Cardinal Mercier, to
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encourage the solemn papal definition of Our Lady’s
mediation in 1923.Aware of the intentions of Pope Benedict
XV to establish three theological commissions to study the
question of the definability of Mary’s universal mediation,16
St. Maximilian calls for prayers to Our Mother to hasten its
solemn proclamation, since Our Lady’s role as the Mediatrix
of all graces constitutes the underlying theological basis for
the act of Marian consecration and for the activities of his
Militia Immaculatae (“Army of the Immaculate”):
Cardinal Mercier says: “With the briefing
of November 28, 1922, the Holy Father
told us of his decision to nominate three
delegations: one in Rome, another in Spain
and the third in Belgium. They were to
examine in detail the following problem:
does the mediation of the Most Blessed
Virgin Mary belong to the revealed truths,
and can it be a matter of definition?”
. . . On this truth the Militia bases
its activities. We have recourse to the
Immaculata and we are instruments in Her
hands, because She distributes all the graces
of conversion and sanctification to the
inhabitants of this valley of tears.
Furthermore, we clearly profess this truth
in our act of consecration to the Virgin
Mary because every grace passes through
Her hands from the Sweetest Heart of the
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pure Jesus to us. But on what basis? Let us
look at history. All conversions have always
come through Mary, and every saint had a
particular devotion to her.The Fathers and
the Doctors of the Church have proclaimed
that She, the second Eve, has repaired what
the first destroyed: that She is the channel
of all graces, that She is our hope and refuge,
that we receive our graces through her. In
his encyclical on the Rosary (Sept. 22,
1891), Pope Leo XIII says: “It can be
affirmed in all truth that according to the
divine will nothing of the immense treasury
of grace can be communicated to us except
through Mary.” Let us pray, therefore, that
our Holy Mother may expedite the solemn
proclamation of this Her privilege, so that
all humanity may run to Her feet with
complete trust, since today we are in great
need of Her protection.17
The Co-redemptrix and Ecumenism
St. Leopold Mandic († 1942), a Croatian Capuchin
priest stationed in Padua, was an internationally celebrated
confessor and spiritual director for almost forty years.
Physically weak, suffering from numerous difficulties of body
and speech due to several illnesses, he was a spiritual giant
who spent twelve hours a day in the confessional as an
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ordained “channel of reconciliation.”An apostle and “victim
for ecumenism,” St. Leopold offered his life to the Coredemptrix for the re-unification of the Oriental Churches
with the Church of Rome. So extraordinarily dedicated
was this saint to Mary Co-redemptrix that he had a lifelong
desire to author a book in defense of the Blessed Mother as
“Co-redemptrix of the human race,” and the “channel of
every grace” that comes from Jesus Christ.18
St. Leopold refers to the Mother as “Co-redemptrix
of the human race” no less than thirteen times, and also
rekindles the medieval and moder n title of “our
Redemptrix.”19 So stouthearted a defender of the Coredemptrix was Leopold, that above one of his images he
once wrote the following personal testimony: “I, friar
Leopold Mandic Zarevic, firmly believe that the most
Blessed Virgin, insofar as she was Co-redemptrix of the
human race, is the moral fountain of all grace, since we
have received all from her fullness.”20
To convey the unconditional nature of dedication
to the Co-redemptrix lived by this Patron of Church
reunification, St. Leopold writes this oath of victimhood
in his own hand, wherein he offers his entire life “in
submission to the Co-redemptrix of the human race” for
the “redemption” and reconciliation of the Oriental
peoples: “In truth, before God and the Blessed Virgin,
confirming all by oath, I myself am obliged, in submission
to the Co-redemptrix of the human race, to exert all my
life’s strength, in accord with the obedience I owe my
superiors, for the redemption of all dissident Oriental
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peoples from schism and error.”21
The human witness of St. Leopold to both the
undeniable truth of Mary Co-redemptrix and the authentic
imperative of Christian ecumenism provides concrete proof
in a canonized human life that generous Church devotion
to Mary Co-redemptrix in no way opposes authentic
Catholic ecumenical activity. In fact, the “Minister of
reconciliation”22 shows us that the Co-redemptrix is the
Marian means for true Christian reconciliation as “our
Common Mother,”23 to use the expression of John Paul
II.Thus, the Mother Co-redemptrix is also the Mother of
the Ecumenical Movement, and never its obstacle.
Along with the example of St. Leopold, we have
the current example of John Paul II, who is both “fully
Marian and fully ecumenical.” He is Pope of the Coredemptrix without violating the true meaning or
imperative of Christian ecumenism. For the ecumenical
mission of the Church consists of prayer as its “soul” and
dialogue as its “body” in seeking true Christian unity with
the one, holy, catholic, and apostolic Church of Jesus
Christ.24 In his encyclical on ecumenism, Ut Unum Sint,
the Holy Father forbids all doctrinal compromise in efforts
to achieve this goal: “In the Body of Christ, ‘the way, the
truth, and the life’ (Jn. 14:6), who could consider legitimate
a reconciliation brought about at the expense of truth?”25
Therefore, it is not an authentic Catholic option
to believe “either” in Mary Co-redemptrix or in
ecumenism, but rather a duty and obligation to believe in both.
For it is precisely through the role of Mary Co-redemptrix
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that the reunion of Christians will occur.
The acclaimed philosopher, convert and cloistered
Carmelite nun, St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross († 1942)
has been proclaimed the “co-Patroness of Europe.” Born
of a Jewish family as Edith Stein, St. Teresa Benedicta was
another victim of Auschwitz. Before the final offering of
her life she gave the world her philosophically personalist
insights and her mystical meditations.
Deeply devoted to Our Lady of Sorrows, St.Teresa
Benedicta spent numerous hours of prayer before the image
of the Sorrowful Mother, and described the Mother Coredemptrix as our entry into the “redemptive order.”26
Like her Heavenly Mother, she was first an “illustrious
daughter of Israel”27 before becoming a disciple of Christ.
In her theological treatise, Scientia Crucis, in which
she discusses the knowledge of the Cross according to St.
John of the Cross, St. Teresa Benedicta confirms with
Dionysius that the human person’s greatest act is to cooperate with God in human salvation: “The divinest of all
divine work is to co-operate with God in the salvation of
souls.”28 But it is Our Lady who co-operates in this divine
work beyond all creatures. St. Teresa Benedicta states in a
truly pregnant line that the role of the Co-redemptrix
transcends the merely human level of activity and enters
the supernatural realm of human co-operation: “Mary
leaves the natural order and is placed as Co-redemptrix
alongside the Redeemer.”29
The humble Mary of Nazareth departs from the
natural order of being as a daughter of Adam and Eve,
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and accepts her predestination by God to become the
spiritual Mother of all peoples. She does this by being
“placed alongside the Redeemer” in the supernatural
order, the hypostatic order, the universally redemptive
order. She is the spiritual Mother of all peoples through
her co-operation with God for the salvation of souls, the
“divinest of divine works.” The Jewish-born Carmelite
and Co-Patroness of Europe further reveres the ultimate
Daughter Zion as the “Collaboratrix of Christ the
Redeemer.”30
Opus Dei Founder, St. Jose Maria Escrivà († 1975)
was an exceptional modern apostle who perennially
encouraged the members of the worldwide “Work of God”
to appreciate their Heavenly Mother in all her salvific roles.
St. Jose Maria vigorously defends our Lady as the Coredemptrix in this passage where he applauds the papal
usage of the Co-redemptrix title and its doctrine:
The Supreme Pontiffs have rightly called
Mary ‘Co-redemptrix.’ At that point,
together with her Son who was suffering
and dying, she suffered and almost died; at
that point she abdicated her maternal rights
over her Son for the salvation of humanity
and immolated Him, insofar as she was able,
in order to placate the justice of God; thus
one can rightly say that she redeemed the
human race together with Christ. In this
fashion we are in a better position to
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understand that moment of the Lord’s
Passion which we should never grow tired
of meditating upon: ‘Stabat iuxta crucem
Jesus Mater eius,’ ‘Now there stood by the
Cross of Jesus His Mother’ (Jn. 19:25).31
Regarding the historic saint-stigmatist, St. Pio of
Pietrelcina († 1968), truly no introduction is necessary,
nor would one be adequate.
Padre Pio’s consecration and oblation to the
Coredemptive Madonna was boundless within the confines
of hyperdulia.The mystical saint of the confessional would
constantly direct his penitents to the Mother of Sorrows
and perennially gave them the sacramental penance of
reciting seven Hail Mary’s to the Lady of Sorrows; several
penitents report that before he could fully announce this
Marian title he would often break into tears.32
His perpetual accolade to the Mother of Sorrows
and Co-redemptrix contained within his myriad counsels
in the confessional and his daily spiritual advice can be
summarized by a written testimony to the Co-redemptrix
from one of his letters: “Now I seem to be penetrating
what was the martyrdom of our most beloved Mother . . .
. Oh, if all people would but penetrate this martyrdom!
Who could succeed in suffering with this, yes, our dear
Coredemptrix? Who would refuse her the good title of
Queen of Martyrs?”33
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The Blesseds
A number of contemporary Blesseds join their
voices to the saints who praise Mary Co-redemptrix.
Blessed Bartolo Longo († 1926) has recently been
the object of renewed veneration, due to John Paul II’s
prominent quoting of the “Apostle of the Rosary” in his
2002 Apostolic Letter on the Rosary, Rosarium Virginis
Mariae.34 Our Lady is “all-powerful by grace” professes
Blessed Bartolo, and he repeatedly invokes the Immaculate
One as “our Co-redemptrix and Dispensatrix of Graces.”35
His heartfelt invocation to the Co-redemptrix for his times
should likewise become our own prayerful petition for
ours: “O Holy Virgin, fulfill today your office of being our
Co-redemptrix.”36
Religious founder and protégé of St. John Bosco,
Blessed Luigi Orione († 1940) utilizes the Co-redemptrix
title:“Mary is Co-redemptrix of humanity; she is our most
tender Mother because she even wept, especially for this
reason . . . .”37
The great Marian Cardinal of Milan, Blessed
Idlephonse Cardinal Schuster († 1954) promulgates an
authoritative Mariology of Mary Co-redemptrix with
generous usages of the Co-redemptrix title throughout
his prolific theological writings, homilies, and catechetical
works.38
The cardinal-theologian presents an elaborate
Mariology of the Co-redemptrix: “Even in Heaven Mary
exercises the office of being our Advocate, that office which
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Jesus entrusted to her on Calvary; this is so that the
Redemption might completely repair the fall, even in
superabundance.To Adam and Eve, sinners and the source
of original sin in this world, God has countered with Christ
and Mary, the Redeemer and Coredemptrix of the human
race.”39 Regarding the Feast of Our Lady of Sorrows, he
writes:
The special devotion to the Sorrows of the
Virgin, Coredemptrix of the human race,
was already within the soul of the Christian
people many centuries ago . . . [The modern
September 15 Feast, however, was] rather
the feast of the triumph of the Blessed
Mother who, at the foot of the Cross,
precisely by means of her cruel martyrdom,
redeemed the human race together with
her Son, and merited the triumph of her
exaltation above all the choirs of Angels
and Saints.40
In his commentary of the Presentation, Blessed
Idlephonse says of the elderly Simeon that he “already
discerns from afar the Cross planted on Calvary, and he
foresees Mary Coredemptrix at the foot of the Cross with
her Heart transfixed by the sword . . . Mary heard the old
man, understood, but did not utter a word. Her unbloody
martyrdom began from that moment, but she kept silence,
because the victim usually keeps quiet and does not speak.”41
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Blessed James Alberione († 1971), a modern apostle
of social communications and evangelization, is Founder
of the Pious Society of St. Paul, which has disseminated
Catholic books and media resources to the four corners
of the earth. His extensive Mariology of Coredemption is
theologically astute while at the same time appealing to
the Christian heart:
As Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemani
agreed to offer Himself, so too Mary gave
her consent to the immolation and, insofar
as it stood within her power, she immolated
her Son. Her consent was in a different
mode, but similar to that given for the
Incarnation . . . And the union of wills and
intentions and sorrows between Mother
and Son never came to be interrupted
throughout Their lives; and much less was
that union broken on Calvary . . .As a result
of that union of sor rows, wills and
intentions between Mary and Jesus Christ,
Mary became Reparatr ix and our
Coredemptrix and the Dispensatrix of the
fruits of the Cross . . . The Redeemer is
Jesus alone. Jesus is the principal Mediator
by office; Mary is the secondary and
associated Redemptrix to this great work
by the divine will.42
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With succinct theological precision, Blessed
Alberione explains the Mother’s lifelong coredemptive
mission: “[She] suffered in union with Jesus the Redeemer;
she was Coredemptrix. She knew that this was her mission,
to give worthy satisfaction for sin, to reopen Heaven, to
save mankind. She fulfilled this, her office, from Jesus’ crib
even to Calvary, and to Jesus’ Sepulcher.”43 With the same
precision, he identifies Mary’s role in grace acquisition and
its result in grace distribution: “[Mary] cooperated in the
acquisition of grace, and therefore she is Coredemptrix; she
exposes our needs to God, and therefore she is Mediatrix of
grace; she loves us and communicates the divine mercy to
us, and therefore she is our spiritual Mother.”44
From the company of recent Venerables, we cite
the eminent scripture scholar and missionary to China,
Venerable Gabriel Mary Allegra († 1974).Venerable Gabriel
staunchly defended the dogmatic definability of Mary as
Co-redemptrix and Mediatrix of all graces, particularly
on its biblical foundations:45 “I firmly believe and with all
my strength I will preach to the rest of the faithful that the
title of Coredemptrix is theologically exact in explaining
the part that Mary had in the work of our salvation.”46
This eminently respected scripture scholar tells us: “The
afflictions of Mary and those of Jesus were but one affliction
which made two Hearts to suffer . . . The Compassion of
Mary increased the suffering of Jesus and the Passion of
Jesus was the source of Mary’s sorrows.This double offering
redeemed the world.”47 Venerable Allegra furthermore
notes that “Mary merited the title, Co-redemptrix”48 and
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that “she intimately united herself to her dying Son on
the Cross as our Co-redemptrix.”49
We end this unified song of praise from the
Christian elect with the solo voice of the recently beatified
Mother Teresa of Calcutta († 1997), whose Mariological
profundity-in-simplicity resound in a 1993 letter of support
for the dogmatic definition of Mary Co-redemptrix:
14, August 1993
Feast of St. Maximilian Kolbe

Mary is our Coredemptrix with Jesus.
She gave Jesus his body and suffered with him
at the foot of the cross.
Mary is the Mediatrix of all grace. She
gave Jesus to us, and as our Mother she obtains
for us all his graces.
Mary is our Advocate who prays to
Jesus for us. It is only through the Heart of
Mary that we come to the Eucharistic Heart
of Jesus.
The papal definition of Mary as
Coredemptrix, Mediatrix, and Advocate will
bring great graces to the Church.
All for Jesus through Mary.
God bless you
M. Teresa, M.C. 50
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Chapter XV

Fatima and Mary Co-redemptrix
In the Church-approved messages of Our Lady of
the Rosary at Fatima, Portugal (1917), the Woman clothed
with the sun exhorts the young visionaries and the world
to “sacrifice yourselves for sinners”1 and “to make of
everything you can a sacrifice and offer it to God as an act
of reparation for the sins by which He is offended.”2 It is
a call for human coredemption, exemplified by its Queen.
Our Lady invites Lucia, Jacinta, and Francisco to a
life of coredemption for the salvation of souls: “Are you
willing to offer yourselves to God and bear all the suffering
He wills to send you, as an act of reparation for the
conversion of sinners?”3 The children faithfully respond
to this heavenly invitation to be co-redeemers, “Yes, we
are willing.” The Co-redemptrix in turn responds, “Then
you are going to have much to suffer, but the grace of God
will be your comfort.”4 It was precisely their heroic fiat to
the Fatima call of human coredemption that led to the
beatification of Jacinta and Francisco by John Paul II on
May 13, 2002. 5
In the monumental apparition of July 13, 1917,
which predicts great upcoming trials and persecutions for
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the Church and world, and specifically for the Holy Father,6
Our Lady of Fatima again directs the children to “sacrifice
yourselves for sinners” and identifies her own coredemptive
mediation and the consistent praying of the Holy Rosary
as the only true remedy by which to obtain peace in the
world: “. . . Continue to pray the Rosary every day in
honor of Our Lady of the Rosary, in order to obtain peace
in the world and the ending of the war, because only she
can help you.”7 It is thereby most fitting that she would
later appear on October 13 during the historic event of
the great solar miracle under the appearance of Our Lady
of Sorrows.8
Indeed human coredemption envelops the July 13
Fatima message, with its call for Christian offering of
sacrifice and consecration to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
In addition, Our Lady of the Rosary predicts an eventual
Triumph of the Immaculate Heart of Mary as the fruit of various
levels of human cooperation: “In the end, my Immaculate
Heart will triumph.”9
A recent book authored by Sr. Lucia, the remaining
visionary still alive, undeniably identifies the doctrine of
Mary Co-redemptrix as being at the very heart of the
Fatima message. In her 1998 work, Calls from the Message of
Fatima, she provides an inspired theological and mystical
witness to Mary Co-redemptrix and the supernatural
effects of the Mother’s providential role for humanity.10
The theme of Mary Co-redemptrix is the major
Mariological thread that runs throughout Sr. Lucia’s
extraordinary writings, second only to theme of the
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Immaculate Heart of Mary (and certainly complementary
to it). So instructive and inspiring are her theological
meditations on Mary Co-redemptrix that we offer at
considerable length her reflections, which so well integrate
the title with the overall Fatima call to the contemporary
world.
In her treatment on devotion to Mary’s Immaculate
Heart, Sr. Lucia acknowledges the unity of the Heart of
Mary Co-redemptrix with the Heart of Christ from the
Annunciation to Calvary:
God began the work of our redemption in
the Heart of Mary, given that it was through
her “fiat” that the redemption began to
come about: “And Mary said, ‘Behold, I am
the handmaid of the Lord; let it be done to me
according to your word.’ (Lk. 1:38). “And the
Word became flesh and dwelt among us” (Jn.
1:14). Thus, in the closest union possible
between two human beings, Christ began,
with Mary, the work of our salvation. The
Christ’s heart-beats are those of the heart
of Mary, the prayer of Christ is the prayer
of Mary, the joys of Christ are the joys of
Mary; it was from Mary that Christ received
the Body and Blood that are to be poured
out and offered for the salvation of the
world. Hence, Mary, made one with Christ,
is the Co-redemptrix of the human race.
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With Christ in her womb, with Jesus Christ
in her arms, with Christ at Nazareth and
in his public life; with Christ she climbed
the hill of Calvary, she suffered and agonized
with Him, receiving into her Immaculate
Heart the last sufferings of Christ, his last
words, his last agony and the last drops of
his Blood, in order to offer them to the
Father.11
Sr. Lucia’s commentary on the Presentation
describes the Mother’s knowledge of the eventual
fulfillment of Simeon’s prophecy and her expiatory offering
“with Jesus” as Co-redemptrix of humanity:
Mary knows that this prophecy is to be
fulfilled in the person of her Son; she knows
that He has been sent by God to carry out
the work of our redemption. And far from
wanting to save Him from such pain and
suffering, she takes Him in her pure arms,
brings Him to the temple with her virginal
hands and places Him on the altar so that
the priest may offer Him to the eternal
Father as an expiatory victim and a sacrifice
of praise.
Here, Mary does not simply offer
her Son, she offers herself with Christ,
because Jesus had received his body and
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blood from her; thus she offers herself in
and with Christ to God, Co-redemptrix,
with Christ, of humanity.12
The powerful intercession by Mary, Mediatrix of
all graces, in no way violates the scriptural revelation of 1
Timothy 2:5 of Christ, the One Mediator. Rather the
Mother’s subordinate participation in the mediation of
Christ leads to the fulfillment of the redemptive mission
of the One Mediator.13 Sr. Lucia defends the Mother of
God’s intercessory power in virtue of her prior mission as
Co-redemptrix:
There is, thus, only one divine Mediator:
Jesus Christ; but as supplicant intercessors
we have Mary, the Saints, and each one of
us, if we so wish. St. Paul himself, in various
passages in his letters, asks people to pray
both for him and for one another. “To that
end keep alert with all perseverance, making
supplication for all the saints, and also for me,
that utterance may be given in opening my mouth
boldly to proclaim the mystery of the gospel, for
which I am an ambassador in chains, that I may
declare it boldly, as I ought to speak” (Eph. 6:1820).
So if the Apostle tells us to pray for
one another, we have much more reason
to ask Mary to pray for us, because her
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prayer will be much more pleasing to the
Lord in view of her dignity as Mother of
God and her closer union with Christ, true
God and true Man, by reason of her mission
of Co-redemptrix with Christ as well as of
her great sanctity.14
In the Fatima visionary’s discussion of Our Lady’s
Assumption, she incorporates the coredemptive battle
prophesied in Genesis 3:15 and the victorious “woman.”
The predestined Co-redemptrix of the human race is the
first fruit of the Redemption, and hence could not remain
in the “shadow of death”:
As soon as the first sin which brought
condemnation on human beings had been
committed, God, speaking to the Devil
who had taken the form of a serpent and
who had incited the first human beings to
do evil, said to him: “I will put enmity between
you and the woman, and between your seed and
her seed; he shall bruise your head, and you shall
bruise his heel” (Gen. 3:15).
This woman, predestined by God
to give Christ a human nature and to be,
with Him, Co-redemptrix of the human
race — “I shall put enmity between you and
the woman, and between your offspring and hers”
— this woman, He said, could not remain
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in the shadow of death, because she did
not incur the sentence of punishment.
Hence Mary is the first fruit of the
Redemption wrought by Christ; and,
through his merits, she was carried up to
Heaven in body and soul, where she lives
and reigns, in God, with her Son and his.15
The Fatima “call to holiness” voiced by the
Carmelite visionary offers the Mother Co-redemptrix as
our exemplary model in seeking holiness within the
framework of our God-given vocations, just as the
ImmaculateVirgin “sanctified herself ” as a wife and mother:
Our Lady sanctified herself as a pure and
immaculate virgin by corresponding to the
graces which God granted to her in that
state. She sanctified herself as a faithful and
devoted wife by fulfilling all the duties of
her state in life. She sanctified herself as a
loving mother who dedicated herself to the
Son whom God entrusted to her, fondling
Him in her arms, bringing Him up and
educating Him, and also helping Him and
following Him in the performance of his
mission.With Him she traveled the narrow
way of life, the rugged road to Calvary; with
Him she agonized, receiving in her heart
the wounds of the nails, the piercing of the
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lance and the insults of the hostile crowd;
finally, she sanctified herself as mother,
mistress and guide of the Apostles, agreeing
to remain on earth for as long as God
wished, in order to accomplish the mission
which He had entrusted to her as Coredemptrix with Christ of all human
beings.16
Finally, Sr. Lucia evokes the calling of all Christians
to become co-redeemers in the work of salvation.What is
our contribution to Redemption, she asks, and how can it
be mysteriously efficacious for others? She answers with
exceptional humility, and yet with penetrating insight into
Redemption, the unity of the Two Hearts, and our
Eucharistic Jesus, given to us by the Virgin Mother Coredemptrix:
And our own contribution? It is our
humble prayer, our poor little acts of selfdenial which we must unite with the prayer
and sacrifice of Jesus Christ and of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary in reparation,
and for the salvation of our poor brothers
and sisters who have wandered away from
the one true path that leads to Life.
At this point, I ask myself:Why is it
that, since the merits and prayer of Jesus
Christ are sufficient to make reparation for
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and to save the world, the Message invokes
the merits of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary and calls on us, too, to pray, to make
sacrifices, to offer reparation?
I have to say that I do not know!
Nor do I know what explanation the
theologians of the Church would give me
if I were to ask them. But I have meditated
on, and thought about this question. I open
the Gospel and I see that from the very
beginning Jesus Christ united to his
redemptive work the Immaculate Heart of
Her whom He chose to be his Mother.
The work of our redemption began
at the moment when the Word descended
from Heaven in order to assume a human
body in the womb of Mary. From that
moment, and for the next nine months,
the blood of Christ was the blood of Mary,
taken from her Immaculate Heart; the
Heart of Christ was beating in unison with
the Heart of Mary.
And we can think that the
aspirations of the Heart of Mary were
completely identified with the aspirations
of the Heart of Christ. Mary’s ideal had
become the same as that of Christ Himself,
and the love in the Heart of Mary was the
love in the Heart of Christ for the Father
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and for all human beings; to begin with,
the entire work of redemption passed
through the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
through the bond of her close intimate
union with the divine Word.
Since the Father entrusted his Son
to Mary, enclosing Him for nine months
within her chaste virginal womb — and
“All this took place to fulfil what the Lord had
spoken by the prophet: ‘Behold, a virgin shall
conceive and bear a son, and his name shall be
called Emmanuel’ (which means, God with us).”
(Mt. 1, 22-23; Is. 7:14). — and since Mary
of her own free will opened herself entirely
to whatever God willed to accomplish in
her — “Behold, I am the handmaid of the Lord;
let it be done to me according to your word.”
(Lk. 1:38) is what she said to the angel —
in view of all this and by God’s disposition,
Mary became, with Chr ist, the Coredemptrix of the human race.
It is the body received from Mary
that, in Christ, becomes a victim offered
up for the salvation of mankind; it is the
blood received from Mary that circulates
in Christ’s veins and which pours out from
his divine Heart; it is this same body and
this same blood, received from Mary, that
are given to us, under the appearances of
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bread and wine, as our daily food, to
strengthen within us the life of grace, and
so continue in us, members of the Mystical
Body of Christ, his redemptive work for
the salvation of each and all to the extent
to which each one clings to Christ and cooperates with Christ.
Thus, having led us to offer to the
Most Holy Trinity the merits of Jesus Christ
and those of the Immaculate Heart of Mary,
who is the Mother of Christ and of his
Mystical Body, the Message then goes on
to ask us to contribute also the prayers and
sacrifices of all of us who are members of
that one same Body of Christ received from
Mary, made divine in the Word, offered on
the Cross, present in the Euchar ist,
constantly growing in the members of the
Church.
Since she is the Mother of Christ
and of his Mystical body, the Immaculate
Heart of Mary is in some sense the Heart
of the Church: and it is here in the heart of
the Church that she, always united with
Christ, watches over the members of the
Church, granting them her maternal
protection. Better than anyone, Mary fulfils
Christ’s injunction: “Hitherto you have asked
nothing in my name; ask, and you will receive,
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that your joy may be full.” (Jn. 16:24). It is in
the name of Christ, her Son, that Mary
intercedes for us with the Father. And it is
in the name of Christ, present in the
Eucharist and united with us in Holy
Communion, that we unite our humble
prayers with those of Mary so that She can
address them to the Father in Jesus Christ,
her Son.
Hence it is that over and over again
we beseech Her: “Holy Mary, Mother of God,
pray for us, sinners, now and at the hour of our
death. Amen.”
Ave Maria!17
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that everyone will see in order to make them believe.’
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Immaculate Heart of Mary.”’
When the Lady spoke these last words she opened her hands
as she had in the two months before. The radiance seemed to
penetrate the ground and we saw something like a sea of fire.
Plunged in this fire were the demons and the souls, as if they were
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when I saw this sight that I cried out, ‘Alas!’ which people say they
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The devils were distinguished by horrible and loathsome
forms of animals, frightful and unknown, but transparent like black
coals that have turned red hot. Frightened, and as if we were
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to punish the world for its crimes by means of war, hunger and
persecutions of the Church and of the Holy Father.
To prevent this I will come to ask for the consecration of
Russia to my Immaculate Heart and the Communion of reparation
on the first Saturdays. If they listen to my requests, Russia will be
converted and there will be peace. If not, she will scatter her errors
throughout the world, provoking wars and persecutions of the
Church. The good will be martyred, the Holy Father will have
much to suffer, and various nations will be annihilated. In the end
my Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will
consecrate Russia to me, and it will be converted and a certain
period of peace will be granted to the world. In Portugal the
dogma of Faith will always be kept. Tell this to no one. Francisco,
yes, you may tell him. When you say the Rosary, say after each
mystery, “O my Jesus, pardon us and deliver us from the fire of
hell. Draw all souls to heaven, especially those in most need.”’
After a short period of silence, I asked,‘Do you want nothing
more of me?’
‘No, today I want nothing more of you.’
And as usual, she began to arise towards the east and
disappeared in the immense distance of the firmament.”
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sword in his left hand; flashing, it gave out flames that looked as
though they would set the world on fire; but they died out in
contact with the splendour that Our Lady radiated towards him
from her right hand: pointing to the earth with his right hand, the
Angel cried out in a loud voice: ‘Penance, Penance, Penance!’ And we
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lay people of different ranks and positions. Beneath the two arms
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Conclusion
Mary Co-redemptrix is our heritage. The story of
Mary “with Jesus” is deeply imbedded in the Church’s
two thousand year Memory and Life which we call
“Tradition.” The Immaculate Co-redemptrix is hailed in
our Scriptures. It is a truth we should glory in, a Christian
mystery we should contemplate in imitation of the angels.
She is a Mother whom we should thank with every
fiber of our heart in eternal gratitude for an immaculate
suffering beyond all human imagination.
The doctrine of Mary Co-redemptrix will one
day be crowned as a dogma. It is not a matter of “if,” but
“when.” The doctrinal development of the Mother
Suffering, which is vivified by the Holy Spirit can never
go backward, but only forward.
“In God’s good time.” Sometimes this phrase is
used to remind us of the sovereignty of God, Author of
time and director of Providence. At other times, it can be
used as a form of human excuse for the lack of adequate
co-operation by man with the Providence of God. Such
lack always results in a loss of grace for humanity.
The Dogma of the Co-redemptrix will be. May
its dogmatic proclamation come soon, as humanity’s “yes”
to the Mother’s saving role for us. May it come soon to
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“release” the Immaculate Mother within that mysterious
order of Providence and free will, so that she may exercise
fully her necessary intercession for peace and grace in
today’s troubled world.
When she is dogmatically crowned, I believe two
prophetic hymns to Mary Co-redemptrix, one from each
Testament of God’s inspired word, will be profoundly
fulfilled:
“I exalt my God;
and my spirit rejoices in the King of heaven,
A bright light shall shine
over all the regions of the earth;
And the name of her who is Elect shall endure
through the generations to come.” (Tobit 13:7,11).
“My soul magnifies the Lord,
and my spirit rejoices in God my Savior,
for he has regarded the humility of his handmaid.
For behold, from this day, all generations
will call me blessed” (Lk. 1:46-48).

